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revealed by each table were interpreted with the median as tha principal 
basis of comparison*
Sens of ths fasts ths study brings out ares
(X) Professionally, ths teacher* wars wall trained, about half of 
them being oollege graduates* they belonged to parish and state teachers* 
ess eolations, and where fiaaaeiaHy able, bought professional books or 
megaslnes and attended tsaohsrs* nestings*
(8) Trolly rssponsibllltlss were considerable, with a median of one 
person wholly dependent on eaeh teaeher*
(8} living send it I one were poor* In awl. eases, suoh faolllties as 
running water, heated bedroom, central heating, gas, eleotrioity, indoor 
toilet, bathtub or shower were lacking, though aeeess to telephones and 
radios was mors prevalent* Here wonsn than men had roommates, a median 
of two other persons being reported by ths group*
(4) Only about half owned or were pur abasing automobiles, and the 
majority walked about half a alls to work dally* those who rode did so 
in their own automobiles or In those operated by others and paid part of 
the expenses*
(5) About one-fourth had access to reasonably good libraries and 
these were principally located in the larger towns*
(6) few trips of more thro fifty miles were made —  a median of 
five per teaeher during the school year* Week-end residence was the 
ssro as that during school week* A great many attended summer sohool*
xvl
Only a fan, about throo psraoat» vorknd for pay during tha summer at 
aoettpatlona othar than teaching.
(?) Solaris* paid vara too loo to maintain an appropriate 
•tudnd of living for profasslonal workers with depsndsnts, or to giro 
ooaimslo sonority for tha future. 11th a median salary of #660 sad a 
proximate supplement of |U0 from borrowings or extra~*oholastle earnings, 
tho taaahara loot managed to Hvo« Obviously, It was a lor standard of 
living*
Ufa Insurance pollalos averaged ixotud dlSQOf savings aad Invest- 
moots arooxiA tftOO*
Zt Is aosstlonable whothor ths salary inoonss of any of tho teachers 
ara sowsasurato with tha amount* of money thay havo invested la education 
and with ths standard of living thay mast Maintain. Their oaonomlo status 
Is anttraly too lav.
anrll
status of tanchors is rarjr Important and It should
S 
8







systems are la part justified by peculiar economic conditions. But 
there are only a few related bodies of foots whereby one oaa 
Intelligently and Intelligibly evaluate the econo**!© statue of 
teachers. Two studies by the National Education Association should 
be Mentioned, One an investigation of the economic status of
teachers of olty schools* and the other a similar study of rural
a 3tsasbsrs? tbs Onitsd States Offle, of Muoatlon rsssntlr publlshefl
• bal}etln glrlag ths results of a study of the aooaaala status of
1 national Muoation Association. Rsssaroh Division. the 
h u t w  tetiwUt Position. Rsssaroh Bulletin of tbs Rational 
Hueatlon AssoaUtlon, ISt 167-897. Washington. Septsabar, 1938.
8 Rational Sduaatlon Aswolatlon. "Teeohara In Rural Gonaunit los. 
final Bspa»t of ths OowUt f  on ths Sooiwwto 81,to, of .tb, Buna 
Teaeher. Washington, 1939* 137 pp«
%aumklts» Walter H. Koonomlo Status of Bural Teachers., Waited 
States Department of the Interior, Office of Kduoatlon, Bulletin, 
1937, Wo. 13, Washington, D. C«, Oovernnumt Printing Office, 1939,
33 pp.
rural teachers. Tha florida Muoation Association* has published 
a nineegraphed bulletin oa tha economic status of whits teachers 
of florida. Past studios hers limited thslr inrestlgations to 
aartala phases of taaohars9 eeonoolo status9 such as ths studios 
asds by Sails9 and Barry9 of ths relationship of salaries to ths 
east of living, aad those by Butsoh7 sad Karsh8 of tha purchasing 
poser of ths taaohars* dollar for one period of tins compared to 
smother period*
Used, A* R. aad Others* The Boononlo Status of White Tsaohers 
of Florida. 1954*35. Tallahassee, Florida, Florida Education 
Association. 50 pp (mimeo.)
6 fella, «. 0. Taaoiiera' Salarlc» aad tt» Coat of Living. Palo 
Alta, California*, Stanford University Press, 1959*
* Harry, David P. Ur.) Co.t ot M t U t  In tha 3tata of Haw Tor*. 
Kew Tork, K* 7., Tsaohers College, Columbia University, 1988*
7 Butsoh, Bussell 1. C. Trends in tha Purchaslag Power of 
Teachers* Salaries. Aaerloan Sohool Board Journal* 87 j 18*80, 
October, 1995*
8 Mareb, Arthur X.. Taachara fl«la »■<<.« fid living Coata la 1989-30. 
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food? Clothes? Health? Travel? How much did they pay for life in­
surance? Bow much did they pay on all real eetate? How much did 
they save? Invest? How much did they pay on eld debt a?
Value of property and Amount of Accumulated ladebta&neast 
Under Talue of property aad amount of accumulated indebtedness teachers 
were ashed to giro estimates of the market value of their homes aad 
ether real estate, the total present value of their personal property, 
the total present value of all their savings and investments, the total 
face value of their life insurance policies in force, the total amount 
of accumulated indebtedness, the total amount still owed on real estate 
mortgages*
the collection of data cm the value of property and amount of 
accumulated indebtedness was guided by questions ouch ass What was 
the market value of the real estate owned by the teachers? What was 
the value of their personal property? What was the amount of their 
total indebtedness?
Other Social and economic factors: This investigation of the 
white teachers in Louisiana outside of Hew Orleans includes information 
on social as well as economic factors* hata were collected to show 
the sex and marital status of teachers, living arrangement a during 
the school week, Store they lived on week-ends , whether they owned 
or were renting homes, what living facilities such as gas, electricity 
were available at their living quarters during the school week, 
the household duties, if any, of single teachers and how many of
8
them shared their sleeping rooms with ono or mare persons, tbs number 
of dependents, ownership of automobiles, means of travel to and from 
school, distances traveled each day to end from school, trips outside 
the school community, library facilities, annual purchases of books cr 
magaslnes, sooial and other affairs attended, and use of the summer 
vacation.
Guiding questions used In the collection of Information about the 
social and eeonomlo factors were suoh ass What was the status of 
teachers as to sen and marriage? Sid they have the use of bathtub or 
showers? Did they have aeeess to a telephone? Radio? Old they own 
automobiles? How did they travel to and from school?
th. Data ft.. Tmbharat Tha foragolng data war. obtained
10by means of a questionnaire? About two thousand of the questionnaires 
were distributed to teaehers, principals, and supervisors outside of Hew 
Orleans* In order to secure as accurate a state sampling as possible a 
majority of Hie questionnaires was distributed by parish school superin­
tendent s. Sadi questionnaire distributed in this manner was In an 
envelope addressed to the writer and eaoh teacher was requested either 
to mall the questionnaire directly to the writer or to hand it to the
parish superintcmdsnt. The parishes used were selected on the basis of
11the average annual salary paid teaehers for the school session 1934-38.
Confidential report to L. P. Terrebonne, Flaquemins, Louisiana,for 
use in Studying the Economic Status of the White Teacher in Louisiana out­
side of Hew Orleans. Waroh, 1937.
11 State Qepartmcmt of Education of Louisiana. Slshty-slxth Annual 
Report for the Segals 1984-88. Bulletin 300 —  Baton Rouge, 1936. 310 pp.
9
One-fourth of the questionnaires* were sent to parishes who®© average 
annual salary was in th© upper quartil® proup for the state, one-fourth 
t© those in the lover quart!!© group, ami one-half to parishes where the 
average salary paid was near the median. Xn addition, about two hundred 
questionnaires were distributed to teaehers studying at Louisiana estate 
University during th© summer session of 1937.
All those questioned were asked to base thair answers on 
conditions that obtained during the greater part of the year, Tfeua, 
a teacher who married during the latter part of th© year reported as 
a single teacher since hie status was single for the greater part of 
the year. This study is an average representation.
Editing and Tabulating Replies: Great care was exercised in
editing and tabulating the replies. 3ohj® questionnaires were not 
used because it wee evident that they were not answered accurately; 
others had to be discarded because the data given were not thorough.
The remaining questionnaires were carefully checked, end, vhero possible, 
errors were corrected. Where It was not possible to make corrections, 
the items were not used. In many instances teachers filled out one 
part of the questionnaire accurately and were apparently inaccurate 
In other ports. These accurate parts were used to fill in th© in­
accurate parts. Answers were substituted only when th© clues used
to indicate the correct answers were quite definite*
Sampling: Responses were received from, 1G1Q teachers. Of this
10
number 708 were usable in whole or la part* The responses were 
the basis of the study. Daring the period on which the study Is 
based there were 8072 white teaehers In Louisiana outside of 
Dew Orleans, the area of the state studied* The 70S usable 
replies to the questionnaire are 8*69 pereeat of the group 
froi which the sample was taken, a fairly good sampling for sueh 
a study.
How Data Were Handled: The questionnaires were edited and 
ended, e&eh step being earefhlly cheeked. The data were then 
transferred to Hollerith cards. The tables used in this study 
were prepared on the Hollerith sorting and tabulating machines. 
These asehanisal devices nade it possible to deal accurately and 
eeonaaieally with the accumulated data,
The responses received were distributed as follows: ele-
mentary-eehool teachers, hlgh-school teachers, combination ele- 
aentary and high-school teach ere, teaching and non-teaching 
principals and supervisors, and other types.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the teachers In this study 
by place of residence (congressional district), sen and marital 
status. Of the usable reports there were 459 cases from the Third, 
Sixth, and Seventh Congressional Districts 185 In the Third, 173 
in the Slxt^ and 101 in the Seventh. Twenty-one, the smallest 
number of reports, came from the Fourth District. There were 175 
men aad 511 women whose reports were usable. Of the men 48 were
11
slaglt and IS? ware serried* while of the women 448 were single and 
63 were married. Sixteen teaehers failed to report plane of 
residence.
12
»aklm i - number of tsaorim of mm m ®  
marital mms m m m m  mm cuito«3ional
DISTRICTS.
Districts &i
-.... -   —. -m— - . -̂-- Mcffl .»64.,!|feiiift„.—ngle Married Total Single Married Total Single Married Total
Seoond
Distrlet 8 19 IT 88 0 08 60 15 7©
Third
Distrlet 14 19 88 145 9 108 197 88 185
Fourth
Distrlet 1 14 10 9 0 4 7 14 81
Fifth 
Distrlet _ 4 15 19 40 81 94 49 59 85
sixth
Distrlet . 14 89 104 89 155 U B 05 175
Seventh
Distrlet 9 8? , » 44 1 95 75 88 101Eighth
Distrlet 4 U 88 8 81 58 14 49
Total 
iissher 
reeertlas rrM-nrr-ffir, 175 48 511 499 190 989
Read table ae follows: Of the 48 single non reporting, 8 were




Professional merit often spends on economic status* 
Obviously, the teacher with barely more than a living *&£* comet 
travel, eennot attend summer school, carnet enjoy leaves of 
absence far advanced study, cannot do most of the things that 
■eke for stfcolastlo and cultural growth* Questions (in the 
questionnaire) were framed to reveal the Interrelation of the 
professional and economic statue* This chapter presents inform 
nation concerning types of school end community In which teaehers 
were employed, the kind of school positions they held* their 
length of school service, tenure in present position, training 
levels attained, membership in professional organizations, careers 
they ultimately desired, and the type of school and community In 
which they preferred to teaeh* Data were given for teachers by 
sen and aarital status* The facts are high la hunen interest* 
Besides, they are indispensable in Interpreting the statistics 
of succeeding chapters*
frp—  of School or soamnlfy An «hl<*L _«n> Toa<fc»rj ware—  
Employed! In Table 2, the teachers are arranged according to sexeeMMHMSM
and narltal status and type of school and community in which they 
are eaployed* 71ve types of school and community are given.
Almost one-half of the teachers were employed in schools located
u
y&qug * ~  t m s  OF SCHOOL OB OOttliNm III
m m  m& t m m m  of m b  sex aud MABmi
SfATOB WERS EMPLOYED
Types nr
school or tenon lift Iflitt
1lK*ai
school in 
•pa 8«wt»r 4*17 08*88 J W » . 8.6a k#* 2.70 8.M.
tc&cher 
school in 
eras eeuatrr - J U L 7*01 U.08 M . W u m u l •tW 3W-.86 _SiSMttMMM«**nnp*̂rai* w
teacher 
school in
88*88 18*88 i8.n ao.6» litafS M . * _ U d _Toon car
Tillage loos 
t*—  1808 in 
population 25*80 95*07 u«es B».8» 17.67 31.38 au«?m s  or City 
1000 «  rare 
population 41*68 Jttik. 38.81 80.78 37.80 j s l o l .
SB&ifti 50 481 185 666 nfitt
Read taU» as fftUmni Of the 48 single ran reporting on school 
position hel4f 4*17 percent were teaching in one-toaciior schools in 
the open dsmtrjr, 8*93 percent vers touching in two-to-*fiirs-*t©a«her 
schools la the open country, etc*
IS
1a to was or cities with populations o f one thousand o r more. A few 
mere than one-fifth taught in villages of one thousand or less popu­
lation while approximately the earns nuaber worked in schools em­
ploying six or mere teaehers. About one out of every ten taught in 
two-to-five-teaobsr schools, while only a few in excess of two out of 
eaeh hundred served in one-teacher sohools.
Sex and narltal status evidently had no influence on the type Of 
school and oosmunity of employment, the distribution being fairly 
consistent. A larger percentage of the single and married men and 
single and married woman reporting was employed in schools located in 
towns or el Use with populations of one thousand or more.
This Is also true for teachers eaployed in schools located in 
villages with populations less than one thousand, in six-or-aare teacher 
schools in open country, and in one-room schools, except for two oases.
A few more single and married women taught in schools cmploylx« six or 
more teachers, than in schools located in villages of lose than one 
thousand population.
the relation of salary to type of school or community in which 
teaehers were employed is present ed in Table 37, page 104
Kinds of School Positions Held by the Teacherst Table 3 classifies 
the teaehers reporting according to six types of school positions held, 
aad in accordance with their sex aad marital statue. More than half of 
the teaehers, 30.49 percent, were elementary-eohool teachers, about one- 
fifth, 19.06 percent, were hlgh-school teaohers, while 12.46 percent
16
TAM# 9 * KINDS OF SCHOOL POSITION HKLD M  THS 
m C H M  OF u m  3BX AND MARITAL STATUS
Kin* of
SeheeX Men Women Men and ' Women
Bl«l. ItorUA. a i m i , itoCTljd atMdA
11— imtary- 
echool
1cachcr M.OQ y.os 90,88 91,89 05,80 88.05 83,49
Hlgh*eoheol 
teaaher only 38.00 81.00 18,88 10,93 19,00 19.91 19,08
Both eleneiv.
tary-end









or oaperin- 8.00 0.08 1,83 00,00 1.40 4.09 3,31
Other
fnmm 18.00 18.00 5,11 3,18 5.80 9,38 0.99
Total ranber 
O H ^ L — 00 180 450 ..-  h . 500 198 098
ReaO table aa foUovsi Of the 50 elngle men reporting on echool 
poeition halo* 86 percent were eleaentapy-eahool teaohero only, 55 
percent were hlgh-sohool teachare only, ate*
17
served 1a the duel capacity of highland eleraentary-school teaohero.
Of the principals and supervisors, 13.87 percent did some teaching, 
and 8.31 percent did no teaching. Those classified as other types,
6.79 percent, reported that the positions they held oould not toe 
elaaalfled In accordance with the Items In Table 3.
Of the single sen reporting, 38 percent were high-school teachers, 
while of the serried sen, 30.78 percent were teaching principals or 
supervisors* Except for combination of elenentary-hlgh-school 
teaehers, of the single sen reporting, the smallest percentage was 
non-teaching principals and supervisors, and this is true also for 
narried sen, except that the sane percentage, 7.03 percent, were non­
teaching principals and supervisors* Of the woven participating in 
the study almost three-fourths were elementary-achool teaehers, 70*28 
percent of the single women and 71*87 percent of the married women 
reporting* The next greatest number of woman reporting were high* 
school teaehers only*
When all teaehers are combined, regardless of sex, most of the 
single teaehers, 66*80 percent of them /rere elementary school teachers, 
and most of the married teachers were teaching principals or super­
visors*
Thtole 39, page 107 , gives the relation of salaries received to 
kind of school position held* The data of this table indicate that 
salaries aM sine of school correspond, larger salaries are received 
by teachers in the larger schools, and smaller salaries are received
%
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TABLE 4 * L&JGU1 OF &2HG.L aSfiFnrXOE FOB M S  T&MMi®
Of mm  SEX AKD MARITAL {3TAW
Length eff _"#,t esL.ittM ,
fsspnmm
— . mmi neh ai>d HtPMi
,OlMlo...Jfe3rM Oiofile.m m m . s5 u&6 ToVai.
S9 wr «op» 00*00 ^ jyi§r... M*00 _ 1*09. .swPBûepp M B _ _ _ . Q*SL..
SO* M 00*00 _»*£0 4;*04 . , 8,0* 8*88 8*68
SB • 88 8*34 3*21 4*04 8.16 3.6S
SO « Si £•04 3*91 0*06 - j u m * . i.H (MI... 8*88
* 8 - 1 9 ________________ 8*04 13*43 12*61 19*09 11.55 16*04 W . M
la . u *0#£0 _ 40*40 . J M L . a?»4£ X?.M 99*32 83.11
8 * 0 5B*6» £6*66 £4*10 19,74 26.80 £3*40 S8.8S
X - 4 44*90 9*0» 30^93 6*49 98.16 . ..... 30.04Totai numb#r
f*j>ortinc 49 _____mt -, 436 60 «as 190 678BHani rtn auwNur 
•f years 9#£N$ M f t n 0*10 M*£l V.BE ,18.18 9.81
Bead tafele aa follows; of the 49 B-uigX© mu report.Jag on length 
•f aehool aervleet 8 pereeat had aonrod £5 to 29 year a 9 £ paroent had 
H m d  BO to £4 yearat etc*
•# Xftelud^og the year m  which the te&efcare* report were efctalaod*
tabus 9 • Tmm m mmms ponn xgm 
tbaghers o f & u x  mx mi m a rita l s ta tu s
s T ~ ..__ m r*m * <st,Tenure in 
present nm ...r. wow*. _____ mum
aosittae--- ain#U ifexriai i I Total
8* *  8®____ , 1*86 1.19 00.00 1*26 _1*06 . l.HQ
8 0 - 2 4 4*00 00*00 1.1? 3*88 1*4? 1*06 1*66
» -  19 2*00 4*69 4.4# 19.69 4*19 9*62 0*71
10- U ••00 10*69 14*18 84.09 16*66 10*62 13*02
9 - 9 I M S 80*4? 84.39 86.83 26*90 29*10 26*38
J L - 4 68*00 47*66 JH.1A 20 .83 66*66 40*74 81*36
Total nftfther 
m tn iM J »  rr. 126 437 61 109 666Median ■wM*>a* 
ftf rears 3*66 4.89 *•«*, _ J a 9 L . 4*46 6*00 4*87
Head tafcie es fellows} Of th® 90 single mm reporting on length 
of seheoi serrle* la pro seat position, 8 pore out had served 29 to St 
pears, 4 percent had served 20 to fid years, ate*
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years for single teaehers of both saxes combined, and 6.10 years for 
married toaahsrs of both sexes combined.
This shows that of ell teaehers reporting singLe men, In pro­
portion to the nsuaber of years taught , remain in the seme position 
the longest. Single son are followed bp single teach*r« of both 
saxes combined, single woment married women, married teachers of 
both saxes and narrled sen. It nap be assumed that a great nuutoer 
of shanges aads bp narrled sen are due to promotions to better 
positions*
It is likely that the provisions of the tenure law and of the 
single salary schedules in operation in parishes will tend to 
lengthen service in present posit ion and provide somewhat better 
ecenemie status for the teacher through regular increments In 
salaries*
This table (Table 4, page 19) shows clearly that married 
teaehers have a greater length of school service than unmarried 
teachers* This longer period of service say be due, however, to 
something besides marital status. It is generally assumed that 
narrled teaehers are older than single teachers. The median 
asafcer of pears served bp married sen was 11.52, while for the single 
sen it was 5.88s and the median for married women was 14.8 peers, 
while for single worms it was 8.18 pears. When the figures for 
both sexes were combined, married teachers had a median of 18.18 
pears of service and single teachers a median of 7.88. The
3
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m u m  $ • mamm wms  mtaihkd m  th& tmcmirs
09 EACH SM AHD MARITAL STATUS
level of





necaal school 00*08 00*00 00*85 00*08 00*80 00*80 00*15
Collage, bet lessthan two raur«(M wastrel 08*00 1*64 5*05 11*89 1*85 4**4 8*44
At least two years college hot loss then three years 14*08
9
8*54 58*5* 8**10 55*90 15*48 89**8
At least threetsTLSHssgraduation 
frag four* 1Q.Q0 *.81 80.54 88*58 19*4* 18*45 1**5*
Oradueticm from fear* year college with deewas 88*08 JUU*iL 1**85 1*.*4 19.8*. 15*48 1*.*8
Seas training beyond gradu­ation froa four-year 44*00 74.04 80*89 11*89 88*85 55*86 58*21
Total amber 
nggttflU--- ■ 50 188 445 68 495 190 603
Bead table as follows: Of tbs 00 single son reporting on level 
of training, 14 percent bad had at least two years of college bat less 
than tfcre* rears (108 weeks), 10 percent had had at least three years 
college but less than graduation tram four-year eollege, eta*
Retei There was one ease of a single wanan who had training lees 
than high school graduation* This case Is not Included in the table*
P&RC£Nd
LU cb
degree or had d m  graduate work* la addlt ion* 17.8? percent had 
credit for three years or more of college work, aad 38*78 percent 
had too years or more of college training. A very negligible 
snafesr reported college training of less than too years, £.64 
pero«t less than too years and 00*18 parooet none at all*
Of the non reporting* tha greatest nnkbar of aingla atm, 44 
percent, were doing graduata work, and over tferee-fourths of tha 
married nan, 76*85 peroect» reported tha anna status of training* 
Moat of tha women raportlng had over too yaara of trainings 38*37 
pe reset of tha aingla women aad 37*10 paroant of tha married 
women* Whan hath sexes oara combined, 35*80 paroant of tha aingla 
taaahara had received tao or aora yaara hut la as than thraa yaara 
of aollaga training* and 35*36 paroant of tha narrlad taaahara 
had resolved a oollaga dagraa or aora doing graduata work.
Than* data lndioata that Louisiana taaehars ora highly trained* 
Who nan are hat tar trained than tha woman* and aarrled man are 
somewhat better trained than aingla nan* There la name difference 
in aollaga training between married end aingla women* ehowlng that 
married women era somewhat better trained than single women. How* 
ever,the dl fferenee la so alight that it should not Influence a 
comparison*
It la highly desirable that such a seleet group in training 
Should an Joy an economic status that would enable them to travel* to 
attend summer school* to use leaves of absence Ibr advanced study*
§








































































TABUS f • TYPS3 0? Ĵ ROIiaalONAL OROAHI&aTTCMF TO MICE 
THE TEACHERS OF EACH BKX AND MAIUTAL 3TATQD S^LONOSD
t m  *r JTOvlHlO or
OUgeaiaftw sam HOaaa . 18m. aa4 M a n .
-♦4*-------- - ................
J«P® _____ m&n _ «.« Iftlfi 00.00 1.08 Q*m 0 #808tataf
Rational,
M m ______ . .<** a.34 103 00.00 . 1*99 um 1*09u33i or
larUO
Aaataiatlti* — 4.00 00.00 1.19 00.00 1.48 00*00 1*04Stato
TaaaharaAftaooiatlott 94*00 28,13 33.41 46.4? ..*9.47 @4*04 33*43N&tioaai
taaahara
aaaaeiatlaa 00.00 00,00 0.99... 00.00 Q.BS
Othar tamo oo.bo <fe.Q? 3 T.OO ©ol
. .....~r
I*sai» otato 32.00 86,39 IV.Vl "“S e w T U J ard*o@ 11 81.13 .laeal, otato 
national 04*00 89.99 10.97 M S 13*30 sag*#? r«aiiiooal, otato
aatioaal and 
other JiOO 1.94 3.89 1.67 @•10 1*60 2 « M L _
Stata aad 
aatioaal 10.00 89.35 18.38 8304 13*30 80.88
TOtai suafeor
90 1^0 434 SO 404 . is&___ 978
Raad tabla ae follows} of tha 90 sia&to a w  reporting on tfci# 
TUoatlan§ 4 percent belonged to at«tnt national, and other associations,, 
4 paroaat belonged to local or pariah aa&Geiatiotia4 34 percent belonged 
to tho atata aasoaiatioa only, etc*
30
found: 19*81 peroeat of the single teachers held memberships la 
local and state organisations, 33*47 percent la the state 
association* for narrled teaehers: 22*87 peroeat aad 34*04 
percent ears la looal and state aad aatioaal aasoolatloaa respectively* 
The percentages indicate that the teachers studied were faithful 
la their support of their looal and state associations* But the 
figures ea aatioaal associations membership are somewhat discouraging* 
The question nay well be raised as to whether or not economic 
status has an laflusaee on membership i& professional organ last ions 
sines, with few exceptions, masher ship la contingent on payment of 
annual dues*
pertain Attitudes of Teachers; la a study of this order it 
is important to consider attitudes toward jobs as life careers, 
as well as attitudes toward certain types of work* Teachers were 
asked to signify the careers they ultimately desired, and the 
types of school or community in which they preferred to work if 
salaries were the same in all types*
Tables 8 and 9 give responses to these questions* Table 8 
distributes the teachers, by sex and marital status, according to 
the careers ultimately desired by them into eight career groups 
and one miscellaneous group* figure III expresses these data in 
simpler form* An examination of the table shows that slightly 
more than one-third of the teachers, 35*97 percent, preferred to
31
g * OARKI®S UJtfXHAmf W&SIRKD ffl THS TKACHKRS Of
KACH asx and u m m >  m m a
terwtttt of.
lariou M— tow Hen and Wamen _
1 81— safari 
School 
Teacher* 18*00 8.88 44.70 37.81 41.45 81.76 35*97
8 Sigh*School





___aehoele ___ 84.00 74.48 4.08 18.65 9.06 54.98 88,15
4 Home maker 
(**li tl*«) 00.00 00.00 16.18 6.88 14.54 3.07 11.07
8 Other
8*00 7.78 5.81 _ 7.81 5.58 7.77 6.18
4 Other type 
of school 
. . war* . . -... 8.00 0.77 0.66 00.00 0.80 0.51 0.71
7 Baslnesa or 
On— erelal 
- earner.______ 00.00 1.55- 0.44 00.00 0.40 1,09 0,07




asdl cine * et c.) 4.00 00.00 1.88 00.00 1.60 00.00 1.15
0 Mlaeellan*
0.00 4.45 6.63 00.00 6.57 8.10 5,61
M u  nomb«r 
___ FWWBttM . 80 180 458 64 508 199 695
Read table aa follow*i Of the 80 eingle men reporting on the careers 
which they with to puratie ultimately, 18 pereent epeolfied elementary* 
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to? elementary teachers If the salary seals wars equal for all 
grades* The next largest group, 22*15 pereent , said they would 
prefer to be principals, supervisors or superintendent s; while 
ene-Sixth, 16*54 percent, expressed a preference for high 
setoeel work* More than three-fourths of the teachers answering 
the questions prefer to remain in some type of school work* uf 
the remainder, approximately one-fourth, 11*0? pereent , hoped 
eventually to he full*time home makers; 6*18 pereent preferred 
ether careers net listed in the table; 0*57 pereent preferred to 
eater business or commercial careers; 1*15 percent wished to be 
lawyers, doctors^ and 5*61 pereent classified themselves as a 
miscellaneous group*
$he men report lag expressed preferences for positions as 
principals, supervisors, and superintendent a* More than one* 
half, 54 pereent, of the single men, and almost three-fourths, 
74*42 percent, of the married men expressed such preferences, 
while more than one-fourth of the single men and more than one- 
tenth of the married men preferred school work to any other 
type of work; about 18 percent of the single men and approximately 
14 pereent of the married men hoped to leave teaching for other 
careers*
Being an elementary-eehool teacher was popular with the women
reporting, 44*70 percent of the single women and 57.81 percent of
r
the married women so expressing themselves* A larger percentage
of mar 1*194 woman than of single women wished to b« principals, surer- 
visors, or supsrintendeats 18.63 percent of the .married woman and 
4*65 percent of the single women, expressed *<«oh a wish. Of the 
women reporting more of the single women desired to become full-time 
hoots makers than the married women, 16,15 percent of the single women 
and 6,25 percent of the married women expressing such a desire. About 
fourteen percent of the woman hoped to enter work other than teaching, 
including, of course, full-time home making.
When both sexes are combined, the preference of single teachers, 
41,45 percent of them, is for elementary teaching and the preference 
of married teachers, 54.92 percent of them is for principalships, 
supervisorships, or superintendendas. Almost 30 percent of the single 
teachers and almost 14 percent of the married teachers hoped to leave 
teaching for other careers,
fable 9 shows the types of school or community teachers preferred 
to work in if salaries had been similar in all types. The data are 
given by sex and marital status. These Indicate that teachers prefer 
employment in towns or cities with populations of 1,000 to 10,000 
rather than in smaller communities, the open country, or cities of one 
thousand in population. Of the 665 teacher® expressing, preferences for 
types of school or community 29.86 percent preferred positions in 
schools located in cities or towns with population® of 2,500 to 9,999, 
end 26,09 percent preferred employment In schools located in towns or 
villages 1,000 or 2,499 in. population, of the ,refining teacher®,
36
one-eighth preferred employment In places of 10,000 in popul&tlon, 
and nearly one-third preferred tonne and villages with populations 
of lass than 1,000 or la the open country.
there were 176 nan reporting on this question, of whom 49 
were single mad 167 were serried, the table indicates a very aaall 
difference In their preferences. In proportion to ausfeer reporting, 
sere married asn preferred to serve in slx-or mar e-teacher schools 
la the opes country than single men; and wore single men expressed 
a preference for places of 10,000 la population than married ant *
Of the 687 women reporting, 486 were single and 61 were married. 
More than one-half of the single women and slightly less than one* 
half of the married women expressed a preference for schools located 
In places with populations of 1,000 to 9,999. Only 13*18 percent 
of the single women aad 6*98 percent of the married women gave as 
their preference employment la schools located la places with 
populations of 10,000. The table indicates that, la proportion to 
the number reporting, mors married women prefer to teach in m i l  
schools sad the open country tin a single women.
Of the total number of teachers answering, 478 were single 
and 188 were serried. The preferences of single sad married 
teachers for positions In places of 1,090 to 9,999 la population 
were almost equal in proportion to the number of teachers reporting. 
In proportion, fewer married teachers than single teachers preferred 
to work la cities of 10,000 In population, while in proportion more
m
asnUd teachers than single teachers preferred employment in school* 
of six or nore teaohera located in the open country and sohools 
located In to ana of lean than 1,000 in population*
figure Vf tiiova a comparison of the types of aohools and 
eoanoiiitlea In tiilch teaohera are employed, and the types of school 
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The foregoing aaalyaie of dot* presented and Interpreted leads 
to the conclusion that ««z ana marital status had no Influence upon 
tha positions held tap teachers nor upon tha places where they war# 
•ployed. Salaries increased with tha slac of the school and tha 
amount of teaching experience. All the teachers reporting were 
highly trail*d, bat tha nea had batter training than the women.
All vara faithful la tha aappert of their local and state tcachera 
organisations bat held few memberships la tha national association. 
Teachers preferred employment in sodium-sized communities, preferring 
then to small eoamanitles or places where tha population was o^e thousand 
or more.
OHAFTKK H I
TSACamS* R3SSPOKSIEIUTI2S AND UVXffi COfDITIONS
Family relationships, responsibilities ,aad 1 It lag conditions eo n* 
stitute a major pbae* of the teacher 'a eoolal and economic statue* Wat 
this reason a series of facts concerning this phase are presented in 
the present chapter* Shots are given concerning the sen and marital 
status, dependents, general living arrangements, place of residence on 
week-ends, home maintenance and ownership, facilities available at 
living quarters, number at room-mate* in the ease of single teachers, 
and the household duties of single t each era not maintaining hones*
Teachers* Dependents; Table 10 and figure V give the number of 
d^endeaey units for ̂ lich the teachers reporting were responsible* 
These facts are given by sen and marital status* A dependency unit, 
for the purpose of this study, is defined as one person wholly de- 
pendent, or two persons partially dependent* This plan is subject to 
considerable error, but with a fair sampling of teachers it should 
give fairly accurate averages* The number of dependents on a teacher 
is certainly an important factor in his economic status* A study at 
Table 10 shows that 1*9 men reported, 60 of idiom were single sod 129 
of whom were married* The question was answered by 516 women, 462 of 
them single and 64 married* Of all teachers reporting, more than one- 
third, 86*97 percent,reported having no dependents; of those having
TABUt 10 - HUMOR OF DEPENDENCT UNITS TOR WHICH 
T O  TXAQHBRS OF JEACB SHE ADD MARITAL STATUS WHiB niwqxmwTiw^
B # p w  
4 « W  ./« » m  «*—
Uml____ Mam aad Women
-CaiU . A n t * , 1 total
-XdUfeJMKa 8*00 ..... o,m ©*8f 0,*0 0*52. 0.43
8.8 _ 1.86 , ,0.88 ,  o.ao __1*04 0.43
8*8 0.31... (| 0*20 ( 1*54 0,60
8*8 . 0.88 .TT̂ r. 8.U 1.44
4*8 M M .. Q.TB 8.18 0.80 , 1.54 1.01
4.6 10.05 1.11 5_48 1.00 . 8.88 3 * 02 .
8.5 -r-nM» 1.11 5.18 1*00 S.ftS
8*0 u .n r-rM»,-T- 5.18 , , 8*58,.,.. 4.91
8*5 5*10 4.49 -r-JWflU 8.70 5*40
8.0 10.00 81.71 4.84 10.94 7.17 M,«> 10*22
1*5 ».oo 2*55 8*97 *0*94 M ..M M 6*71
1*0 10.00 28.48 . M * M L r 88*44 18.55 88.00 15*40
0*8 10.00 0.78 14.81 18*75 14*14 a.Ti 15.65
0.0 M.00 4*98 44*47 18.75 45*48 10.88 55*97■wwrffiswwr
renortlac ___JO 129 488 198 695Nadlan aaabar
8.48 *41 1*88 *14 8.07 l.U
HMd tafcl# u  followai Of tha 80 alngla non reporting on tholr 
dependent# I poroont had 7*0 or nor# dependency ftaiti, 8 percent had 
4*8 or nor# dependency unite, etc*; the aodian number of unite par 
toaohor holng *88 for olngl# non.
a* A "dopondonoy unit" roprooonto on# paraon wholly dependent 
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dependents, 13.33 percent had one*half a dependency unit, 15.40 per- 
oent had o&i, 5*76 percent had one end one-half, 10.88 percent had 
two, 3.40 percent had two aad one-half, and 6.91 peroant had throe. 
Tha renal nine number, approximt ely 7 pereent of the total reporting, 
had from four to seven dependency unite or more. The median muribsr 
of unite for all taaohara waa l.U unit a.
here than half of the eingle nan, 04 pereent, had no dependent#. 
Only 3.93 pereent of the married nan reported no dependent#* The 
median dependency unit# for single sum was .38 persona, while for 
married men the median was 8,43 persons*
Of the woman, almost half of the single women, 44.47 pereent, 
reported having no dependents, while 18.73 pereent of the married 
women reported no dependents. The married women, in proportion to 
the number reporting, had more dependent# than the single women* A 
little lees than 10 pereent of the married women reported from 3.8 
to 7 or more units. About 4.5 pereent of the single women reported 
haTing the sans number. Almost 30 pereent of the married worn* 
reported hawing from 1.3 to 3 dependents* Only about 81 peroant cf 
the single woman had the sane number of dependants. The single 
women had a median dependency unit of .31 and the married women 1*88* 
A few over one-tenth cf the married teachers reported no depend* 
ants. Almost one-half of the sli^le teachers reported no dependents* 
The median of both sexes is *14 of one dependency unit for single 






























































?AHL£ U  - PKRSOHS RSSIW© WITH t H B M m  AH) WH0L3DT D E P M W T  
UPOH THUN ACOQR^m TO 8M, M D  RAKITAL 3TAT08
man
Of it* E S Stats irrloft 3in«le H&rrlad fatal...
$ or m t o 8*44 0*89 0*85 1*69 *7©
* 4*88 0.57 0*51 3*99 1**0
A ________ r_ 18*80 1*18 8*88 1*08 10*17 9*98
ft 89*51 5*16 1*99 8*90 6*58
ft 4*55 89*54 8*98 7.41 8*88 81*47 11*89
X  ....... 4*55 84*99 9*08 7*89 89*79 18*89
g _____ 90* fO 9*94 79*94 88*95 81*17 86*48 69*98fatal iMttf 
*•**81**___ 44 188 349 64 999 177 570
4*di«a au*«r 
toollj 6»pta~
|U| 0 8*80 0 0 0 1*99 0
Head tabla ii Alloaa; Of the 44 single m b  reporting 4.88 jaroant 
bad t w  people Msldtaa with thsa and wholly dependant upon thetr personal 
lasaass, 4.86 had ana parson residing with thsa rad wholly dapeadant upon 
thalr paraanal lwoass, oto.s tha asdian a u M  wholly dependent being 0.
46
tms  ib  *  rmtms residing aiwt mm m  mm® mo wollt 
w m n m  m m  m m  acggbding to  mz mo w m  m m m
«f da*Ban*
dents ____mm. " iNnaa nin end WeawiiBlaglt serried Mijii Married s u p i  Married ’ To**l '
ft .IsM. -. X.X0 5*18 .jua_.j m m l ... 1.38,
1 8*87 5*85 5*55 5*98 3.1* 8.93 __„_t8*88_nt
-t i i 57*75 .mm.. 98*16 93.91 94.99 .. . , M LM a |  inter 
repertiag.. ..... 404 04 555 5X . aaa.... m .. 8!»BpglM BUNteiP 
«f tepaMtarta 0 0 ...* 0 e o 0
Bead U l k  as foU«r»t Of tte 404 singXa m& reporting, 8*87 percent 
ted « i  person reaidire apart from tte« and wteUy dependent 6®>aa their 
laeoBWtiig 47*75 percent ted ao dependents, ete*j tte faadisa 
mteer wholly dependent &ad residing apart being 0#
47
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dspra* ItNR ..... epSBH* M m  and weano
«•»**
• a* aora 6*67 1*88 ___i*84 1*40
ft. 8*48 i 0*64. 8*81 1*88 ^  A*I 0
4 . .......... 8*88 -8*86 _ 8*64 8*48 8*76
I_ ______ 8*88 4*68 7*87 4*17 4*14. 4*16
8 ^88 18*74 10*fll 0«80.„_. 4*14 8*38
1 _ M 7 6*07 18*80 80*64 18*78 13*10 18*84. .
81*44 88*80 63.36 00*01 68*68 74*48 67*00
fatal amttar 
repartiag 40 ___80_ 868 80 408 148 mum.
MM ™B IMliWr^ 
ef dapsttdmia 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
Bead tahle as fellersi Of tea 48 eiagl® awn reporting 0*67 pageant 
had 6 eg sore paracaa residing with then and partially dependant upon 
their personal isames, £*22 percent bad tea payees** residing with then 
and partially dependent upen their personal incomes, ets»$ the median 
ft*a«p ef partial dependents feeing 0*
46
*AHU 14* ?ZRaOM8 823XDIHQ APART FSCM TSaOBSBB 
aud *iasui&Y jmmmim m jos teess agcohdhig to 




depan* nee WtiBfta Man «»«s jHBffiMi
denta ___ Married UkbsUA d i m e  wmfM'i r r ^ S
st ju* iMAnnS; or nore ... JU^*. 1*89 A*m 0*67 ___
* 1*04 ftl* 0*66 .M » _  „ 0*37
4 o.#» 0*81 0.87
i  ____ 8*88 3*08 8*80 1*89 um 8.01 3*04
8 9*80 9*89 »jl4? U«38 9.63 3*73 6*48
1 11*63 17.91 12.93 16.98 16.79 17*48 14*07
0 n*H 71.88 77*89 67.98 77*49 70*47 73*86M a i  amber
58pe*ti»g .̂ 43 96 948 88 391 149 840Sadias amber 
af desesdante 0 0 0 _ a... e 0 0 ̂
MaS table ae foUMtt uf lbs 4S single mm reporting, 6*33 percent 
had three persona re aiding apart frcn than and partially dependent upan 
their perseae! inaoaoa, 9*80 pedant had i n  persona scalding apart fran 
than and partially dependant upon their personal inaomea, etc.; tha 
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mas is - ammo. uvxiu AHHAiosiaws or the m o w s  or
SMB S B  AHD MARITAL STATUS
Uring .    P#ro#nt of..------------------
*m«*#- M#s » *  On— «
i#iL8e*«aS^^^titi&sadSatititeS8^Uas8titi8aSHESS&sse2SliMaintained 
a b m  |/ 10.00 99.04 9.00 09.08 9.00 04.98 80.00
Maintained 
a bene w 4*00 9.08 10.00 44.44 18.00 19.0? 14.00
Seated
.. oo.oo 4.09 89.01 4.90 01*99 4.91 84.48
LiTed witb 
parante or 
relatives _ oo.oo 0.10 41.00 00.00 40.04 8.09 89.94
Other 00.00 9.H 0.59 0.00 8.90
fetal umber
gssftgtiM_-- 00 100 00 499 191 488
Read tabl# a# follows Of tha SO alngla men reporting on thalr llTln* 
arrangaaaata, 10 paroant Balntained a hoaia personally, 4 pereent maintains* 
a 2ton Jointly, etc*
a. Pay lag astir# operating ooat of how# or apartment.
b. Sharing oparatlng oast of houae or apartaant with ona tar 
more p«r«o&io
Hotel One teacher Heed with school patron# and is not included in 











IN ED HOME P&ftSaNALLY
H N T t YNED HOME ?
Room
W ith Parents ^  \\elat(Ye j 
THE* ARRANC-eltaENTS
F I  G - U R E  3 1
GEHFRAI LIVING- ARRKN&EMEN1S OF TEACH ER5,
(PASED on TAQCE IS)
52
2ASLS 16 * m O K  07 H SSIRSHCR OH V «  SUDS BY 
9BS TKACH2JI 07 XAGH 5SX AKD KAUITAL 3MTOS
Place of 
Residence
Percent of _Han Beaaai — .-.. Uan and Women
3iMl« *■*>«■* tollL.ss£lfiSl&sM s L Mt o  place
aa during 
school weak W . M  «».BS B4.V0 96.00 00*60 96*86 08*68
4.1* 3.19 18*89 0.00 A4.0? 0*74 n*48
Total Buaber 
resorting aaa « = s « 489 IBf____
Read table aa follows! Of tha 46 single atea report ii*, 93*86 
pereent lived 1a tha m e  plaee on week ends as during the school week, 
while 6*12 lived elsewhere on week eada, eta*
with others* that ii, by shering operatic cost of house or apartment 
with one or More persons* Nearly one-fourth, £4.48 pereent, rented 
rooms. Approximately 90 peroent lived with parents or relatives. A 
few ever 6 pareaat reported that their living arrangements were 
different frcm those listed In Table 19. they are tiiown under Other 
Arrangements In the seas table*
Of the single nen, only ten out of every hundred Maintain their 
hoaes personally; of the married nan, over three-fourths, 77*34 pexv 
sent* Here than half of the slngLe aenf 94 percent, rent rooas* Only 
a snail fraction, 4*69 pereent of the married men lived in rented rooms* 
Of the single men, 90 peroent live with parents or relatives* Only a 
small number of the married men, 9*13 percent, lived with permits or 
relatives*
Of the woman reporting, almost one-half of the single women, 41*09 
percent, lived idth parents or relatives* None of the married women 
studied reported living with parents or relatives* Over one-third of 
the amrried women, 39*40 pereent, maintained their own homes* A very 
snail masher of the single women, 9*49 percent, reported as house­
holders* A large xnufcer of the married women reporting Maintained 
their hones jointly, 44*44 percent of them* Only 13*66 percent of the 
single women reported Joint hone maintenance*
Most of the single teachers, 40*64 pereent, lived with their 
parents or relatives, and most of the married teachers, 64*98 percent, 
maintained their hoaes personally*
































aldered Tory desirable, if not a necessity, bhen salary schedules are
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Access to radio* was raportad bp about 85 women out of evezy hundred, 
about 14 man out of ovary hundred* About one-fifth of the women and 
oaly 15 pareaat of the men had the uaa of telephones* the other 
faeilit lea were available to about the ease proportion of the men and 
women reporting* 9heee were central beating plants, heated bedrooms, 
gas, and indoor toilets, except that there were some differences in 
the availability of electricity and running water. A little over 10 
percent of the sea and less than 5 percent of the women had electric* 
ity available. Almost 10 percent of the man and A percent of the 
woman had convenient running water*
Berne comforts are made available as a general rule, when the In* 
seme is sufficient to provide them* Increased incomes for teachers 
should mean the waking available of these facilities to more teachers. 
fihUfiM Of Shaping ROOM tar alngltL T««0h»r«. Annartln* tq flnn 
LiTla* AHWMMMMftM B r « r y  tmoh*r afcould hav* llrlng quartar* 
in whioh he can relax without being distracted or interrupted. The 
sharing of sleeping rooms with others may have an ill effect on the 
tsectors9 health and comfort as well as on teaching efficiency. Teachers 
are called upon to share ttoir rooms with others too of tea* Their 
rooms do triple duty as places of study, entertainment, and rest*
This section of the study determines with how many persons single 
teachers have to Share their rooms* The data cure tabulated according 
to living arrangements and sex* Table 18 distributes the single 
teachers of both sexes according to living arrai^ewente and the
58
TABLE IS -  SUSBKR OF OTRSR PSHSOBS /.'IT8 *HOtt TH Y* 3 IHGL® J’H 313 UUUALtf m  W2> W I R  3LBKPIH0 BOCKS 
ACCORDING TO SEX ABD LIVING ASRASGIil^TS
Living Arrangaaen ta
Bomber■hr»4
yMaintained home personally yMaintained hone jointly Rented Boom
o/Lived with parents 
or relatives */Other total Men end boom
eith --- Mb--- — 2 M b _ total JS&- Women total Jen »3tt«n total Men *omen total ____asa__ Women . .*•»»... - - M m __ <*saes t e m
9 7.69 7.40 7.14 2.47 2.84 3.85 3.85 2.13 2.33 2.30
2 11.7* 9.76 5.77 5.56 8.33 3.54 4.38 8.64 7.95 7.70 7.70 4.25 6.98 6.69
1 57*14 41.18 43.90 50.00 56.77 55.56 41.67 53.10 51.09 21.42 43.21 41.48 38.46 38.46 38.30 47.29 46.31
0 47.06 46.34 50.00 30.77 31.48 50.00 43.36 44.53 71.44 45.68 47.73 50.00 50.00 55.32 43.40 44.70fetal maker 
leper tier 94 41 2 52 54 24 113 137 14 162 176 26 36 47 387 434
1.08 _ 1.02 __  . .95 1.30 1.28 .95 1.06 1.06 .70 1.06 1.06 .95 .95 .90 1.09 ...V.PA..
Beat tali* wp fillMii Of the 7 m b  who reported that they maintained a home personally 57.14 said that they had one or more roonraates, 42.36 had so roommate, etc.; the aaedian number being 1.00 rooms*tes for the m s  teaehers who 
M i i t i i M i  *  home personally.
Ok. Bpplng entire eeet of operating house or apsrtment. c. At lees than the usual rates for room and board. Botes One single men who maintained a hose personally
feb Wltfrtng operating east of ha use or apartment vi th one or more persons. d. Arrpngeman ts other then those listed la this table. shared his sleeping room with 6 or more people.
This cose is not included is the above table.

09
number of persons with whom the teachers shared their rooms. Of these 
teachers maintaining hones personally by paying the entire cost of 
operation (house or apartment}( a little less than on©—half of the 
non reporting, *£.06 percent, aid not hare to share their toons with 
anyone, while a little oyer one-half, 57*14 percent had to share their 
rooms with one person* that condition is almost the seme for the 
women reporting, 47*04 percent did not hay© to eh are their rooms with 
anyone, 41*10 percent shared their rooms with one person, and 11*76 
percent shared their rooms with two persons*
Of the man reporting joint house or apartment maintenance., with 
one or acre persons, one-half of them said that they did not share 
their no oat from necessity with anyone, while the other one-half 
shared their rooms with one person* More than one-half, 55*77 percent, 
of the women reporting on this question said that they shared their 
rooms with one person* Almost one-third did not have to share their 
roeme with anybody, Wills 5*77 percent shared their rooms with two 
people, and 7*69 percent shared their room with three*
Of the teachers reporting rented rooms, one-half of the men 
reported not having to ahare their rooms with anyone* Of the other 
half, a few over 40 percent shared their rooms with one person, and 
8*33 percent shared their rooms with two people* Of the women report­
ing on this question, over one-half, 65*10 percent, shared their rooms 
with one person and 5*54 percmit with two persons* Slightly more 































TlBL& 19 * dOUSXiOLD DUTtiS ?<$i ALilCH TIL SlMLa, TiS-*>3a33 GF LACH LSX V29S aSSPOaSJdLE XG^DlSa TO LIVING Aaa4:*Qs.?;23T:3
Li Ting vrrangQ ênta
k.aintained a hO:I50 :aintained a home
«/
Living
personally jointly b/ I rented Soom «/ Lived with c-ar relatives =f
sats or Other Total %3n and Barnes
~ Conditions .... .Van.. ■ Tntal. ..._._34a a.--...JKRL J&L..__%mik JsLtal__ J2s& . Total ...Man .. .-122sa_ JUsn .. . Ituen...,-*.-.. Total
1. No duties 5*78 4.41 5.23 2.27 2 .02 41.77 38.06 42.86 47.37 11.23 14.56 T8.13 11.43 20.22 16.90 17.7$ K
2. Keeping own room 
in order .96 1.47 1.16 4.55. 4.04 5.88 41.05 33.93 5.26 14.97 14.08 12.50 9.52 2.25 18.07 13.97
3. Keeping other parts 
of house in order 5.86 2.33 3.41 3-03 2.99 2.38 10.16 9.23 3.13 1 1 !w» 
i 
• 8 6.09 4.51
4, Haloing with meals 4.55 4.04 0.75 0.60 0.98 0.73
5. Other duties 1.92 7.35 4.07 1.14 1.01 1.49 1.20 5.26 1.07 1.46 6.25 4.76 1.69 2.36 2.18
6. Combination of 
lumbers 2 and 3 fj 4.41 1.74 7.9S 7.07 1.49 1.20 16.58 15.05 18.75 14.29 9.63 7.13
7* Combination of »/ 
numbers 2.3 and 4 1.32 20.59 9.30 29.55 26.26 3.73 2.98 10.53 25.67 24.27 2.25 18.27 14.12
8* Combination of h/ 
numbers 2 and 4 1.14 1.01 2.24 1.79 3.74 3.39 3.13 v.38 2.36 1.75
9. Combination of w  
lumbers 3 and 4 5.88 2.33 9.09 5.68 6.06 2.94 3.60 3.56 7.77 3.13 S. 38 1.12 5.11 4.08
10* All others if 69.42 50.00 73.84 90.91 39.77 45.45 29.41 8.21 12.50 31.58 8.02 10.19 100.00 25.00 4 4.86 72.47 20.24 33.77
Total number
W H * -------------- 104 68 172 11 88 99 34 134 168 19 187 206 10 32 42 178 509 687
Bead table as follow8: Of the 104 man who reported and who maintained a home personally, 5*73 percent said that they had no duties to perform, 0*96 said that they hai to keep their own room in order, etc*
a. Paid entire op rating cost of bouse or apartment. d. The teacher either lived with parents or other relatives (except g. Keeping own room in order, keeping other parts of bouse in
b. Shared ojerating cost of hcuso or apartment with one or husband or wife) at leas than the usual rates for room and board. order, and helping with seals.
mere parsons. 0* ;*ny living arrangement not listed in this Table. h. Keeping own room in order and helping with meals.
e. In addition to renting a room or rooms, the teacher either f. Keeping own room in order and also keeping other parts of house in i. Keeping other parts of house in order and helping with meals
boarded or purchased meals at rates generally jrevailing in order. j* >ny other possible combination.the eomaxwity*

as
« w b , one-he lf ol aimed that they had a combination of household duties 
other than those listed In this table* Slightly store then one-fir th of 
the women had to keep their ova rotate ia order, help to keep other parts 
of the house ia order, sad help with the meals*
Of the teachers who maiataia their hones jointly by (Otarlag operating 
easts of a house or aa apartmaat with one or mere persons* almost one-half, 
45*46 pereeat, reported a combination of duties other then the ones listed 
la this table, the pereeat age of men taring a combination of duties was 
96*91 perse*, while 69*97 percent of the women answered this question 
ia libs aeaner* Almost 80 percent of the women reporting said they had to 
hasp their rooms la order as well as other parts of the house end to help 
with the meals*
Teachers should not be required to do housework; because of the need 
of practising economy* Salaries should be large enough to permit euf- 
fieleat time for leisure, if teachers desire to engage in educational, 
cultural, and recreational activities*
Of the roem»ronting teachers, about one-eighth said that their duties 
were a combi nation act given in the table* A little more than one -third 
reported having to keep their rooms ia order, and about two-fifths, 49.80 
percent, had no duties* Of the men, almost 60 percent had combinations 
other then those listed in the table and 01*77 percent said they had no 
duties. Of the women, more then one-third were without domestic duties, 
and 41.06 pereeat had to keep their own rooms In order.
Of the teachers who lived with parents or other relatives, 10 percent
63
reported haring a combination of duties otliar than those listed; almost 
one-fourth had to heap their own roans in order while keeping other parts 
st the house la order and helping with the meals, and 14 persist reported 
keeping their own rooms in order. About the sane nunber had no duties. 
Almost half of the sen reported hating no duties. Ont*-third or then 
reported hawing a combination of duties different from those listed. While 
slightly more than 10 percent reported hawing to keep their own rooms in 
order while keeping other parts of the house In order and helping with the 
weals. Of the women, a few ower one-fifth, 83.67 percent, reported 
hawing to keep their own rooms in order while keeping other parts of the 
house In order and helping with the meals. About one-sixth reported 
keeping their own rooms in order and also keeping other parts of the 
house in order. Only a few ower 10 percent of the women reported hawing 
to keep other parts of the house in order.
Of the teaohera reporting arrangements other than the ones lifted, 
43.86 pereeat claimed to haws a combination of duties other than the 
ones giwm* Barely ower one-fifth had no duties to perform, and 14.89 
percent had to keep their own roosts in order and also other parts of 
the house in order.
It is reasonable to believe that some teachers prefer to have room­
mates; others tolerate them. Room-mates are necessary usually because 
of inadequate facilities at hones or boarding houses, and the need to 
practice economy due to Inadequate Income. Sufficient pay would 
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Automobiles ere beooalog sore end sore essential to happy liviig. 
*bty ara becoming lea* of a luxury and more of a necessity to teachers, 
this chapter presents information on the transportation situation 
among the teachers reporting• It gives ownership of autonomies, means 
of travel to and from school, and the distance traveled to and from 
school. All data ware assorted according to sex and narltal status.
Automobile Ownership: table 20 and Figure VII arrange the teachers
reporting by sax and narltal status according to automobile ownership*
Of the 869 taaohars reporting on these questions, nearly two-fifths, 
99.CS percsat, neither earned nor were buying mtcwohlles. About one- 
fourth owned autoaoblles free of debt, and about the sane mother were 
buying mitomo biles on the installment plan. About six out of every 
tea teachers either owned a oar or operated one jointly with another 
person.
One-half of the narrled men and almost one-third of the single 
men, 32.6 percent, owned their automobiles free of debt, but auto­
mobile ownership was less frequent among the single than among the 
married men. There were almost five single men to one married man 
reported as not being automobile owners.
More than one-half at the single women reporting, 57,7 percent 
did not own automobiles. Less than one-seventh, 14.2 percent, of
66
XA8LX m  • A0TGMOBILS OITOBRmiE? MQM 2HK
tsAw xm  ov &m swl Am vimrm* mtma
Attaaefella ■ . Men
Paraant of
M l  f»jnrtpaXiilbflV 
oaned aor 
« •  huyln* 
tft eato*»ablla BS#n <.84 Sn7Q 14*8* S3.8S 7.7B §9,62
OkmI an 
antaaoblXa 
fraa oftaht 38,60 80,00 14,88 38,00 16,87 48*88 £4,70
Iqriag an 
aatottofclla 




with another«— ■«. 6.8S 0.80 10.98 Bd.79 10.41 8.89 9.98
Total u IIh 400 180
Baad tabl* aa follow* t Of th* 48 slngla man reporting on thin 
«wntlm, 18.91 paraant noltfaar ownad nor war* buying autonobilae, 





































TAW21 Zl m MMDS 07 1RAVSL TO AND FROM SCHOOL 70S IBS 
TBACHSRS 07 SAGS 3SX AND MARITAL STAIUS
Pwro.nt of
Means of Mon .....lOMMM_____ Men and tbMsn
Serai---- . U n to  J w iftn  M l  .W s«riH!fl-..&aaft- Total,
talked 40.00 49.8* 47.07 45.05 45*55 48*17 45.85
Rode in has 
or train at a n  aanoase *.00 8.84 5.35 3*17 3*84 8.58 3.07
Bode has or 
train at 
expense of 
School Board B.00 8.90 8.55 4.75 7.89 4.19 6.65
Drove ante* 
nebile ato n  moose 40.00 41.41 15.95 88.57 18.48 37.17 83.55
Drove ante* 
Mobile at 




with others 10.00 0.78 18.98 14.89 13.01 5.23 14*45
Other Means 00.00 0.78 4.88 1.39 3.35 1.05 3.07
Total amber 
roeertlm --- 55 a J f i U
R«ad table aa follows: Of the 50 single aen reporting on this 
question, 40 pereeat walked to and from school, 2 percent rode to and 
fren school in a bus or a train at their own expense* etc*
70
rod# in ©utojaobiles aod shared th© cost. A very few, 8.86 percent, rode 
buses or trains, and 8.04 percent drove automobile© or buses paid for by 
school boards. Two-fifths of the single men and almost one-half of th© 
married men walked to school. About the same percentage of ©sch drove 
automobile* at their own expense, 40 percent of the single men and 41.41 
percent of the married men, respectively.
About the same percentage of single and married women reporting, 
47.07 percent and 46.03 percent, respectively, walked to school. There 
were proportionally more married women than single women among those who 
reported driving to school at their own expense.
For almost every single teacher who reported driving an automobile 
at his own expense, there *ere two married teachers. About the seme 
percentage of single and married teachers reported walking to school 
and riding on a bus or train at school board expense.
Distance to school —  Tables 82 and 23 give the one-way distance 
to school for men and women teachers according to means of travel. The 
median mileage for men, Table 22, was .60 of a mile, while for women,
Table 23, it wes .95 of a mile.
The men, Tsible 22, who reported walking to school lived a median 
distance of only .29 of a mile away. The men who rode a bun or train at 
school board expense reported living a median distance of 2.96 miles 
sway. Of this group, one-fifth lived 7.5 or more miles awsy* The
who drove automobiles et their own expense reported living a median 
distance of 1.42 miles from school; 14.88 percent lived 9.5 or more miles*



































9.5 or more 14.28 100.00 20.00 7.78
8.5 - 9.4 40.00 1.20
7.5 - 3.4 20.00 1.43 1.20
5.5 - 6.4 20.00 1.43 1.20
4.5 - 5.4 2*86: 1.20
3.S - 4.4 - 10.00 4.19
2.5 — 3.4 66.67 20.00 10.00 5.93
1.5 - 2.4 20.00 8.57 40.00 5.59
0.5 - 1.4 13.41 33.33 20.00 42.86 25.75
Less than 
0.5 86.59 2.57 46.10
Total number 
rsnorting ag 3 5 70 2 5 167
Median number 
of miles .29 . .. 2*7.0 2.95 1.42 .9*5 8.7 .60
Read table as follows: Of the 82 men reporting who walked to school, 13.41 percent traveled between
0.5 to 1.4 miles, 86.59 percent traveled less than 0*5 miles, etc.; the median distance for this group 
being.29.




































9*5 or acre 25.00 10.00 15.28 57.14 15*73 5*26 8*47
8.5 - 9.4 6*25 2.35 5.62 5.26 1*90
7*5 - 6.4 2.35 11*24 t 2.54
6.5 - 7*4 8.50 8*24 4.49 10.53 2.97
5.5 - 6.4 5*00 4*71 28.57 5*62 4 2*75
4*5 - 5*4 6.25 5.88 10.11 10*53 3*60
3*5 — 4*4 6.25 5«00_. 2*35 ' 1.12 5.26 1*48
2*5 - 3.4 0.46 12.50 30.00 4.71 3.62 10.53 5.50
1*5 - 2.4 0.93 31.25 12.50 16*47 15.73 10*53 8.90
0.5 - 1.4 25*46 30.00 27*06 17*96 ; 31*57 23.73
Less than
0.5 73.15 12.50 5.00 10*59 14.29 6.74 10.53 38.14
Total numbe r
resortins 216 16 40 85 7 89 19 472
Median Quaker
of ailes .34 2.95 2.53 2*20 9.58 4.73 2*16 .95
Read table as follows: Of the SIC women reporting who walked to schoolv 6*48 pereeat traveled bet­
ween £.5 to 3*4 wiles, 0*93 percent traveled between 1*5 to 2.4 Biles, etc*; the median distance for 
this group being *34*
3
73
Those who drove a oar or bus at school board expense reported living a 
median distance of 9.5 miles away, 100 percent living 9.3 or more miles* 
Those who rode in automobiles and shared the cost Kith others reported 
living a median distance of 8.7 miles fron school. Hone reported using 
other means of travel to and from school,
Table 23 shows that almost three-fourths of the women answering 
these questions, 73.IS percent, walked leas than one-half of a mile to 
sehool* The median residenoe-school distance for this group was .34 of 
a mile. One-fourth of the women who reported riding a bus or train at 
self-expense lived 9.5 or more miles from school. The median distance 
mas 2.95 miles* Of the women who reported riding a bus or train at school 
board expense, 30 percent of them said they lived 0.5 to 1.4 miles from 
school. About the same number reported living 2.5 to 3.4 miles away, the 
median for this group being 2.53 miles# The median number of miles from how 
to school reported by the women teachers who drove an automobile at their 
own expense was 2.2 miles. Over one-half, 57.14 percent, of those reporting 
drove automobiles to and frora school, the median distance being 9.50 miles* 
The median residence-echool distance mas 4.73 miles for those who rod© irt 
automobiles and shared th© cost with others5 it was 2.10 for those using 
other means of travel.
Salary schedules in Louisiana do not take into account transportation 
to school. When such an expense is necessary, it is usually born© by the 
teachers. It should be pointed out that, in order to improve the economic 
status of teachers, when the salary schedules are set up such costs should be
n
la mm nry9 nearly two«*fifthe of the to oher* h vo ao oo.ro at 
*1I9 sad may who have thes are buying thea on the inataHweat plan 
or orb thaa jointly with other** Teacher* live about two-fiftho of 
cat Bile froa their sehool*9 on tho average, and they are no ilfceiy 
to walk aa to ride to and frosa sehouJL. m m  they rlde9 they ueualiy 
do oo ia their own oar* or in tho oar* of fr*enda$ they rarely no# 
bueoo or train**
cuxskjrai., erqussiohal, m  m m uxxom t
She purpose of this chapter is to chew seme advaQtages on joyed by 
teacher a | end their interest in their own educational and cultural 
growth* Bata are presented and Interpreted to show to that extent the 
teachers studied engaged In certain activities related to their cultural» 
professional, and recreational welfare* the tables present information 
ea accessibility cf reasonably good libraries; on the personal purchase 
of books and aagazlnea (professional and non-professional); on the 
social, religious, professional and commercial events attended during 
tbs pears on the special trips nade outside the school community; on 
susmsr vacation} on susner school activities} on summer work, with or 
without pay*
Access to Libraries; Table 84 distributes the teachers according 
to the type of schools and communities in which they are employed and 
the extent to which teachers have access to reasonably good libraries* 
There were 688 responses received* Of this number 816 were without 
any library facilities, 844 had available library facilities of fewer 
than 1,000 bodes, and 168 reported the availability of 1,000 or more 
books*
Of those having no library fad lit lee available, over one •third, 
87*04 percent, were employed in schools located in towns or cities of
1,000 or more in population, while nearly one-fourth, 88*16 percent,
76
tabia a* ~ s m s T  vd which urn teachers 
accdhdxmo to vtm or school or commra
WERX EMPLOYED BAD ACCESS VO RKAHONAMuV 











aahoaX in opm 16.30 „ 8.20 4.94
81xnara*taaahar 
afeeol In opan 19.91 _ 7.40
Toon or ftlXaga 
laaa than 1000 na.xo 20.41 _____
Vann or City 
1000 or aura papa* 37.04 40.44 70.87
total nufear
MBOrtlan ... ... 215 844 158
Bttd tabla ta folloaat Of tha GIG teaohara rap or ting no library 
faollltlaa availabla, 5.70 paraant of than oara aaployad in ona*taaohar 
•ahoela in tha opaa aaantryt 11*80 paraant wara onployad in two*flvt« 
taaahar aakoola in tha opan oonnferjr* ato*
7?
wore ia towns or villages of loot than 1,000 ia population* tha re­
mainder of this group vara in tha open count37, 19*91 peromt in aix- 
or nsre-teaehsr schools* 16*20 pereeat in two-to five-teacher schools, 
and 8*9 percent in one-teacher schools*
Of those hating available library fed lit lea of fewer than 1,000 
books, nearly one-half, 48*44 pereeat, ware In places of 1,000 or more 
in population and slightly over one-fourth, 88*41 percent, were in 
towns or villages less than 1,000 in population, while the remainder 
sere in the open country*
Of the teachers having access to libraries of 1,000 hooks or 
acre, 70*87 parent were employed ia schools located in places of
1,000 or acre in population, and 16*67 percent were in towns or 
villages less than 1,000 population* the remainder, about one-eighth, 
were in the open country*
Aocess to reasonably good library facilities is essemtial to the 
professional and cultural growth of teachers* Cultural and educational 
growth on the part of teachers contribute to their happiness wad are 
reflected in better teaching and learning in the classrooms* More 
funds are necessary for tha establishacnt and maintenance of school 
and public libraries*
Books and jfageainea Purchased: Table 28 gives the number of
publications purchased by the teachers during the year* The books and 
magazines are divided into two groups, professional and non-professional • 
The teachers reported purchasing a total of 3684 books and magazines, an
t80|jo £*4umi ittiois •*% I *•%• ft88f«8§»« xtsofMojoaiCdmi «m 
t*88**6 i«*88 *•*«©* T*uo;tt*jojKl..uott **8* «m jo ixttntf fi*88 *«•> 
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•roots attended W  the teachers during the year* Thasa dots worn 
glTaa by sax m l  narltal status* tha teachers reported attandiqg a 
total of 7*8*6 or sat s daring tha year, tha average nunbar balig 
XO.dd par taaohsr* Of tha total nusfeer of events attandad by tha 
taaohars, about ©na-third, an*9 paraant , wara professional seatinga, 
snoh as toachars9 conventions, loeaX teachers9 meetings and faculty 
naatlags* Alnost ana-sixth, 17.5S paraant wara roliglous services 5 
somwhat nora than one-fourth, 86.S1 paraant, vara soaial event* not 
respiring a dalasi on faaa, sueh ast parties, pieaios, club mating a, 
and parent-taaaher naatlngs} and slightly lass than on*-fourth, 88*9 
paraant, vara ovoots requiring adnissloa faas, anong than being 
dsansraial laoturas, conoarts, notion plot taros, and Canoes.
The proportion of married m n  who attandad arants requiring paid 
adaisalons was hlghar than that of singLe nan, tha paroantaga being 
S8.81 paraant and 19*09 percent, respectively* Ths proportional 
diffaraaaas far tha othar typas of events wara lass pronounced. Tha 
nan varied Tary little in thair attandanaa of arants* Tha saaa is 
troa for tha veaan, and consequently thara is only a Slight variance 
hatwaan singla and narriad toachars of both saxes*
Thara ara no orltaria for judging how nany aronta and what typas 
taaehara should attand, for happy lirlng and cultural and professional 
growth* Tha number attandad depends on Interests of individuals, 
leisure tins, and finances* Adequate salaries will help in assisting
tablk i< * wsmm of s t o w  a t o t ®  m n m  m s  m a
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samaas si«ss 19*96 16*69 19*96 16*91 19*69 19*99
Fiofasslanal 
ssallsgs a/ n*94 9U99 54.34 69*44 94*06 .90*88.. 98*M4btal M b s f  
stasis
Marta* 881 1646 4814 490 __4944_ 6990 9*96total sssibsF 




11.64 16*99 9*69 10*49 9*69 16*01 10*44
9mA takU as fsllssst Of tlw HI atsnt* a t t i M  by Dia alngla nfta 
rtpsrtlng, 19*89 pamil vara stasis rs wiring admission, 89*96 yaroosl 
vara stasis of a asalal natura sot ratatolag admission, sta*t tha stavaga 
n a k r  sf stasis allssdsd balng 11*64*
a* Cosssrtial Is a tar as, aonaarts, sotiss pictures, danoas, a to*
l« Farliss, plsalas, slab Bastings, parant-tsasba? staling*, ata,
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84
Is proportion there aro mere married than. single teachers making 
tripe, 9*8 percent of the married teachers and 18*97 percent of the 
si agio teachers reported taking ao trips*
Travel la a general sense Is oonsldared educational and cultural, 
and aero adequate salaries mould permit more teachers to travel, thereby 
Increasing their happiness and contributing to their educational and 
professional growth.
a- — " *»— <l»a AotiTltlw Tabl. 2B atitrlbut#* M  tmchsra who 
reported that, during the summer vacation, they rested at home or took 
a trip of at least two weeks within the United states* 80 teacher 
reported a trip abroad. Of the 64 teachers answering these questions, 
one-eighth took a trip in the United States for at least two weeks, and 
eevefi-elghths rested at their own or their pareatC'/&cn»a* The remaining 
teachers reporting, in addition to these 64, engaged in five other 
activities during the summer vacation.
She teachers9 use of their summer vacations is important. It 
influences their economic status, Is doubtless determined in part by 
their economic status, and has some bearing on their personal and 
professional growth as teachers. If they go to summer school or travel, 
they should be prepared for more effective work as teachers. Either or 
both, however, would reduce their savings or Increase their debts*
Tables 89 and 80 distribute the teachers in accordance with the 
kinds of activities engaged in, and the number of activities engaged 
In mostly during the summer vacation* These data are given according
85
TABLE as > TKACHKH3 OF EA0K 3UC AHD MARITAL 3TATO3 TAKXN9 
A TRIP ftp AT UABt CTO RUSKS AND {UHKHS AT HOKE DURIMO 
THE SunOS VACATION
..Fareaai.ot T._ _T... ...._ .... .
, . ..mm. . .JtojtfttigWK..
n&jsi&i a a d i E j s g w
t n n l i H  
tl leantta» aaaka 60.00 00.00 16.88 14.88 18.89
»eetiag . 
mthcmm* 66.66 80.00 88.88 8*i 87.78 86.71 87.00
fbtai 
SBOlMNff
lOTlhLp,,, 9 0 64 8 87 7 64
Mead table mi follows* Of 8 single *®a reporting, 98.39 pereent 
trereled at leant two weeks daring tke *un*er, 66.66 percent rested at 
kaae, ota.
a* At « n  or parents* hotta*
Motes MO teacher reporting took a trip abroad.
86
TABU 29 - HUMU8 0? TKACH2R8 3PKMDIH0 HOST TIMS AT CKHTAIH 
AOKIVTTUS ACCOBDItB TO SEK AND ilAHITAL STATUS DOBIMS TUB 
SDHUB VAOATIOS
  ' imwwwt— w>»
Artiwito m “ » ~ «■">■*' ariSTt e w  J S m ,
Attending
V m a g  ti 
baas without« - r- -  ««» 80.85 8«48 ,.A». Jkdl SUES W*WXoridac it 
purest** In k  vitt*
tertdag for 
pap at M W *  
pat i an ether
WPi U « m M _a.aa a.as i.ob oo.oo l.a? o.ac
I M i a i  ia
— i j H h !  oo.ao a.oa a.ii oo.oo 1.87 1.86 1.80
SmraUtg at 
laaat tsi
wafca a-19 a-Mi a.12 Qa-DO 3.27 1 . 6 9 B.flB
BMUaa
_ a.M 28.28 12-BO 28.32 t«M 80.19
Other
setlvltie^  »-flB 1.03 00*00 1*40---1*56 la4i
Total wfrtr
to* a* t 8  100 U  814....M ... MB
head table aa feUans Of the 8* single a«ft reporting, 50 percent 
apent a part of the snamsr attending oollege suaaer aohool, 5*55 percent 
•pest a part of the subsist working at hone without pay,
a. At own or parents* hone*
antes 84 single men, 77 married men, 853 single women and 48 married 
gave no proper response to this question#
fuuujt m  •  smmssM m m m  m  mmis m  
m m m ®  aogohdiho to im m> mam, m m ®  vmim «rs &mm vadatioh j/
87
n M f e t a l
d-------- _ 8*88 3.84 3.48 1.40 8.94
n __ lâ isii 17.44 MM....
• 84.00 dO.dO 44.86 38.76 87.43 39.18
1 B3.86 89.88 88.94 88.18 08.41
fetal sue* 
her report* 80 186 443 •i 4 M 187 680
tad l«U« mi follow*! Of the SO single nett reporting. Id percent 
engaged nest;of tlie tine in three aetivitce, 3d percent engaged noet of 
the tine is two activities, etc.
e. The activities engaged in follows
1. Attended etuser school at a college or university, 
g. Worked at own, hone* without financial remineratlen*
3. Worked at hone of parents withoat financial 
renoneratlon.
d. Worked for financial renuneratlon at an occupation 
ether than teaching*
5. Thuflht in suuner school.
I. Took a trip of at least two weeks within the Waited 
States.
7. Took a trip abroad.
a. Rested at hone (own or parents* hone).
9. Other activity
to box ana marital status •
Table 89 and Figaro VIII give the kinds of activities engaged In 
hr the teachers. Of the tee aha re answering these questions, almost 
oas-half, 4i.ft parseat, at tan dad hammer school; a little over one-fourth 
worked at home without pay; 10.9? percent, stayed at their own homes, 
and 28.69 par coat at their parents9 hones* A little more than one* 
fifth, 80.14 peroaat, rested at home* Work and travel were reported 
hr only 8*88 percent. Thoaa who worked reported non-teaching ooou- 
pat ions; these who traveled took a trip of at least two weeks*
One-half of the single men and over one-half of the married mmf 
84*17 percent, attended summer school. Of the single and married man, 
8*88 percent worked for pay at occupations other than teaching, «& 
shout the sane percentage rested at home. As one would expect, in 
proportion to the number reporting, more single khan married nan 
worked at parents9 hemes. Of those who worked at their own homes, 
the married men exceeded the single men in proportion. All reported 
no pay for the summer work.
About one-half of the single woman went to summer school, hut 
only one-fourth of the married women did. The single women, in 
proportion, did much better as 48.14 percent reported attendance at 
summer school. Most of the narried women who did not attend summer 
school worked at their homes without pay, 48.5 percent so reporting.
A little over one-fourth of the single women rested at home.
Alp**, school attendance was reported by 46.84 percent of the 
narried teachers and 48.98 percent of the single teachers.


















Proportionately mare married tea oh or* than single teachers worked at 
their own homes without pays proportionately more single teachers 
worked at their parent a* homes*
M & e  90 gives the nuafcer of activities engaged in duriî  the 
summer vacation by the teaehera cooperating in the study. the 660 
teaohera wore arranged by ear and aarital status in aooordanee with 
the number of a attrition that engaged moat of their time during the 
aumer vacation. Of the teaohera, 49*66 peroant placed major eaphaala 
on one activity only, While almoat the aame number, 99.19 peroant, acid 
that they were engaged neatly in two activities. Only a few reported 
placing emphasis on more than two actlvltlea, 14.19 percent reporting 
three, 8.94 percent four, and 0,19 peroant five#
Qne-half of the aingle men and a little over one-half, 99.56 
peroant, of the narried men reported engaging in one activity only. 
About one~thlrd of each group aaid that they placed emphasis on two 
actlvltlea.
A little over one*thlrd, 87.99 peroant, of the aingle women and 
more than one "half, 55.74 percent, of the narried women who reported 
placed omphaaia on one activity, while 40.46 percent of the aingle 
women and 44*86 percent of the married woman reporting aaid that thqr 
engaged meetly in two aotivltiee. Over one-aixth of the aingle toman 
reported aa aany ae three ma jor actlvltlea.
Proportionately more married teaehera than aingle teaohera aaid 
tlmt they were engaged mostly in one activity during the aoamer
91
vacation, 56.91 peromt of the married teachers and 59.19 percent of 
tbs single teaohera «o reporting. Practically two-fifths of each 
group, 59.46 percent of tho married teachers and 99.96 percent of the 
single teachers,reported that they ware engaged mostly in two 
activities. Yery few of any group reported speclali zing in more 
than too aotivltiee.
Analysis of data presented and interpreted leads to the 
oonelualon that one out of every tun teaohera did not have aooeee to 
a good library, and in only one oaae out of three did they have aooeee 
to a eolleetion of 1,000 hooka or more. They purchased on the average 
of at leant five publloaticme. The chances were one to three and one- 
half that a teacher would be likely to subscribe for a non-professional 
magazine, and that a teacher would buy a professional book during the 
year, the chances were sevoi to one against buying books of any other 
kind.
On the average,teachers attended a total of ten group gatherings 
of various types during the year; approximately tm  were religious 
services, two were commercial affairs of a recreational or educational 
natures three were social events of a non-commercial character, and 
three were professional meetings of teachers.
five tiros during the school year, on the average, teachers took 
a trip of at least 60 miles outside the school or community. Teachers 
spend their summer in a variety of activities, of which attendance at 
oollroo summer school occupies the most time, with working at own or
n
pmmt** Imm  without pay follow oat fm  behind#
Wry (•« w&sk tmt pnyg only «a» oat car ©vary tblrty-nva at ©cow* 



























































tw* 81 - teachers mMtrsm different amounts m>u
SPECIFIC SOUHOES
Intimated Income All
money con­ Earnings other
Salary value of tributed from cur-
for commodities W otber kinds rentXneem* senool or servioes relatives of work in**
Ural sarrloas reealvad come
£000 or
— i. „JS,iiW.





800.999 52.50 .42 .29 .85
800-799 55.45 .42 .56 •57
400-599 8.95 1.28 .71 .99
200-599 .56 1.41 3.73 3.68 8.32
1-199 •42 2*26 7.16 8.80 3.38
0 .99 96.53 86*99 86.56 89.96
total asufeer 
reporting 709 709 699 707 706
■ B a  ..
oral 865.44
Sea* table ms follows: Of tbs 709 teachers reporting os salary
resolved for sfeool services 5*28 peroant received 12000 or more, 8*11 
percent received between #1800 and #1999, ate*; the aedian amount 
received for school servioes being #888*44*
m
they resolved amounts ranging from £1 to $199 from sxtttutaeholeot ic 
ineo.m, while 3*68 percent of thm relieved amounts of #800 to $399* 
Tbs ts&etosrs were ilidA to report m  mil other current income 
received* asv4»iy*«M responded# The median amount reported van 
$43*18* Slightly ever 8 percent reported incomes of $1 to $199, while 
m fovt a mere 3 percentf reported incomes of $300 to $399*
These sources of income tealarloo, com edition or eervicee cm 
which ane; value boa to a placed, earnings from ether hinds of work, 
income contributed toy relatives, sad oil etaer current income) have 
been arranged toy sex and marital status in fables 32, 88, 34, $3, and 
3o*
Sable 32 distributes the salaries received according to sex and 
marital status* m e  median salary la $899*34* uver one-half of the 
married men, 34*38 percent, received #1500 and ever, while elightly 
loos thou one-sixth of the single men reported the equivalent 
eolary* Nearly four-fifths of the married »-ient tout only one-fifths of 
the single ^en reported oh! Ties of slf2G0 and more* The median 
salaries were $1,316*97 for cmmed and $936*77 for single men*
There was very little difference between the &isdlan solar ion of 
single and married *o;-<en, the corresponding medians being $811*46 for 
the forier and $808*43 for the latter* dimeat nias-tenths of the 
single we^en a i  four*fifths of the marriud ion reported salaries 
of $600 to $1,044, of the single wo^en, 30*13 percent received $600 
$7491 34*60 psr.ent, $730 to $899} 21,43 percent, $900 to $1,044* uf
96
tABI* M  - AMOUNTS RECEIVED SBC mOIB5RS ACCORD DO ©  SEE 
AHD MARITAL 8TA1US AS 3ALA87 TOR EOT IRE TEAS
M m Um ni Homo.ltorl.4 31M1. M >r,l.a 31«1. lfarrl.6 Toil
.iBttJKJTOL 
^49? * JL850 __ Is 59. 0.80.
j y i
9.89
1549 - 1800 5.00 10.85 1.59 .8.sa
Utt - 1050 18. 00 , 8a8S - T 4.58 4.95 . 5 . 04 V.M , 4*M
1044 * 900 88.00 81*48 J.8J 0
899 * 950 8.48 88.88. _M*94r 10.94 as.a?
949 • 500 5.10 S0.1S 30.15 E9.1R 24*95 _
599 • 460 3*51 . .. $.4®- —
449 * 800 8.00 0.48
v'99 • 180 _ _
149 * 1 0*57 0.49
Total lumber 
^eeortine ___189_ 448 ___  58 498 ***
Median
etortat m M M *  -
Read table as felloes: Of tha 50 single m  reporting on the salary 
received taring tba ant Ira year 15 peroant received $1500 or «ore, 5.00 
percent received between #1800 to #1549, etc.; tba Median being #9#6.77.
Mote: Sevan teaohera reported receiving no salary for school servioes
rendered during the entire year* This la evidently an error and those 
teaohava are not Ineluded in the table above*
TABLE 89 * VALOI OJT COMMODITIES OR SERVICES HEOlXf B AS 
PARTIAL PATMXMT TOR SERVICES TOR THE ENTIRE 1E\® BY THE 
mOBBRS ACCQBDIMO TO SEX AMD MARITAL STASOS
$erooatof
- *18 .... loaon -J8*» 8*1 ...flum*
* m bbu------ .Pkmkt Married MlSfeL. Married J U U L - .
899 . 980 ..y i , , 0.38 0.14
8̂ 9 * 880 3*00 - tax 0*88 . .. 1*08 3.40 J U M 1.01
139-180 3.11 3.0? 0.88 .
189-80 JU83_ 0.33 0.30 1.34 0.43
99 -0 98*00 91.4? . 990* 93.44 99.40 _93#?3 97.84
Total auOtyroBfrtlaa * 139 _483 44 808 _ 198 498IMittaaaanta «*«8., 40.40 __ JBsJl__ 40.34 40.89
Road tabla as follows t Of tbs 80 si agio naa reporting oa tba valas 
of goawditios or ssrriaos rssolrod so parti si paynoat for gorvtoos for 
tba oatlro ysar 8*00 pareaat raoalrad betaaan 1819 to #840» 96.00 psrssat 
fooaiwoA bataaea |89.00 o i  |00.00, st«*{ tho nsdlaa aaouat being M8.9S.
i
m
fJiMX 84 * AMOUNTS Of SAf«S» FROM OTHER K W  O f WORK 
HJSGBIVSO BY TKACHKI3 Of '-UCIi m X  AMD M»<!tfTAL WiiiJ FOR 
ISKTIRE YM1
Me«al of
a n f«0» Man and wegasa
Assents î«8§in Herried lurried Slagle jgsfried
8ft • tOO 1*87 1*03 0*89
« M  • 860 8*34 1,06 2*09 0*88
SSt *480 1.87 0*44 0*40 .fafft. 0*08
«ft • 400 0*99 0*09 0,14
n o  • 380 l*i? 1,00 0*89
* » • * « # ____ 8*00 6*30 0*88 1*86 0*40 4,71 1,89
830 - M O 4*00 4*79 i#u 4*69 1,40 4*71 8*31
UN • 80 4*00 9*43 1,99 2*19 6*28 3*32
09 • 0 90*00 n**t> 96*89 92,19 93,61 78*33 90*90
fatal m M m  
wptrtlM 90 187 432 64 302 191 693
QqiHrii
■ • « * • ----- 44*44 85*08 J M * 43*39 41*83 44,00
Head table as fellseu Of the BO single sen reporting on the amount 
Sf earnings frcsn other kinds of work reelved during the ye^rt 8,00 percent 
resolved between 3319 to ££40*00* 4*00 percent received between r.2 ii9  te 
$loO*0Qt etc,j the medics being 844,44*
m
tms ©5 » imm or imou& aumammm m
HSJUT1T2S# iriCLuDlNG PAKMCD, TO *H » TA CHEFS 
or EACH 3?X AND U-'JUTAL 5T TUS
percent «f
gag Hoang gen end wnawgSHag^f garrled Single jetrrie* single*■ ■* n̂iiHlira .m «np>.̂|i.Married TS t l
880 it efe* 0*98 0*88 0.22 0.04 0.28
flffi » 800 0*19 0*84 . J M A
999 * 980 1*95 0*04 0*14
nt * 840 1*70 0.04 0*14
889 * 860 1*98 0.84 0*14
859 • 480 8*00 0*88 1*95 1.00 0.84 0*84
699 • 480 _Jk*6. •«° , *45
899 • 380 1*08 1,40 ■ .w«
819 • 260 0*98 8*00 1.80 0*84 .1*4?
889 - 160 2*00a 2*88 um 1*75 1.40 2,16 1*68
m >• a© 6*00 1*06 8*78 ._ 4*00 8*18 5*60
99 * 8 90*00 98*98 89*56 87*78 89*60 91.08 90*20
^etal suaber 
reporting 50 188 400 ©7 800 ISO 685
Median
■jMUBla 48*6? 44*41 45*60 44*61asgsasassaesaa^yg 43.8* 44*54zâ aaasaat
Hoad t«ble aa follow^; Of the 00 aingle »aen reporting on the 
ana At ef ineooe oentrlbuted by relative®, inoJUdJjac pureete, 2*00 
percent received between €559 and €480# 6*00 percent received bet* 
wean 1^9 asd U60, ete*s the median amo nt being 844*44*
loo
tabls 34 <* aho *  of a ll  omi& our: ;&rr imo^ 
mom mam  ms tmt by m a w a  of emsi 
ass A m  marital status
... . ^  petweiit of
------------H * ................. semen Mm <*wrf woman
jjeewnte ÂnitlT married Married Single Married
w o  «* »»•» . 0.66 1.39 0.60 0.S3 0.38
O i - w o 0.08 1.89 0.20 0.33 0.39
est * a w 0.7* 0.44 1.39 0.40 1.06 0.38
an • w e JLtM 0.88 0.80 1.06 0.48
< n  • 408 1*96 JU M 1*39 0.20 .....M f t _ 0.38
an • 320 0.79 0.88 0.00 0.53 0*78
an • o n 1.96 8.36 0.44 1.89 0.60 2*18 1*01
E3t • 160 1.96 2.36 0.88 1.00 1.69 i ^*10
1 M  - 00 3*98 6.01 0.66 1jl39 .  _ 1.00 4.77 2.02
7 9 - 0 92.16 84.24 93.60 90.48 93.30 86.28 98.63i*ii 91 107 431 63 308 190 692
Itedlaa
emanate 4*.«30 47.48 41.86 44*21 4*-*09 46,34 .. 1S*M
Read table &a follows: Of the 51 aingia non reporting on the amount
of all othor current income earned during the ye«rf 1*96 percent received 
between 4479 end £400t 1*96 percent received between $319 and #240# eto,f 
tho median m »mt Wing 944«99«
m
the married women, 30.16 percent received $600 to $769, 38,88 percent, 
$980 to IWfj 86,98 peroes*9 #900 to $1,066.
for single teachers the andian salary woo $881.88, compered to 
$1,189,80 ftp narried teachers, Slightly less than one-third of the 
single teachers oad slightly less than oca-sixth of the aarrled 
teachers reported salaries of $680 to |H9, Over one-half of tlao 
single teachers, obA nearly ene-fsarth of the married tcachero received 
from $600 to $1,066, tho greatest percentage of carried teachers, 38,56 
percent, received salaries of $1,500 and ever,
fhble 55 glees the value of eonnodltiea or servioes received as 
partial yajnok for toaohiag during the entire eehool session, It la 
arranged aaoerdinK to sex and marital status, Veiy fan of the 695 
teachers answering thia question received any roxuiaaratlon of this kind.
Of the teaohera reporting, 97,86 percent received lean than $79, the 
median amount hoing $60,89, Only 8 peroant of the aingle mu sad 3.11 
peroant of the Berried non received $860 to $319, Of the women reporting, 
one-fifth of one percent of the idqgls, and 1.56 percent of the narried 
received values of $860 to $819, The narried teaohera of both ceres 
reported sore renoneration of this typo than tba single teaehera, 
fickle 86 distributes the reporting teachers, by ecu; and mar it el 
statue, In accordance to the amount of earnings from other kinds of work. 
Six hundred ninety-three teaehera answered this question. The median 
amount received was $66, Other medians were $58,88 for married men,
$66,66 for aingle men, $68,59 for married women, $61,86 for single 
women, $80,98 for all married teachers, $61,83 for all aingle teachers.
xm
Xt is interesting to note that serried teaohera earned more extra nosey 
than ethers#
Table 95 elaealflee the reporting teaohera according to the amount 
of iuao Mfttr&bilot by relatives* ft* 00 data are givat bp sex and 
Marital status* Of tba 585 teachers la till* tabulation, slightly orar 
nlne~tenths, 90*85 percent, reported oontribufcIona of laaa than #79* 
fba Median w i  #44*54* Xt la indicated that sex and Marital status, 
MMrdiag to tblo tatti, bad no influence on tba enottnt of Money 
received from relatives aa oontrl but lone* ft* aedlaaa Mere, for aingle 
aea, #44«44| for narried sea, #48*47} tor aingle wonea, #44*41} for 
Married wimmb. #45*40} for all aingle teaohera, #44*41} and for all 
Married teaohera, #48*55*
fable 94 gives the answer a of the 498 teaohera Mho reported on 
■Mount a of all other current ineone earned by the* during the year* 
ft*ee data are given by aax and aarltal atatua* ft* Median ana #45*15, 
Sax ana narltal atatua bad xexy little lnfluenoe on the amounts 
reoeixed aa ourrent inoone by teaohera* The aedlaaa of tba anounts 
reported la Teble 54 Mere, for alagla Men, #44*85} far narried men, 
#47*45} for elxgle Monen, #41*54} for narried wonon, #44,81; for all 
single teaehera, #48*09} and for all aarrled teaohera, #44*84*
Xt la apparent from the exidenoe presented In the preceding 
paragrapha that, la general, the eeononle status of teaohera la 
largely determined by their salaries as insane from other sources 























































































TABLE 37 -  SCHOOL SALARIES HECEtffEB BY TEACHERS OF EACH SEX ACC ORBING TO TYPE OF SCHOOL OB C OHUNITY WHERE EMPLOYED
l-teaeker school in 
open country
2-5-teac her sc&ool^Ln 
open country
k-or-aore teacher 
school in open country
^own or village less 
than 1000 in popu­
lation
Town or city 1000 
or more in popu­
lation
ôtal Men and 
Women H
. Salaries 
Becelved Men VoSMtt Total Mon Women Total Men Women Total m n Women Total Men Women Tetal lien Women Tetal
ISO© m  ever 52.94 14.17 51.86 19.58 44.44 2.49 12.14 44.9? 1.22 12.61
1380 - 1499 5.88 1.08 2*36 7.41 2.80 9*72- 1.66 3.51 7.43 1.02 2.70
1*00 - 1349 7.69 1.45 14.71 3.94 9.26 1.12 4.20 8.33 2.08 3.51 9.71 1.22 3.46
10» - lift 23.08 3.57 7.26 11.77 6.45 7.87 11.11 4.49 6.99 9.72 4.98 6.07 11.43 4.89 6.61
1^0 * 104» 9.36 7.14 30.78 17.66 20.29 5.83 6.60 7.87 7.41 25.84 18.83 11.11 26.66 23.00 10.29 21.59 16.62
60*00 16.67 21*43 15.38 23.21 21.74 2.94 31.13 23.62 11.11 31.46 23.78 6.94 36.51 29.71 8.67 32.59 26.28
m  - T49 50*00 76.00 71*48 23.08 42.86 39.13 5.83 43.01 33.07 1.85 30*34 19.58 8.35 20.33 17.57 7.43 30.35 24.32
<f» «. less 12.50 10.14 9.68 7.09 6.74 4.20 1.39 5.39 4.47 0.57 7.12 5.41
Total aaoBer
z 1* 14 13 £6 69 34 93 127 64 89 143 72 241 313 175 491 666IpppK-1"" ''u
ifeasu,.,-,:.-... 749.5 699*5 704*6 955.76 730.75 764.5 1607.92 740.13 812.00 1604.86 811.11 918.94 1413.78 849.24 890.63 1389.88 766*27 866.22
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FTYPE OF
F TEACHERS AC 
WHpRE EMPlt)C O M M U ^ T Y
(BASED oM TABLE
TABLB Si * SCHOOL SA LAB IPS IKC'IVED BT TKACH£RS OF SACS SB* ACC OB El M3 TO AMOUNTS OF ACADBSIC ABD PROFESSIONAL TBAIBIIG
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Amount of Academic »nd profess ion el Training
Solleg* or normal school At least two years college At least three years c ol lege Grad option from four* Sesae training Beyond
work tat less than two tat lees than three years hut less than graduation year callage with grad cation from four* Totwl
jESEi_______________________________ ;...................... ̂ JmUjM̂ eŝ ustiLm_________   &•&**..................  crises... . ....
__ Seiarlee ......«•».... Bowen. Total . ..-..Men ___Wf**n Total Hen bane** fetal .MUR.... . Wops*. Total Men Total J»a Woman fetil..
J#NMt«K ...mmr . 0.52 0,49 22.88 5.29 63.63 7.00 &6*5» 44.94 __ 1*!*.... ..J«d*L.
.... 9.68 J U M .... 6*33 6.00 r. ,.6,f82 7.30 0.M 2.14
1205 * 1349 20.00 0.95 3.83 3.23 0.63 10,85 5.00 6.16 9.56 .1.1* . . . , . .
vm  - i m 80.00 8,86 13.33 2,86 4.17 19.35 6,6? 9.92 9.1? 16.00 11.82 11.24 4.76 6.46
98* ~ 1049 12.80 11.11 10.00 12.44 12.32 6.67 10.48 10.00 86.81 43.33 3d. 84 6.67 36.00 19.65 10.11 £2.02 18.91
784 ~ 899 80.00 86,28 85.35 30.00 34,20 33,99 26.67 42,86 40,83 9.68 32.22 26.45 3,33 18.00 10.00 8.43 33,13 £6.69
1 t 1 13,00 £2.22 80.00 41.97 48.36 33.33 37.14 36,67 9.6*- 14.44 13.22 0.83 10.00 5.00 7.8? 29.1? £3.61
39* ir lens 6.28 3,86 10.00 10,88 10.84 9,71 6.00 3.2® 2.48 5.00 2.27 0.65 7.14 5*43f ettl anabar ~ 
reporting £ 16 18 10 192 202 13 105 129 31 90 121 120 100 220 178 604 582Jsedia* 1 m11 ' 1 1 salaries .... .flKML-..- ,JHfofft__ so**m> 719.80 739.31 .M M .. 843.25 774.50 780.11 1087.00 899.5 929.84 1526.21 972.35 1224.5 1395.56
%s4 teihle mi felismH Of the two men teachers reporting with college or normal school work leas the a two years training SO percent received a salary between |10£0 end $1199, the other 00 per cos t reeei wed salaries 
between $788 and #6*9* ete*$ the median being $974.£0.
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SoiY elementary and* 




supervis ar other hen and omen
^slsriM len somen Total Men uwaen Total Men omen Total &en , jcten Total >*en * owtm Total aan uotsen ôtai mn iVonen Total
1600 or «*or 00.00 0.26 0.26 9.30 OU.OO 3.03 16.67 oo.oo 5.88 69.33 9.52 56.25 83.33 80.00 82.35 48.15 5.26 30.43 43.24 1.58 12.72
1360 - 1409 00.00 00.00 00.00 11.63 1.12 4.55 00.00 00.00 00.00 8.00 9.52 8.33 16.67 00.00 11.76 7.41 00.00 4.35 8.11 0.59 2.60 i
1360 - m i 00.00 0.55 0.52 16.60 3.37 8.33 16.67 00.00 5.88 8.00 00.00 6.25 00.00 00,00 00.00 7.41 5.26 6.52 9.19 1.18 3.32
1060 - lift 4.55 00.00 0,26 &3.26 13.48 16.67 33.33 27.27 29.41 5.33 19.05 8.33 00.00 00.00 00.00 11.11 21.05 15.22 10.81 4.54 6.21
§00 - 1049 13.26 13.28 18,60 50.56 40.15 16.67 27.27 23.53 5,33 42.86 13.54 00.00 00.00 00.00 7.41 4*. 11 21.74 9.73 22.29 18.93
T60 - 699 27*07 38.67 38.02 13.95 21.35 18,94 16.67 36.36 29.41 2.67 4.76 3.13 00.00 00, -JO 03.00 18.52 00.00 10.87 10.81 32.35 26.59
600 - 949 50.00 39.23 39.84 4.65 6.74 6.06 00.09 9,09 5.88 1.33 4.76 2.08 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 15.79 6.52 7.57 30.18 24,13
599 or less 4.65 8.01 7.81 00.09 3.37 2.27 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 9.52 2.08 00.00 20.00 5.08 00.00 10.53 4.35 0.54 7.30 5.49
Total muaber £2 362 334 43 89 132 6 11 17 75 21 96 12 5 17 27 19 46 185 507 692
ê5iaa salaries 735.66 760.22 758.74 1132.00 954.5 984.41 1124.50 924.5 993.25 1541.33 1007.83 1516.17 1559.5 1218.25 1558.43 1462.00 983.88 1113.78 1374.5 807.58 864,44
Bl>d table as followet Of the 22 men ah j are eieacatsry school teechera reporting 4*55 percent received a salary of between H1050 and >1199, and 15.64 , percent received a asisry of between $900 sad $1049; the nedian Being
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TABLE 40 * SCHOOL SALARIES RECEIVED BT MSS TEACHERS ACCORDED TO IM<m 
OF ACTIVE SGHO0L SERVICE,
anseanai BRS
Salawlee 5 - 9 ..... 1ft *14 .18 - 1? . 20 - 24 88 - 85 -- 30*94 35-39 Total
ISW er over... 14.13 34.00 54*39 71*43 83.33 57.13 50.00 100.00 45.20
1380- 1 8 M. 3.23 6.00 1 W » t m 7.34
3.23 8.00 17454 5458 9.61
1050 * 1190 13190 5486 _ ■ 25.00 11.30
M .  - lOU 9.68 34 1.58 »♦«*
966 m 89* 22.38 4100 7.QB 85.00 . .»•«.-.
■Ms .*«» 89-03 i.» 9.91
IQjnfif. .. I|,..*At8L„.
* 0.98
J L A &
jga&sia m a •5 1574.5
M L
1412.96
Seed tefcl* as follows: Of the 91 bsh teachers rapping »fce have fcees engaged active school service from 1 to 4 years 19.13 
resolve4 salaries of $1500 oar over* 3*82 percent received salaries between #|350 and $1499, etc.; the wediaa being $847.38.
4* lacloding the year la which the teachers* reports were obtained.
lOfcv:
m s  41 - seaaoi s&Lmws wsszvm by mum teachers mommm 
to xm m  er A<mm mmoi. amnm
Ieitfrth of i
*/wfaool sarrie* ---
. i ~ i1J..ST-ill T T - T E T _ s u i . s i J s L u a . 88 - 39 43 or mere — *15150;..
1500 ear seer .. & » 2*03 1*54 8.74 ; 3.88 __7.67 1.68
S.«- ft^e 7.69 . 38* 3& r I.li
'JjpS ' (LM 1.01 3*08 1.818.17 9*50 5.88 7.69 4.86
200 - 1043 a».as 20*011 .._ 44.11 47.06 188.80 22.47
24.82 56.92 86.47 35.50 24.06 55.57 88.40
m  .. 43.0? ... 37.09 28*38 JuM__ 11.7# 7.69 _ ioe.s© _ 87.88450 » «Kff 1.54 ...4.86..
&& ** 4M _ 0*73 0.80
J&SS 9.88 -  0.41
Total member
JUB9 to 5£ JSL__ 17 IS ____ -.-..1 i
Bedlam
055*22aMSSB&BEsa 032.118 9®»*5 913.88 .9ss j&_. J974JI -  « a _ .-
BeaA table a* follow*: te the 13? worna teachers repcrtlag who hare engaged is active acfeool aerrle* from 1 to 4 year* 0*73 
peraeat received salaries of tXBOG or over, 0*95 percent received salaries between $1200 and $1349, etc*; the mediae feeing #730*43*
a* Xaeltt&og the year la ifeieh the teachers9 report* were obtained.
no
t U K  48 - SCHOOL SALARIKS RJECiilTKD M  Mffi SSi WOMBS TEACHERS COMBI fOD 
ACCQBBIHC TO LSBGTH Of ACKT8 SCHOOL SERVICE
at
-  9 10 . -  14 lg  -  ^9 80 - ao - «* -  59
JS3Ls2bSL 18-gQ-JB.OP 17.84 as.oo
Total
18.11
§*°o t̂aiU!L TOaflP. 8.89
*«*» .7 £ U S . S.4Sli*l ■fcl....... S S L •aSaaMm .2*52. 11*22.
tfaMii Unfit
JMatf— . .ifitaBf, I,,.,.













l a g 0.890,29
jLgJWI 0.29ISSSt
mmm
m ise 40 24 If
868.83 964.78own ,45 959.50 1898.98 1080*75 1184,5 954,5BgaagaaHBBaBSgsgMgBwawMWHBttMMMg^ ic. jWHiaiiflrr niii.-jxiji.i, s 674,5
Bead M l *  ms follow* Of tbs 168 sum sad woman reporting who have been isa gaged la active s*ho©l service from 1 to 4 years 3,57 
persist resolved salaries of #1500 sad over, 0.59 percent received salaries between #1350 smd #1499, etc.; the median being #756.56.
*. Including foe year in which foe teachers* reports were obtained,
in
schools in the open country, the nodian salaries were, for men, #955*99; 
tar »>•«, $990*to| for both oomhi&ed, #994*90* Nearly two-fifths of 
the matt, 48*99 parent , were la the rciqgo of #900 to #9498 30*98 per** 
sent of the man reported fro* #900 to #1,049*
the median salary for the 189 teachers employed la schools with 
# or more teachers wee #9X8* Over one-half of the mat* la thle gxoup, 
98*94 percent, reported salaries of #1,900 and over* Of the women 
reporting, 49*01 percent ranged fro* #900 to #949*
the aedlen ealarlee of the teachers employed la towns or villages 
with populations of less than one thousand were; moo, #1,904*998 
women, #811*11; both oonbinsd, #918*94* Over en**»half of the nan la 
this group, 91*99 pereoat, resolved salaries of #1900 or over, but 
none of the women reported a salary beyond #1949* Soso 90 percent of 
the w o m b  reeelved #999 or loss*
The median salary for the 313 teachers employed la schools located 
la toons or cities of one thousand or mors population was #890*99* Over 
oas-fourth of the women teachers la this population bracket received 
#949, Ails nearly one-half of the men, 44*44 percent, received #1900* 
According to the table, salaries, la general, increase with the else of 
the school end community up to a certain point*
Table 88 and figure X distributes the salaries of teachers la 
aceordaaee with the mounts of academic and professional training they 
reported* The data presented are for teachers who have completed less 
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IAN Sftj.ftRlES OF TEft_CHERS ACf 
I POSITIONS HELP
(DASED o*l r*tte 39i
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Salaries were report ad by 38* elementary-school teach or®# in 
this group median salaries weret man, 3735»$o; women, $7tiQ«3&| for 
both eembiaed, $738*74* Fifty percent of the men had 39 *£3 percent 
ef the women reported $630 to $749* There wee only a slight difference 
between the salaries of man and wonen elamstitary-solioc;! teachers*
Among the group of 132 high-school teachers giving their salaries, 
the medians aero* men, sllSE; woien, £954*30; both combined, $934*41* 
m r  ene-half of the wo^on received salaries from $930 to $1049* 
gli^tly orsr SO percent of the men and only 1*12 percent of the women 
received selariee ef $1350 and over*
Seventeen teachera reported their salaries and the position the: 
held under the caption , cosaoinatien ele oatary-h^&b-aohoul teacher* 
their median salary was r993*98*
fteports from 9a teaching principala or supervisors showed a 
median salary ef £151.17. Kearly 70 percent of the men and less 
than 13 percent of the *»o an received salaries of £1300 or over*
The median salary for 17 non-teaching principals and supervisors 
was $1536.43; for man, £1559*50; for women, $ 1..1S*;:5*
leaoners were anlod to report other typos of , o^t^ons »
There were 46 teachers e ployed in unclassified positions* median 
salaries were: men, £1462; women, £983*86; both eombiipxi, £l&3*76*
The median salary is least for eleLientarj-iicĥ ol teachers* it 
increases with rtuih in the following order: high-aohool teachers,
combination eieonutary-high-echool teacher, teaching principal or
w
auperriaor, Bon-taaehing principal or auperriaor. The teachare elaaaifiad 
in Dm  tftldt andor other typea received a median islaxy nearly e$»al la 
— ant la the m b  higiweohool teachere.
tfcble 40 arrangaa the 199 m b  reporting aooording to aalarlea aad 
length of active aohool aarvlce. The median iiIaijt of thie group «i«
6X418.98*
Of thirty-one m b  who raportad teaabing from one to four years, 
nearly one-airth received salaries of #1000 and over. Salaried of $600 
to #948 were raportad toy 89*03 percent • The median salary of the ant Ira 
groap ama $669.56.
Of fifty Baa with from five td nlna yaara of actire school service, 
aaarly one •fourth, 84 pareant, raportad salaries of 6900 to 61049. The 
radian aalary fbr thla group m a  61188.83.
Of ttoa 89 m b  raporting tan to fourtaan yaara of aahool service, 
over one-half, 64.89 percent, received 6X800 or over. 91it radian far 
thla group m a  6XI8X .60.
Tweaty-one man raportad flf taan to nlnataau yaara of school service, 
and tba Mdian salsxy for thla group waa 6X844.60. Nearly three-fourths 
ef thla group, 91.43 peroant, raoaiTad 61800 or over. A small number of 
m b  reported aohool service beyond nlnataan yaara. air reporting twenty 
to twenty-four yaara. seven, 88 to 89 yaara. four. 30 to 34 yaara. and 
one, 36 to 89 yaara.
Xn geaaral, aalariaa for nan lnereaae in proportion to length of 
aohool service, with few exceptions. The median aalaxy of man with 8 to
us
9 years Of teaching service is slightly mors than ths median of msn 
with 10 to 14 yooro of service. However, ttis median salary cf sen 
•ith 15 to 19 yoars of service is grsatsr than ths corresponding 
salary of msn with 5 to 9 or 10 to 14 yoars of experience. Salaries 
for man iaoroaso with school service until ths and of th* 84th year, 
aftor which ths ton of service apparently had no off sot on ths amount 
received.
thhle 41 gives ths laagth of school service and salary received 
as reported by 494 wemsa teachers* Thslr modi an salary was #614* 95, 
compared to #1418.96 for ths man. Slightly over 60 percent of ths 
wmm roportsd salariss of #600 to #1049*
Of ths 159 woman reporting 1 to 4 yoars of aohool service, ths 
median salary was #750.48, compared to #667.86 for ths men. Ths 
greatest prssontogs of those reporting* 43.07 percent, reeel Ted 
salariss of #600 to #749.
Of ths 124 women with 0 to 9 years of aohool serrlee, Slightly 
orer one-third roportsd salariss of #750 to #899. Ths median hers 
ess #790.95, compared to #1152.65 far the msn.
Of ths 99 women reporting 10 to 14 years of aohool serrlee, 
ths greatest percentage reoelred salaries of #600 to #1049, the 
median being #856.22, compared to a median of #1161,60 for ths man.
Of ths 68 m s n  reportli% 15 to 19 years aohool service, soars 
tten half, 56.98 percent, received #750 to #099. The median salary 
was #662.66, compared with a median of #1544.50 far men in the same
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alualfioiUoit*
Of the 154 woaen reporting 80 to 84 year a, 44,11 percent received 
salaries of #900 to #1049, the median being #989,80. Compare thla to 
the #1569,80 mtift tar the n a  In the ease classification.
Seventeen women reported 88 to 89 years ef school service; 18 
reported 80 to 94 years. the Median* for theae tee groups were 
#918.88 and #995.88, compared respeotlToly to #1818.86 and #1499,90 
far the aaa in the saew groups.
ter the weaea teaehara reporting, the Median salary lnereaaed 
with esperlenae through the 84th year, the Median aalarlea of wonen 
with 88 to 89 year* of experience eaa slightly leaa than theae In 
the 84th year) but t each ere *Lth 80 to 84 years showed increases 
©Ter thla last group. Woaen teach era with wore than 84 years teaching 
experience did not receive proportionate salary increases. There were 
only 5 oases of this hind,
Table 48 and figure XXX combine* the nan and woaen teachers 
aeoording to the aohool salaries they received and their length of 
active school service.
Table 45 and figure XXIX gives the total inoons of teaehara 
aeoording to sex and narital statue. Reports fron #98 teachers were 
reeelved. Their median income was #917.88. Slightly less than one- 
third, 80.88 percent, reported total 1 no ones of #600 to #799, less 
than 10 percent reported Incomes of #8000 or sure. Very nearly 
seveh*tenths of the teachers reported incomes of #400 to #1199.
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S M U  49 - to®U- XHOOUS3 0* TEACHERS AQOOHDIHO 
TO SBC AHD MARITAL 3TAW8
..... ZJiMMMiJBKiL
feta lien and Wo«mii
ftOOO or iBoro 8.00 57,99 1.85 9.38 8.19 88,49 9.50
U H  - IBM 00.00 15.80 1.88 6.88 1,19 18.48 4.38
UQO . 1799 8.00 9.80 8-18 - M t - 1.M 5.08
1400* IBM 1B.00 10.08 8.48 6.18 8.59 7.77 4.60
.4«00 10.88 4.80 6.85 4.18 9.88 5.61
ifiee - not SO. 00 6.98 18.1? 9.88 18.94 7.77 11.51
iQO - §99 *4.00 M L 88.68 88.18 88.67 18.99 87.65
M O . f l l 88.00 8.38 89.16 89.69 57.48 11.40 50.88
Sfil or 1a m 8.00 00.00 4,68 4.69 4.88 1.65 5.60
sMol wirttff1 80 189 488 64 508 198 695
M|41m
arnlmrtmm 1019,80 1846.5 786.10 910.61 849.14 1558,85 917.88
a— * takl* M  m U m u  Of the BO singl* m i  rayortia*, B poroont 
reeelve. total I m m m  of #8000 or m n ( B jotmI m m I m J  total inoone* 
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An examination of the dot* for non shows that 63 percent f almost 
two-thirds of the Single msn, reported $600 to $1199. Twenty-two 
percent reported §600 to -f799; 24 percent $700 to 8̂99; 20 percent 
§1000 to $1199. Over one-half of the married men reported il800 end 
ever; 37.99 percent, $2000 or cvar; and 13.30 percent, $1800 to $1199* 
the medlannlneomee were f.1844.50 for the married men end $1019«30 for 
the single men.
Of the women reporting, over 00 percent of those who were single 
had Incomes of $600 to $1199; 18*17 percentt $1000 to $1199; 33.03 
percent, $800 to $099; 39.16 percent, $600 to $799. over one-half ef 
the married Women reported $600 to $999; 88.13 percent, $800 to $999; 
89.69 percent, $600 to $799. The median income for married women 
see $910.61; for single women, $736.10.
Over 70 percent of the single teachers had Incomes of $600 to $999; 
slightly ever two-fifths ef the married teachers made $1800 and over; 
28.49 percent earned $2000 and more; 12.43 percent made $1800 to $1999. 
The median incomes were 31352.83 for married and $849.14 for single 
teaehers.
TSble 14 and Figure XIV give the salaries of 642 principals and 
teaehers aeoording to sex and marital status. The median salary of 
teachers and principals combined was $884.26* Slightly over one-fourth 
Of this group, 28.58 percent, reported salaries of $600 to $749, and 
nearly the #»”* percentage, 27.88 percent, received $780 to #899.
The median salary of the 88 men principals reporting was ^1544.68
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t-:MX 44 - SCT0GX, 54UBX&8 MCtltm ST FSmif4i6
ass fx,jdssfts A o m m i m  to $tx A m  w & i m  jtatos
£ri&eiaal* T M O a n frtaeieal* ead feae&ere
Hea foeea Him M m H m  eei M a
aflucif— 1**s fetal Sinale Merrlei Tetel tm Harried Total single Harried Total Harried Total
l O O O e r o w 54*55 76.68 7**94 86*32 a.4Le*ee 28*22 00.00 13.16 7.94 0.25 00*09 9*68 2.55 35*84 11*88
1550 - 1499 90.00 6*11 7.06 15*79 12.80 14.81 00.00 13*16 7*04 0*29 00*90 9* 25 0.8S 6*94 2.49
1#©9 ~ 1549 , __i«09_ 6*76 7*06 00.00 00.00 00.00 5.03 21.96 12*68 9*99"1 i.& 1*09 1.S8 8*99 9.U
WK/L-JUqi jyooii 6*79 4*71_ 16*79 12.80 14.81 15.15 21*05 18.31 3.20 8.77 _ 3*5f _ 4.90 7.61 3*61
^ - _ w » 4f00 4*05 4.71 86*52 80.00 98.39 27*27 7*60 14*90 60*69 52.64 20*92 61*11 16*78 18*66750 - 899 00*00 2.70 *•56 5.26 00.00 3.70 24*24 13.10 18.31 86.98 24*53 35.51 33*90 "ll*66 27.83
600-749 9.09 00.00 1*16 5*26 00.00 8.TO 27.27 12.^ 16.31 8S.0S 35.85 32.46 30.06 13*69 83*66
09*00 00.00 00.09 90*00 12.90 3.70 00*00 00.00 90*09 4.48 11.32 5*23 3*^4 4.05 3.89
m o o 00.00 00.00 09*99 00.00 00.00 54005 00*90 1*41 0.40 90*99 9*44 9*64 00*00 0*47IjSO..** 199 00.00 00*90 9Q%00 6*86 00.00 8.70 00.00 00.00 00*00 00.00 00.99 1 00*99 !> •*£ €0*00 o a i 1
,.1*146 09*00 00.00 m m 00.00 00.00 00.00 o & itf 00*0^ 00.00 4.74 <$6M 0.6# 9*64 W«O0 oU?
M e l  M M
11 —  74- 85 19 a 87 88 36 71 409 as 439 469 173 942
.1 B U - . 1530.30 1646*66 1124*5 1199.5 1098.25 871.88 U80.75 010.18 700.80 7*6.81 796*99 860*45 1213*67 084.28
B*e& table a* felloe# i Of the XI eiztgle a m  priaeipala report!ag* 54.95 pereeat reeaiTed salariee ef |130G or orert 9.09 percent 
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m s m  45 - SCHOOL SAUHXRS EICHSYSD BT M M  TEACHERS AOCOHDm
to mmm  cr w&mamot o h it s  * /
Depend ggicy Ualta
6 .0 5 .5 5*0 - A * — 8.8 -..... 3 .-0 -- — ? .0 _ _ 0 .5 :o .o Ifed iaa
1500 « r s ra r. 100*00 66.69 50*QCL_ aao.Qft 60.00 52*88 68 .SO -35.35 50.30 90.00 38*8$ 21*62 80 2*57
1 3 6 0 -1 4 9 9 ,16.69 .. 20.00 A*?6 J12.S0 . 21.81. _ ... 18.67 _ 2.94 1 s 2*27
1200 -  1349 14.29 9 *82 . 1 2 .m 18.6? 11.76 e * u W 2 .0 i
1050 - u t t 16.67 20.00 9.5E 80?B© 14.71 16.22 20 2*75
£80 9*52 -12^50 5 .05 11,78 16*67 21*62 ' 17 0.99
750 -  899 3S.S3 15*M _ 9*82 _ J*0 # ' ia *9 2 15 s .d s
6 0 0 -7 4 9 4*76 8.82 50*00 15*61 14 0*78




, .1 .. 3 8 2 — ... 8 21 8 38 c ..........54 . 6 37 177 2*55
■
J k to s is t. 1232 1699.8 a J M M U ^ 594, 0® W 74.8 180S.3g 188#.® i * 
i
W» r$m* 1021*38 1298*65
Eead table mm follovsi Of 1fes 2 sen teachers reportii^, salaries ware $1500 or ever, 100 peremt had 6*0 dapeadsaey units, etc.;
the wediaa saler^ being #2524*50*
a* A "depenaeeey wait* m m *  anyone *fcolly depend®* or too or xacre partially de^iidaat persons <m the tosshsr.
Hofess there was ess mm ifcbh a salary between #900 te 11049 who reported that be bad 7 dap end eats, this teacher is sot included 
is the afeor* table*
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TAB1E 45*A —  SCHOOL SALARIES RBCIX7ED WOI®? ̂ E$CT&2S 
ACCORDIBC TO mm W  OF DEPEHDSSCY UHIYS a/
aw 1 1
___  Bsnandmcy H a lts
6 .0 . , -JiiiS 5 .0 4 .5 4 .0 M - 3 .0 2 .5 2 .0 1*3 i* P - 0 .5 0 .0 « 9 tk l M adias
1300 ar orar 2.94 4.11 5.41 0 .47 8 0.95
1350 -  1494 5 .70 5.88 2.94 1.8? ' O r .. 11 i.fO
5*88 2.94 £.3# t ;« t  '* ¥ • .?$
1060 — 1166 11.76 s.62 5.68 8.16 ..-.«4 - .66
900 -  1049 25.00 40*00 11*76. 17.65 87*55 1?.84 — ..m i * 1.40
5G.0& 57.14 45.86 35.35 25.55 24.22, 38.35 28-?? 20.68 , .10L. „ _ * U
600 -  749 100.00 100.00 25.00 26*47 87.40 .ffisSL 81.?E ■ Il .1., ,..-•».
4 6 0 - 599 , 50.00 HJ89 . 2.94 6.88 5.63 25 «»
5 0 9 -4 4 9 0.4? 2
im - iti 0.4? ....JL... 2.20
" T T - O.M 3 .8 8
0 8*74 1.37 ..'SSL— S 1.80
Total n t e  
m o o t tl nr 1 1 4 5 7 7-- 27- 17 V} ____2 L 72 88 JMf . m ~ ___tZ&
)Mi«*
jmhulMi---- „fftSUSL ffSJUSfc , W . , J & l i .
tabls as Allows; Of tha 1 k k b  taaeber raportix* i&ose salary was betwesn #000 ana #749 100 pereaat bad 6*0 dapenAanay unit a; 
tbs wmMm* baing #674*50.
a. A *dnpsaA«*ey unit* avans anyone trolly dependent or too or sore partially dependent parsons on tbe teacber.
vm
46 - . vT ) a: id ;r Jii BY m  .lSf!T 3 C? E :CH GEX BY Tf .Z C? EG1E/CX* l-flt w'TTY iirt <i .kEv Y.'-Vj)
1-teaoher school In open country 2-5-teacher school In open country 6-ffiore-te schar school in open 
country
Town or village lass than 1000 population
... —  .. . -■ - .< ■■ .....-I. 1. IT.! IW 1. '
Town or city 1000 or aoz«
Saved Repaid Saved Repaid Daved Repaid Saved Hepaid Saved
imounts Men Women mn Women laen Woman mo '•Wjraen ucwsen Bon Women pea Women Men iiomen Ben Women imn U m m
900 Of over 33.33 0.42
781 to 800 1.3»m  to 750 _ 6.4#
Site 650 1.05 0.42m u m 1.89 -....AM-..'4501 to 550 1.79 2.94 1.07 i .2# 1.85 1.39
451 to 500 1.69 6.42
401 to 450 1.79 8.96 1.89 3.69 2.82 0.42 1.39 0.42m  u Wi 8.33 1179 1.08 1.89 5.69 1.12 r.#s 1.39 6.4$m  t© m> _ 15.38 3.57 8.15 2.1S 1.89 2.25 5.56 1.12 1.25 h.am .m.um 5.87 2.94 3.77 2.25 ' 1.12 2.82 1.25 rr 8.*8 1 iM - ,m
SSI to £50 33.33 8.33 7.69 3.37 5.87 5.36 1.07 5.66 1.12 7.41 1.12 7.03 3.33 5.56 2.09m  m mt 8.33 6.33 1.79 7.69 7.14 2.15 5.88 3.77 3.37 5.S6 " i.12 1.41 1.25 4.16 2.09
101 U  IS© 8.92 7.69 8.93 8.84 8.60 11.76 4.30 1.B9 5.62 5.56 6.75 8.45 10.00 16.28 3.35 ' ' '
61 to 100 16.67 7.14 83.08 10.71 5.87 8.60 8.83 5.38 3.77 5.62 9.2$ 11.25 1.41 9.17 U.11 11 n" 11,1 *"0 to 50 33.33 58.34 100.00 91.67 76.93 75.00 61.54 67.86 70.59 78.04 67.65 86.63 " 71-69 "1 8̂.65 55.57 76.40 76.66 70.83 ' 55.SSTotal number 
reporting 3 IS £ 1£ 13 56 13 56 34 93 34 93 53 89 54 89 71 £40 72 .- —  *a» _Median
gggSglft,____225.5 42.85 £5 27.87 38.50 33.33 40.63 39.44 35.42 34.71 36.96 29.06 34.89 31.79 45.00 32.72 28.24 35.29 45.00 30.96
Read table aa follows: Of the 3 man teaehara teaching la a 1-teacher school in the open country, 33.153 percent saved $900 or over, 33*33 percent saved between 1201 and 250, etc*; the tnedian amount saved being |U5t83*

TABUS 4? - AMOUNTS SWSD AND J&S4XD A0,;OIU>2WO TO a V M B  .vHR UKT 'Mr'.MTB ftND liGBG OS'NINO ‘OR RENTIJJQ l i t '









Lived with Parents. 
*/
Other Owned home 
of debt.
clear Buying on install­
ment.
Renting Rent-free by School 
Board*
Amounts saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid saved Hepaid Saved Repaid saved Hepaid Saved Repaid
751 to 800 0.56 0.95
701 to 780 0.59
601 to 680 0.99 0.59 0.70
S61 to 600 0,58 0.99 0.49 1.43 0.94
5?i to SSQ .. 0.58 6.99 0.59 1.18 0.49 0.70 1.90
481 t© 800 0.56 0.99 1.41
401 to 450 1.17 0.58 1.18 Q.S® 0.96 0.49 U41 1.41 0.94
SSL to 400 0.S8 2.33 1.98 1.18 0.96 0.49 0.70 1.45 3.77 3.81301 to 550 2.34 1,16 2.97 1.77 3.55 2.93 0.9* 2.33 2.33 1.41 0.70 1.45 I'JHT 3.81 7. #9 3.70
m  to 800 __1*17 1.16 0.99 1.98 0.59 1.95 0.9* 4.65 ' 1.41 2.82 1.45 1.43 0.94 3.85 #•70801 to 280 5,26 4.65 1.98 0.99 4.71 2.93 0.49 4.65 4.45 3.52 1.41 4.35 4.29 5.63 5.*! 7.69 3.76 ■ 1 r := ■
151 to 200 3. SI 5.81 0.99 2.97 0.69 1.18 2.44 2.91 2.33 1.41 4.93 2.90 1.43 1.89 #•81 7.41
101 to 150 0.56 6,40 5.94 3.96 13.53 6.51 10.73 4.84 2.33 13.95 3.52 5.63 5.71 4.72 7,62 3.85 ai.52
81 to 100 4*09 8.72 4.95 8.91 8.82 11.83 7.80 7.77 11.63 4.93 7.7S 2*90 12.8# 3.77 7*62 7*#»
0 to SO 60.12 66.02 82.18 75.25 66.47 74.66 69.27 80.10 79w07 72.09 80.99 73.24 85,51 72.fc6 75.47 64.76 69.23 #2.9#
Total Number 
Report! n* 171 172 101 101 170 169 205 206 43 43 142 142 69 70 106 105 26 27
Median
saints 31.20 36.75 30.42 33.22 37.61 33.53 36.09 31.21 31.62 34*68 30.87 34.13 29.24 34.31 33.13 38.60 36.11 39.71
(a) Paid entire opera lag cost of house or apartment- (b) Shared operating cost of house or ppurtraent with one or more other persons* (o) In addition to renting a room or rooms the teaehers either boarded or purchased 
seals at rates generally prevailing in the conramity. (d) The teachers either lived with arents or other relatives (except husband or wife) at less than the usual rates for roota and hoard.
Read table as follows: Of the 171 teaehers reporting who maintained a hm© personally, 0*58 percent saved from #551 to #600 inclusive, 0.56 percent saved frura #451 to #500 inclusive, etc.; the median being $31.80.

’FABLE 48 - 4M0U8TS 3A7£0 AHD HE i-AID BY TEACHERS ACC OSD I SO TO IHCO'VS L & m
Income Level
2000 or more 1800 - 1999 1800 - 1799 1400 « i599 1800 - 1399 lOQQ - 1193 800 - 9 9$ 600 - 7S>9 49(3 - 599 200 - 399 1 - 199 Totals Medium .amount e •uaved Repaid slaved Repaid Saved Repaid Saved Repaid Saved Repaid Saved Beaald Saved Repaid Saved *>epaid Caved Repaid Laved Repaid Saved Repaid Saved , Repaid Saved JSSB&I
901 or ever 1.20 1 1099.5
m  * 300 1,3? 1 *MMi
w  - 750 1.20 1 1093.0
m  - 650 1.52 3.33 2 - w
m  - 400 1.56 1.52 1.20 1 2 2099.5501 - 550 1.52 9.52 3.13 1.20 6.25 1 5 1099.5
451 - 500 3.33 1.20 t 1499.5
*01 - 450 4.69 1.52 6.37 3.13 5.00 1.20 3 4 1793.5351 - 400 1.36 1.52 5. 33 6.25 2.50 8. So 1.20 1.02 0.51 0.47 7 5 ..uliSfc
- m  -JKQ 4.69 4.76 3.13 3.13 2.53 4*82 2. 54 2.03 0.47 0.47 14 8 1049.5 949.6351 - 300 4.69 4.55 3*3l 4.76 3.13 1.20 1.20 2.03 0.51 0,95 10 8 ££fi*S
m - 350 7.81 3.03 3.33 10.00 4.76 14.29 9,38 5.00 5.13 4.82 2.41 4£57_ 1.52 0.95 1.42 27 18 1124.5 1399.5181.- 200 _3.13 4.55 20.00 9.52 9.52 3.13 .2.55 1.20 3,61 2.03 2.54 1.90 0.95 14 22 949.5 im s yloi - 150 4.69 6.06 3.33 6.67 4.76 12.50 9.38 7.50 10.26 6.02 6.02 8.1? 5.58 8.53 5. SI ©• 25 S.25 51 42 980*7®
3.03 10.00 3.33 4.76 3.13 12.51 S. 00 10.26 4.82 12.05 7.SI 7.11 9.95 10.90 12.50 6. 25 3d. 33 n.n 49 61 819.5 <l$&.7§
0 -JO 67.19 69.70 76.67 46. 6? 76.11 57.14 59.38 68.75 79.00 56.67 71.08 72.29 72.08 80.20 78.20 79.62 81.25 81."5 100.00 63.67 103.00 88.89 522 529 am.® M & M
Fetal number 
reportins 64 66 30 30 21 21 32 32 40 39 83 83 197 197 211 211 IS 16 3 3 9 9 706 707 915.26
Median
“ ^ S i ___ 37.21 35.67 33.61 100.5 32.61 43.75 42.11 3-5.36 33.33 37.50 35.17 34.58 31.58 31.17 31.97 31.40 30.77 30.77 ?3 37.50 . 25 28.13 33.81 33.41











































r.*HLS 49 - ASffiOW'ES SAV-2) m  TSP.OS BY *OI rZoOHRRS ĈCOTtDIWS TO J.&N3XB OF -CTIVS SCHOOL -ieKFICE
-r-«■-*. <mm i. 1 " ... " 11 i I H . .... ■ if in ... .. .i .in. ...... .-.i- -i. i .«. ■ ini ,. i. i i [ i -■ i v  -..  H i i Mi T “Till i ..
L e n g t h  o f S e r v i c e
1 -  4 5 -  9 1 0 -  1 4 1 5  -  1 9 2 0  - 2 4 2 5 -  £ 9  3 0  - 3 4 T o t a l s M e d ia n s
tfn » U lltS o- v e d tie  p a i d la v e d r e p a i d S a v e d He pa  i d la v e d H e p a id S a v e d i t e p a id S a v e d H e p a id  Saved r e p a i d S a v e d H e p a id la v e d Hepaid
7 5 1  -  8 0 0 4 . 7 6 1 1 7 ,0 0 ™
SOI - 6 5 0 4 . 7 6 1 1 7 . 0 0
5 5 1  -  6 0 0 4 , 7 6 1 1 7 . 0 0
5 0 1  -  5 5 0 ■ 3 . 2 8 £ . 0 0 1 . 7 5 3 7 . 0 0
4SL̂ .SQ0. 4 . 7 6 I 1 7 . 0 0
4 0 1  -  4 5 0 6 . 4 5 1 .7 9 1 . 7 5 9 . 5 2 3 3 1 0 . 7 5 3 .7 S
3 5 1  -  4 0 0 2 .0 0 2 .  0 0 1 . 7 9 3 .5 1 £ 3 9 . 5 1 0 . 7 5
3 0 1 - 3 5 0 3 . 2 3 4 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 1 * 7 9 4 . 7 6 4 . 7 6 2 3 .0 0 5 3 1 2 7 . 0 0
2 5 1  -  3 0 0 2 . 0 0 5 . 3 8 1 . 7 5 4 . 7 6 1 6 . 6 7 4 3 13 1 7 . 0 0
2 0 1  -  £ 5 0 3 . 2 3 3 . 2 3 8 . 0 0 4 . 0 0 8 . 9 3 8 . 7 7 4 . 7 6 1 -5 .0 0 1 2 8 1 0 .  S 1 0 . 5
1 5 1  -  2 0 0 9 . 6 8 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 1 . 7 9 5 . 2 6 4 . 7 6 9 . 5 2 3 9 1 2 1 0 . 3 3
1 0 1  -  ISO 2 . 9 0 9 . 3 8 2 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 S . 3 6 5 . 2 6 4 .7 S 1 6 . 6 7 1 4 ,  £9 9 1 8 7 7 , 5
5 1  -  1 0 0 6 . 4 5 1 3 . 1 3 2 .0 0 1 6 . 0 0 3 . 5 7 5 * 2 6 4 . 7 5 9 . 5 2 6 1 9 9.5 7 . 3 1
0 - 5 0 7 2 . 4 2 4 8 . 3 9 7 8 . 0 0 5 2 . 0 0 6 9 . 6 4 6 6 .6 7 5 1 . 9 0 5 7 . 1 4 1 0 0 . 0 0 6 3 * 6 7 8 5 . 7 1 1 0 0 . 0 0  5 0 . 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 1 2 9 1 0 6 9.69 1 1 . 0 8
T o t a l  n u m b e r
r e  s o r t  in s : 3 1 3 1 5 0 5 0 5 6 5 7 2 1 2 1 5 o 7 7  4 5 1 7 5 1 7 7 1 0 . 0 8 1 0 . 1 5
M e d ia n
a m o u n ts 3 2 . 2 9 5 5 . 5 3 ? .  0 5 4 8 . 0 8 3 8 . 4 8 3 4 . 8 6 4 3 . 7 5 ___________ '^V 3 7 . 5 2 9 . 1 ? _  _ _  2 5 £ 5 . 5  £ 5 2 5 . 0 0 3 2 .0 1 4 1 . 7 5
B e a d  t a b i d  a s  f o l l o w s :  O f  t h e  3 1  t e a c h e r s  r e u o r t  n g  a s  h a v in g  f r o m  1  t o  4  y e  r s  o f  a c t i v e  s e h ^ l  s e r v i c e ,  3 . 2 3  p e r c e n t  s a v e d  b e tw e e n  S O I a n d  < 2 5 0  i n c l u s i v e ,  w h i l e  1 2 .0 0  p e r c e n t  s a v e d  b e tw e e n  ,1 0 1  a n d  ,1 5 0  i n c l u s i v e ,  e t c * ;
t h e  m e d ia n  a m o u n t S iV@ d b e in g  3 2 * 2 9 .

table so - amounts saved and repaid by toon ts .chsrs accqsdino to length op •.ctivs school service
Length of Service
1 - 4 5-9 10 - 14 15 - 19 20 - 24 25 - 29 30 - 34 35 - 39 40 - 44 45 or more Totals
.mounts Saved nepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved Hepaid Saved nepaid saved nepaid Saved r-epaid saved Hepaid •saved Repaid Saved Repaid Saved Repaid
900 or over 0.80 1 7.00
701 - 750 2.94 1 22*00 .
SOI - 650 1.02 1 12
551 - 600 0.8 0 2.94 2 14.3
501 - 550 0.72 1.02 1.02 1 2 12 r
451 - 500 2.94 1 22.00
401 - 450 0.72 1.02 1.49 2 1 7 ■ 17 "'l
351 - 400 1.60 3.06 1.49 15.38 6 2 14.5 7
301 - 350 2.90 1.60 1.60 2.04 1.02 1.49 5.88 9 4 5.75 9*3
251 - 300 0.72 1.60 0.80 2.04 1.49 1.49 7.69 33.33 5 5 17
201 - 250 2.17 0.72 4.80 1.60 3.06 4.08 2.99 1.49 2.94 5.88 8.33 15 10 8.25 ii
151 - 200 2.17 2.40 3.20 3.06 1.02 1.49 2.94 5.88 5.88 8.33 100.00 9 12 12 3. 25
101 - 150 9.42 7.25 11,20 4.80 6.12 3.06 7.46 2.99 5.88 S. 94 11.76 42 22 7.36 S.3351 - 100 10.14 9.42 7.20 8.00 2.04 11.22 16.42 4.48 5.88 5.88 5.88 15.38 33.33 : * .. - * . . .V • • 42 38 8.39 23
0-50 74.64 78.99 70.40 77.60 78.57 75.51 68.66 86.57 76.47 88.24 76.47 82.35 61.54 83.33 33.33 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 363 397 9.02 9.11
'total umber
reporting 138 138 125 125 98 98 67 67 34 34 17 17 13 12 3 3 1 1 1 1 497 496 8.72 8.99
i.edian
amounts 23.50 31.65 35.51 32.22 31.82 33.11 36.41 28.88 37.95 28.33 32.69 30.36 23.21 30.00 75.5 25.0 175.5 25.0 25.0 25.0 34.23 31.23
Read table as follows: Of the 138 woinen teachers reporting as having from 1 to 4 years of active school service, 0.72 percent saved between #401 to #450 inclusive, while 2.90 percent saved between $301 to $350, ete.| the media*
amount saved being $23.50
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Dependency m u  fra
Table 51 gives the amounts saved by teachers according to dependency 
unit a, and Table 51-A gives amounts repaid according to dependency units* 
Amounts saved and repaid sere reported by 693 teachers* The median amount 
saved was $33*491 the median amount repaid vas $33*05* Table 31 indicates 
that teachers with dependents saved as much as teachers without dependents* 
Three with six dependents each and four with five dependents each reported 
savings far in excess of the group median, wnieh was $30* The number of 
dependents affected the median repayment very little* Teachers with four 
dependents repaid a median of $104*67* The ethers, whatever the number of de# 
pendents, repaid almost equal amounts, the median repayment ranging from 
$25 to $41*67*
Sex and marital status 
Table 52 gives the amounts saved and repaid by teachers according 
to sex and marital status* The median amounts saved were; single men,
$35*71; single women, $34*79; married men, $33*42; and inarried women, $29 •09* 
The median amounts repaid were; for single men, $41 *67; single women,
$31*34; married men, $42*43; married women, $31*37* The data indicate that 
men save and repay somewhat sure than women* Single women saved a median ef 
$34 *79 and married man saved a median of $33*42* The table indicates also 
that a large number ef teachers do not save anything* More than 70 percent 
ef each group save less than $50 a year* The data shew further that few 
teachers were paying on large deficits. Ho deficit higher than $50 r
1 4 l
tmx si ~ m$mm s&?ed m  tmmm M&omim Dm-f4>Ma* mrm
gtmsidans?AKOOttfeO <4.b 3*# a*o 1 4.5 4*0 3.3 ■,-Ssfi— 8.5 3*0 _Jht« «4 0*0 %tol lM&«a r
§00 «t .tut..... 0.40 1 JR0itdo*- 0*40 ....i....^ IS©8.13 i 3.E0eoi .to ... i ... ..AIM..i.to 3 -..l*m ..401 m 4fl» 53*33 . -3.M _ 8 .50 0.99 4 . .._JLiL_.
i,„i,f,*lfi -nr 8.06 i*9t * .ft _ZSS' 4^8 8.M *.80 s.ce ..i..»-£61 - *M ... 1J8® 1.19 - .-.*.- 1.06*01- *60 33.33 l&M 44^ t*M to «9i161 ~J«8 . *5.00 14*89 _J6*03_ 3*33 JUto . ..JUS...-101 * 160.. I0.boi T;S3̂ " AIM.1 10.00 10.48 Jftdtt.-..-...--‘.to ...........4*...si «*. j#%~ m4*to_ . 4.8# 4.00 4.23 JUL44 _o.to ... m.- .. .66...o ♦.##:. 35.33 80.00 ..m Col JBbfiL 34.00 “927.50 TO.TO 59**1 49.99 318 .ftTotal wmtomt rtsortl̂Jt ,3 .., 4 ML. 9 -- n - AS —  A* to M. _  AQl__K# to 333 «to_ .toMedia*
WHMLimm-' 383*3 umMStA<m J&OL,.StE*j o m *. 30.92 ..SftdBLjsuhlJB.SS--J8WBLJHM0L.—JSait—
Itm& t»51* mm folio**is Of to» 5 tattler* teTtag 5*0 O^esOmy oftits 30,00 |M»WBt savad fr©» 1401 t© #100 £&eito8§**# 35*33 
per&at m » t  fww #301 to #850 iaclualY#, «t#*i It* ittdtos m o u n t tolts #385*30.
isltt tort m  mm toaeher too *»ve4* to*to£ 9*0 topentaey unite, from #00*00 to #50.00. fhto eaa* to *ot ineludad to too 
tboro tofel*.




6.0 5*0 5*0 4.0 4.0 3*3 3*0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 Total Sediea
900 ar omt
m-eoo 0.92 1 "3p®l
*01-660 _JUM_ 1 .70
861-#<» .92 ......... - ...........- 3 1.70
901-5B6 . um 0.40 5 1.33
401-160 2*06 -1.33 0.40 4 1*20361-tOO ,.. . .. 4*» 4.00 1*41_ 1.06 0.40 5 2*20
2*06 8*06 0.40 6 2.45ffi9l-300 10.00 w..5>6il 2*03 8.06 0.40 8 1*75
201-250 25.00 7.69 2*03 __4*osâ 8*38 5.67 -AJ8L- - 1.80 17 1*86
IPMQQ, ....................... 10.00 14.29 4*17 ..JULOCL- 3*57 3.13 1.59 22 1.70101-150 50.57 2.06 4*00 7*04 2*50 ._ 7*34 4.37 1.03
61-100 33*33 10.00 .Mft-.- 7.69 10.48 8.00 13.00 3.67 10*42 7*57 m 1.14
66*66 95*00 90.00 76*92 78*96 40*M_ iz-5e._75*00 75*23 81*87 5E2 .. *m ..........................
l e a ^
____JL .................~JL* 10 9 81 _.. JBL. 46 .*j l 71 ___*SL„„i2L, 96 _________BL— 696 96
»■* ” -n  m M i a u a . M M . ~ M M  <u** a . a ..m „ m . .----------------- m a t
Baud taSL* mm tmUmmi 9 teaehera Juurlng 5*8 depend aioy unit* 33.33 jrercattt repaid froa $61 to #100 iaelualaa* 46.64
psreeut repaid $00.00 to #50.00 iaeluaiaa, ete*; tfc* median amount fcaing #57.50. 
M i l  Thom «aa ©a* M a r ^ e  repaid* having 7.0 %enl««y unit a, from #00.00 to #50*00. Tfci* e&«* la not included la tbm 
a&av* tafela*
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TABLE 52 - AMOUNTS SATED AND REPAID BY TEACHERS ACCORDING TO SEX AND MARITAL STATUS
Percent Savin* Percent Renayin*
Single _____ Married Single Married
Amounts Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women
900 or over 00.00 0.22 00.00 00.00 . 00.00 00.00 00*00 00*00.
751 * 800 00.00 00.00^ 00.00 00.00 00.00 . 0-78 00*00
701 - 750 00.00 0.22 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
601 - 650 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 0*22 Or?8 00.00
551 - 600 00.00 00.00 0.79 . . . 00.00 00.00 0*22 00.00
501 - 550 00.00 00.00 2.00 0.44 £0x22..
451 - 500 00.00 Q.?« . 00.00 00.00 00.00 00*00
401 - 450 4.00 0.45 1.58 00.00 ,8*22. .,0
351 - 400 00.00 0.89 5*12. 00.00 .00*00 .
301 - 350 2.00 1.77 00.00 2.33 — 00*00
251 - 300 2.00 00.00 0.89 , , , &s3SL_____ .JjiSI...
201 - 250 4.00 2.88 4.00 L tb . 3.. 12.
151-200 00.00 2.22 00.00 6 .00 2.44 1.56
101 - 150 8rp7 * 2.36 4.69 10*00 . .. 2 & & L _____. 0-24.
51 - 100 4.00 9.09 , 3.16 . ^.56 14.00 ....JWHL- - 4.69
0 - 50 70.00 71.84 74l*80 . 85.94 60.00 79*78 .58*91_ 79*69
Total number 
resortin* 50 451 127 M 50 450- ... 1**.. 44.
Median amounts 34.79 33.42 31-34 42.43
Read table ns follows: Of the 50 single men reporting on this question 4 percent sawed from #401




np*rted by 88*91 paroant »t tba m»rrieu raan, 60 pavoant «r the slagla 




W » X m  88,84, and 55 give data showing amounts Spent fox* food 
according to dependency units. food includes oil meals and food supplies 
f «  teacher* ood dependents living with them*
Table 53 distributes the teachers who reported that tho amount a 
Opent for food wore ode quota# Table 54 aloaalfiaa thoae who wore of tho 
opinion that the money they spent for food waa barely adequate, and 
Table 55 givoa responses of teachers who considered tho amounts they 
•pant inadequate.
Table S3 gives the reports ef ltd toaohera whose food expenditure 
was adequate# uf this numberf 70 had no dependents* They spent a 
median of $818 for food* Sixty~oae sustained one-half to one and one-half 
dependency units* They spent a median of $200 to $263 for feed* forty-sir 
had from two to throe dependents and spent a median ef $305*03 to $425*50 
for food* Sixteen had more than three dependents and spent a median ef 
$400*50 to $550*50 for food* The medians eonsldored adequate for food 
varied in accordance with tho number of dependents* jocoept for a few eases 
the data indicate that the amounts spent for food increase with the numbs* 
of dependants.
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f m s  55 - TE&amtB s m m i m  m x m s  that are adequate ?gr food Accomrm to 
jOTMSERcnr ukits
Zmmm&mmy Sait*. ____ ___
.. 5.5 .. , , 4t*0 n a . .. 5.5 3*0 2.5 1*0 - 1.5 0*3 0*0
AWKWt* Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Total Med i sue
900JH£ J0BMP .. 00*00 00.00 00*06 00.00 00.00 00.00 4*17 06.00 00*06 00*66 00*60 0*52 2*20
751~ aoo______ 00*00 00.00 00*60 00.00 00*00 66.06 7— 4*17_ 00*06 00*60 60*00 00*00 0.52 2.20
701 ~ ..19ft o q-o o ©0*00 20*5? 60*06 66*00 11.U 06.00 60.00 00.00 5.25 06*00 2*08 3.45
$01-* 4 5 6 .. M.Qfi _ _QQ*Q0_ 00.06 25*00 7*39 00.00 12.50 00*06 8.11 00.00 1.4S 4*44 1.82
851 - 400 00.00 00.06 14*29 00.00 60*06 06*06 00.00 00*60 00.00 00*06 60*00 0*52 4*3©
601 ** 550 50.00 00.00 m j s l _ jjo^ocl 15.38 66.00 00.00 00.00 2*70 66*00 1*43 3*51 3.58
451 - 500 58*06 60.00 25*00 23.06 11.11 12.50 00*06 2*70 06*00 2*84 6.19 3*45
401 - 480 ao-no 28*06. _ 14*89 66.06- 7*49 00.00 6.3®- 00.00 10*81 00.00 1*43 8*15 1*45
551 - 400 50*00 85.00 06*06 00-00 f*m 00.00-- 8.38 - 12*56 14.22 18.79 3*72 9*79 1*18
501 * 550 ... .Aft. fifl - 00.06- , 00-00 15-38 35.33 12.50 23*06 10.81 4*25 10*06 11*34 1*53
£51 *300 00.00 25*00 66.00^ 1- 7.49 U.11 -- 12*50 2.70 25.00 8.57 9*28 0*83
GG-OG 00-00 25*06 7.59 00.00 . 25. 00 00*60 16.22 25.00 28*3? 19*59 0.48
lfil « 500 r < m-OO n . u m,oo.___m . 2*70 00.00 18.87 8*78 0*25
101 - 180 06.66- 00*0© 66*60 7.69 00.00 00.06 00.00 8*11 8*25 7*14 5*15 0*45
50 * 100 00.00 60.06- 60-00 66.66 60*00 00*60 2S.00 2*70 00.06 7*14 4*12 0*40
0 * 80 AA Rft AA AR 28-06 00*06 22*22 . oo.oo_ .. u«so 14*22 ;M*0© 7*14 8*78 l.iap
z 4 7 . .. . A- 13 9 24 -- -» 57 16 70 194 £.11
Jiediaa aalariea 456-96 SS0-5G ima aa - J M L __307.73 _,243«<*L 849^94
Seed table a* followit Of the Z teacher* reporting and having 5.5 dependency SO pereent epeafc from #501 t® #58© fer food, 50
percent apent feetwees ̂ 51 to #450* ate* too Radian aamwt apeat woo #450*50. j i






















?abe* ss * Tgawms s?m>mz mzmm ahs inadequate k>r fom mxmim to Bmssoisra o h its
- BeBendeaey Units
.VlW>.. 5.9 3*0 - - ^ 5 ___ 5*0 _ JU9 1*0 0*9. . . 0.0....
O n i i H — ■Jto^AtA,, JMtemlt.,. J & w # « « t e u  i m a a a m H  .ias^afife?.. Inadeauate Xnadeamate .Jteadeomat* Istala declass
701 - *50 1(10*00 4*00 2 *1©
501 <* 850 15*5? 4.00 2*20
451 - 500 1OQ.Q0 ___ 4.00 5.70
251 ~ 900 20.00 ^ 4.00 1*20
201 * 950 100*00 90.00 50.00 60.00 90*00 36.00 1.70
151 - 500 20.00 4.00 0*2
101 ~ 150 50.00 40*00 12.00 0.38
5 1 - 1 0 0 90.00 4*00 0.70
0 » @ 0 100.00 33.53 20*00 40*00 26*00 ...
^talinaKbeF
reporting . .... X .. ......1 . 1. "'95. mliinifti'i- ...... & .......... 8 . . 4w*0S 1.58
S B S T T v
Ascent# *j r m k l . 4*9.90 59.00 725.50 s m . m 175.50 ..._ . J ] U 3U.. 203*38
Read tatl* mm follow Of tke 1 teacher reporting and having 5.0 dependency units, 100 percent spent from #201 to #250 for food; the 
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tabus 66 - WAomsa spaw w  mmta m i  jibs nmmxB im msaxm accordi® to 
mpsmmsz mats
-MiwaBto . JflsaaitflL—Miaqitts.. 4flsra>*9.Jiswwwrtw. Mmmtok. Mwmata AAmnmXm A M * - Medians
401-450 .... aj»-.___......................................... ___ JUSft....8 M  • 400 . 3.SS ... _*iOL _ 1*33-301- 380 ..14.89 ... .... , . M*M _ 1.61
as* > pee m*m _ 3.70 _______
jssl.*J8S. — g.?,»zs___________ . M.8S___8iU«.... MhW., 08*12___





o - «o.ao 11.11 juas M.si is.«r x».to JLiM.!N«l
*»«*«■* X X X Jft. 28*. J^JS.u u «
uuumts JQUft. MtfSI 113.QQ 164.98 100*8 1111.68 1S9»5S
Bead table as follow*: Of the 3 teaebera baring 5*0 depeadeaey units 33*33 peroeat apeat between t-LGl to $160 inelnalvs for housing,
33*33 peresct spent between #51 to #100 tar housing, «*«• • the aodian amount spent for housing being #75,50*
tm
TABLE 57 «,
ACODRDim ?q vmmmicr imsrs
  ,     ,, ..............
8*6 ^  8*3--- 6 » 0 ^  6.8— --- M










« a  - m b 7.49 1.48 1.80sal _ Bfifl 1.43 1.76
501 - 866 35.83 22*50 2*86 2*45
251 * 800 20.00 7.59 -8*71 2.26
* a  - * »  . . . . 12*30 25*00 5.95 7.14 1.6# "
1 »  - *a> ... 50.00 20.00 3&*i0 15.5® 14.22 11.11 12.66 1.38
101 • 156 100. 66 A60*®#_ 25*06 46*00 JWWWL_... 37.50 15*38 14.22 96.00 m e W 1.33
■L-tt'-J* 38.33 26.06 44.44 23.08 37.14 28.22 24.29 1.65'. a - 60 .. 25.00 56.35 18.M 7.69 11.11 11.48 1.45
Total BUabar
1 2 ...... . 4... .... 8 0 IS 7 M 70 1.84
Median
125*6 J & L . h B M L . 95*9 t«a Qft iwoaW 94.25 190*5 ^ 0 0 81*78 m* pJ W M I ^
Bead table a* fbllowe; Of tfe* 1 teaober reportlx̂  iiB having 8*5 depanieeey units 106*00 porcantapent frea #161 to #150 inclnoire for 
htmmlog; the median being #125.50*
t&S&l 53 - WSAUiSERS tfUif MiB lNAD8t£34TS FOH H0USH30
ACOOHBUU ¥0 DIPKHDMCY UNITS
m̂mrnmmmmmmmmmmmeimmMmmamxamKssxsmamssasBSsssssasssssssssesBse
Sm stotm  Ss£&
_  5 , 0 4 , 5 3*5 5 .0 8.5 2.0 1.0 0*5 6*6
I i w r t t
In- In— In— Is— In— Mmamtm AtoamUt M m * * *  _ M eam .te M easnte In- In- In- In- In- In- In-- jto a a fig . 4 M iappd ft A fr m r tt. Total Medina
401 -  480 100*00 2.78 4.70
3 0 1 - a w o. 8.78 " 3.70
2 0 1 - M O 85.00 35*60 33.33 S *# 7 i i . u 8*95151-200 _ 100*06 16.67 50.00 8.33 £*80
101 *  150 100.00 85.00 25.00 55*57 85.57 M .6 7 16*8?— 25.00 5*18
S I -  100 JL00*00_ _ £51*06 25.00 „M *0 0 _ 35*57 18*44 1.700 -  so 25.00 33.33 76.00 16.57 50*06 65.67 30.56 1*86
T e tri.
nffiriMP
re n o rtln t _______ 1__ i ........... 1 ... , 4 .............4 3 x S .....  4 '. 6 8 5 56 1.95
He&ftft
aafaott - M 185*5 485*5 100.5 ..JUKdL.-JtiUBL. -1 M *Q 0 53-33 ..JHML., 37.5 106.5 . -
Send teble mm felloe*: Of tfe* 1 teacher reporting as hmlpg B.O d$pesdeacy traits 100,00 percent spent from $51 to $100 Inclusive for
h o a ^ m  *&• i»a«B being #75.50.
r
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Une hundred twenty-four teachers with a median of 1*18 dependency 
wait! reported a median ®f |129«53 for housing, whioii they considered 
adequate} VO with a median of 1*34 dependency unite spent a median ef 
$188*24, which they reported barely adequate! U  with a median of 1*95 de- 
pendency unite spent a median of $100*50, which they called inadequate,
For teaohere with no dependents the adequate median for housing wee 
$118*68, the barely adequate median $117*1?; the inadequate median $37*50* 
isaahars with from one-half to one and one-half dependency units reported 
median ranges as follows} 8100,80 to 8164,78, adequate; $81*75 to $163, 
barely adequate! 833*33 to 8101,80, inadequate* of those with two to 
three dependents, the median amounts were; $41*35 to $188, 80, adequate; 
$78*80 te $138*00, barely adequate; $94*25 to $175*50, inadequate* The 
teachers with mere than three dependents thought medians of $78*80 to 
$888*50 were adequate; $183*80 to $180*80 barely adequate; $78*50 to 
$483*50 inadequate*
house operation
Tables 59, 60, and 61 give the amounts spent by teachers for house 
operation according to number of d e pend .oats* house operation was given 
in the questionnaire as cleaning, heating, lighting, and furnishing 
liwing quarters* Nine-nine teachers with a median of 1*31 dependency 
units spent a median of $90*80 for house operation, which they deemed 
adequate (Table 59); 108 teachers with 1*43 dependency units spent a 
median ef $103*88, which they deemed barely adequate (Table 60); 39 with
•sum m
miawoov mnvm&Q smon ms mmtmar xm smmm m%OM& - m mms
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TABLE 00 - TEACHERS SPSNDI13C AMOUNTS THAf M l  BARELY ADEQUATE FOR 10USS OPERATIC 
AOCGBBISS TO DEPENDENCY UNITS
BenendeneyUhits
..... . 5*0 __________.5*5 5.0 4.0 .5.5 . 5*0.... 2.5 2.0 __x*s_ JU0 „ . . . 0.8 8.0
AjjiomBte
Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely
fetal Median
501 - 550 4.55 0.98 1.80
960L m JS50 14.2? t rn ,fS5*00 „ 4J55 5.56 _  7*M- 2.1525.00 _JL6*6_7 5.56 3.92 1.45
»SS.-_s» 25.06 5.00 .10.07.. 4.55 5.56 4*9C» 1.70
m  - mti 42.85 14.29 25.06 10.00 10.67 12.04 25.00 11*11 15.69 1.45
3n»J£B> 30-00 M m np*m 88.57 5.00 10.67 25.00 10.67 17.68 1.4860.00 14*20 57.14 25.00 22*33 M*W 25.00 27.78 22*53 1.4S
a *. 50.00 100.00 20.00 T 36*36 25.00 27.76 25*49 .98
Total fffiTHfT 
smet^ac X 2 2 7 1 7 4 20 6 m 12 IB 182 1.43
M « i
JSBnSasass H S * 5 _JS©*I^ _  Jg|IA_. J U B A . 25.0Q 45.75 3 ^ - -JWfcA ^•00 100.5 90.50 102.88
Bead mm follswei Of the I teacher having 6.0 dependency units 100*00 percent spent from $101 to $150 fbr tons* operation; the
ae&taa N i g  $105.50,
ISb
TABI2 ,S1 - TSACIBHS SPBMIHS AB0UHF3 THAT ARK BiADKQtJATK Kffi B30SK OHERATION ACOCRDIMS 
TO DKPKBDSiCY DN3TS
D»g»na*ncy Halts
5.0 4.5 4.0 8*5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1*5 .1*0 0.5 0.0
Xb- Is- In- In- la- la- la- In- In- In— In-
fc s i • Meaoaie ASismtt Mesnet© Adaauftt# Meauate Ateaaa**.. Adeauate Ad©ouat© Ad©auat© Advotiftt© Total Median
601 - 650 35.33 2.56 3.70
401 - 450 / J4*6? 2.^6 1.20
jgp l-400 16.67 2.56 1.20
301 - 350 14.2? 2.56 1.70
-250 28.57 5.13 1.70
151-200 66.6? - 16.67 ?.i? 3.58
m  ~ 150 100.00 35.33 U.2? 40.00 1 12. B2 2.20
. it * loo.. 100.00 33.33 50.00 33.33 .JAM..___ 15JS& 2.45
'ft:* *» 100,M 65.5? 50.00 33.33 28.57 50.00 60.00 100.00 48.72 1.03
TMtvtl Bnbtf
1 . ... .2 - 8 5 3 ..-. 2 5 7 ..  , .« S « -.. M . 1.63
SStt&asssz 125.5 25.00 ?s-5 ise S?*5 50.5 ?5.5 . 41.67 25.00 50.92
Reetd tebl. as follows) Of the X tsaote* haring 5.0 dependency unite 100.60 percent spent between |101 and |150 Indus It s; the nedlanMae *i«s.se.
m
ft ttedian ef X*63 dependency units epeat a median of $30*92 , Which they 
reported no inadequate (fable 61}*
Teacher* with m  dependents spent median* of $53*97, $00*00, and 
*89, Which they considered adequate, barely adequate, and inadequate, 
respectively. teachers having one-half to eon «nd one-half dependency 
waits. considered medians of $150*50 to $115*50 adequate; medians of 
«88 to 9X50*50, barely adequate; median* ef 941*57 to *189*90, inadequate* 
fseehftrs with two to throe dependent*, considered medians ef 9X19*59 
to *l£9#S0, adequate; *43*79 to $200*80, barely adequate; ef $37.50 to 
*79*90, Inadequate# The teacher* with mere than three dependente considered 
eedi&ne ef *79*50 to $173*50 adequate; *55*00 to *151*33 barely adequate; 
*99*00 to *189 inadequate#
Olothing
Tables 69* 53, and 64 give the amount teachers spent for clothing 
according to dependents* ‘fhe coat of clothing includes everything spent 
for the purchase, repair, end cleaning of clothes for the tea hers and 
their dependents* One hundred nine teacnero with a ,05 median do -endeney 
mit gave a med an of $204*67 for clothing as adequate, \fable 62 j; 239 
with a *91 median dependency unit, $17u*46 as barely adequate (fable 63);
124 with a 1*08 median dependency unit| #133*26 as inadequate \ruble 64)* 
uf the teachers without dependent;., some spent ft median of $160*36, 
which in their opinion, was adequate; some spent a median of $173*50—  
barely adequ te; the others spent a median of £165*30— inadequate* Those 
having one-half to one and one-half dependents spent median amounts of ^200
i m
tamm  m  -  wjlqiwrs wmmim m m m s m ?  m& m m im  m  ow m xm  &azonmm 
fD nm m m & t m n s
. M m x m A m m M m t e m
5*0 lirJ ^4»0_..m_.T __ JMT- M S 1.5 u o 0*5 0.0
AMMStJI Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate A&equata Total Mitt
4S1-50Q... _Jtt400 _ 1 4.80
20.00 10*00 25.00 U O l 4 S . #
JS1- 400... ii.il 2.15 2 1.80
501 - 380 ...MM... 10*00 85.00 5*51 - ..Sx... ..2Mt*00
851-300 11.12 25.00 12*50 10*83___ f .45
201 -250 28.00 8<J.OO 100*00 50.00 25.00 - 50.00 88*00 50.00 19*15 _ m 1.20
88.00 20.00 25*00 33.53 12*50 14.89 15 *95
101 - ISO 25.00 80.00 . 10.00 25.00 12*95..... 12.50 25.53 88 .44
2 m  - ' ib® 25*00 17*02... .• 13 . .41.
...a-jb4J . 8 . »  .. 1 *26
$9|itX uaabar 
x m U « ___ 4 .. .8 ...... J L . - 10 4 ...t .- 4 I* 8 47 109 ,. _ .92
msmsssssss JWXW» 225*5 ^ *5 200.5 1*1.83 323*82 200*5 885*8-
US*sH S04.6T
Head tafela *m follows* Of tba 4 tmmt&mm having 5*0 Itapantoaaar tt&ifca 25*00 peraaat sjrtrat f3Po« iSOX to #550 top clothiBg, 25.00 
ftttoMt sjpaaf froft #501 to #250 for slothing * a*©.; tbs Median being #200.50.
s 8 g (
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33.33 12.30 5.M Tis
" o r20.00 7.14 10.00 8.73 3.36 2.70 5.65
25.00 20.00 10.00 8.70 86.32 24.33 16.94
9.14 ... 10.00 13.0* 10.52 13.51 11.29
Tk T
.98
38.60 40.00 48.8* 84.98 81.08 M J g u »
100.00 88.58 86.00 3S.71 40.00 81.96 18.98 18.9830.00 9.1* 80.00 13.04 10.88 10.81
2 jJ®
tfctbe4,'' use&ee 3 M- M. S3 19 124
m .9 1*R«8___ _________ 163.00 168.3 133.26
1*08
Bee* table *« fo llowei Of t&a 1 teeefcer i»Tlag 5.0 dependents? unite, 100.00 percent epwat fro* tel to 6100 fer clothing; the median 
being 673.50*
160
to $233.83, adequate; $138,00 to $104*83, barely adequate} and $78*30 to 
$163t inadequate*
The medians spent by teachers bavins two to three dependents were 
$101*83 to $880*60 9 which war® considered adequate; $144*83 to $196*30 
considered barely adequate; and $108*33 to $196*80 considered Inadequate*
Uf the teacher* with more than three dependents, those reporting adequate 
expenditures for clothing spent medians of $800*80 to $278*80; those in 
the barely adequate column spent medians of $100*30 to $878*30; and those 
in the inadequate column spent medians of $73*80 to $388*80*
Health
tables 65, 66, and 67 give the amounts spent for health according 
te dependency units* Health includes medical and dental care, hospital 
er nursing service, medicines, health appliances, accident or health
insurance for teachers and dependents* uf the teachers giving information
/
on the money spent in this way, there were 202 with 1*11 dependency units, 
they spent a median of $43*16 for health which they considered adequate 
(Table 63j; 163 with a *91 dependency unit spent a median of $38*33, which 
they considered barely adequate (Thule 66); and 87 with a dependency melt 
1*83 spent a median of $47*30, which they considered inadequate (fable 67)* 
Teachers with no dependents gave the following health mod ion a; $37*26 
as adequate, $49*07, barely adequate, and $38*83 as inadequate, respectively, 
Uf the teachers having one*»half to one and one^half dependency units, those 




















YABUt ftft *. fEAQHBRS SPESDX® AMOmfTS THAT ABE BARBU AQSQ.OATS EOfi HEALTH M X m w m  TO O W m m O f  m t T S
168
3*2 m 3.0 £.5 *jP laS. 1.0 0.8 “0 “
l u r #  B a re ly  .B a re ly Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely* Aa«on.f Meouat. M w a atm Mtemtm Mmtmt* Ad-mat. *rt«l Bedlaa
0.81 8.80
B0WM» ______ 7. 25.00 0.61 4*80
*o i-4K> _ _______ 12.80 8 .88 1*83 1*78
.....-.. * -J ’ " ' ’ 1.89 0.61 .80






lsi-aoo 25.00 JL3L 20.00 8.00 6.45 4g?l 1.49
XOl-MO. m*8SL 20-00 20.00 89.41 80.00 20.00 16.15 7.55 15.95 1.55
■&.-m ao-so 100.00 m o o 20.00 8.68 10.00 24.00 8S.81 38, SL0*60 66*67 37*80 60.00 52.94 40.00 40.00 48.39 80*94 46*01
fetal
X z i J. 8 £ 10 *X 55 165ifadiett
-800*8 B7*SQ 188^ _41*-&7.
Beet tstU a* fblloaet Of tfce 1 teacher bering 7*0 dependency mite 100*00 percent apeat free #61 to tlOO tor health; the aedlaa heiag 
*75.80.




4.0 9*8 .. 4*0 Jt.5 _ 8.0 1.0 0.3 0.0
la* 
Atemate
la* la* la* to* la* 




^Ateamts _ total Ihlltt
9 H  - 880 99*89 l.f5 3.70
m  • itt b m i o .... _ 1^5 3.80
*ai . a s 14.47 __ 8.81 .70
M  - 280 ffi.00 38*29 — 88*39 aajsa M.47 29*80 14.89 18.79 8.70
tt» _ 1 M 100.00 IS. 00 89-33 50.00 35.00 _JUk*80„ _ -4|M*r- _ 84*5!1 1.70
A — ttA...s* aw 80.00 03.39 00.00 * . » 50.00 M.87 41.8? 75.80 _  49.84 9^0
M M
twijiliM - _  1 . ___.4. 9 9 _ a 8 ____J ____ 29- .-8 -..... T.. 57 1.88
fftftiln
m J H U 80*8 iss.i IU8SesSaSess re.a 80.5 -JSaS, A t . 1 T as.as 47.80
fimft M a  «* fssllM Of tits l twifrhwr reporting and haring 8.0 tepeofteaoy aaita 100.00 percent spent between 051 and #100 for health; 
tfc* M i a a  M l  M a s  #T8^0.
*T̂f JO a ôanbopwofT 5?iiT*jro<3©j
sr s g © 2 •t* c * t & t c g *4 a o *“fc «* o fe4 * ts c g & «* £r S
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TABI& 68 - TKACMRS SHSNDIMJ AMOUNTS THAT ARE ADEQUATE tOH TRANSFQRTaTIOM ACCORDIM/ TO DEPEMDSiGY OHXTS
D*pan4«aQY Units
5.5 5.0 4*0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 _ J U L _ 1*0 0.5 0.0laands — A t W W  . AflWWI*8, Meoaete Adeauate .MtiastlgL Adasaate Adequate Adeauate Adeeu&te Meauate Total Kadian
881 - tOO - 16.67 0.67 2.70
801 - 850 16.67 1.75 1.^4 1.45
m  - 880____ 1.75 0.67 •20
701-734 1.75 0.67 •20
681- too 50.00 16.67 1.75 2.68 3.95
401 - 63© 7*14 7.6$ 1.34 19*50
JSf-«©© 8.33 7.14 4.17 2.01 2.20
8.53 12.50 1.75 3.36 1.45
461 - 50(1 4.17 1.75 1.34 .70
401 • # 0 50.00 100.00 16.67 7.14 „_15.38 4a? 14.29 8.05 2.70
m -  too 8*33 0.67 3.20
m  - n o  .... 8.53 Z* 14 30.77 12.30 7.14. 1.75 7.38 1.3114.29 18.38 7.14 3.51 4.70 1.20
J O L ^ S 100.00 33.38 , 14.29 8.33 7.14 1.75 5.04 1.58
151 • 808 16.67 . 21.43 32.50 14.29 7.02 9.40 1.12
50.00 8.33 7.6$ 16.67 7.14 15.79 11.41 .47
51~ 108 50.00 8.33 15.38 15.79 10.74 .44
0 - 80 16.67 16.67 - 7,6$ 25.00 42.86 43.86 27.52 .. ,«&.
tbtei aebtr 
reMrtlas... _____  1 . ..... 8_ 4 8 12 6 _14__ -13 24 ... 14 _ 87 149 1.02
Median
aunt -*>©*© 850.8 425.3 200.5 400.5 225.80 _ -306*m 183.5 _JLBMF 70.94 152*8$
Seed t«tta as follows: Of the X teacher having 5.5 defend an ĉ r units 100*00 percent spent between #201 and #250 for transportation;
the aedUn being #885*80.
166
SABIS C9 - TEACHERS SFSTOIIC AMOOWS fflUS ARB BABS.Y AE5K8JATB fCR TRAKBPORTATION AGCORHHTO 10 DE>JBlB»Cr OTJTS
Dependency Unit#
7*0 5.3 5.0 4*5 4*0 3*5 2.5 2.0 1*3 1.0 0.5 g«6
Amount*
Barely Barely Barely Barely 
Meauftt* Adeauate Adeauate Adeauate





651-70© S235^' .5© 1.20
6£L-S50_. 16*57 10*^ ..O S "  ■ " i.'s 1"1748“
551-600 - JM* 3*33 1.01 sli ""501-550 33.35 6*47 ’ U . U 4.* 8.08 .Mi
451-600 9.S 4.46 " '2.08'. *" :w~
401-$6$:ir_ 25.00 6.67 4.4* 8.03 .55
351-400 30.00 6.67 4.48 4.03 .55
301-350 18.15 15.32 4,67 _ 6.67 3.03 7.44 4.95 .88
sft-aefe _ 7.09 25.00 7,69 6*f7 l i e 1 " 4.S4 1.76201-250 15.57 27*27 7*49 ©JrL 3*33 ..:.«•<* 4.48 5.06 1.45151-4300 33*33 7,57 13*54 U . U 9.09 8.99 St@S .98
..101-ISO ._T J00*0©_ 16.67 100.00 9*09 _20*00 -.*m #.. 23.33 15.45 16* 67 .99
51-100 33.33 9.0S _ 40.00 26.67 . . 32*22 -Jl.6*67__ 80.50 88.59 il.72 .78
0-50 33.33 16.67 18.13 50.00 35*46 40.00 20.00 . . 22,22 .15.33 30*3© £4.87 25.25 .80
Total
aumber
report!* ..1. 5 6 1 _ 11 - 4 15 5 ^  If 9 3© 53 49 190 .8-4.
Mediaa
amount* 150.5 100*5 125.5 200*5 50.5 «a*s©_ 105.83 - M U f . 83*0© 103.88 109*59
Reed tsble as fellows: Of the 1 teaoher having 7,0 dependency unite 100.06 peroent spent between fl©l and |150 far transportation; the
median Being #188.80.
169
tmx 90 ~ m m s  svmmm rnxmn m f  jm tm tr&sspo&mpioh j&Gowim to mamamm wsrm
JU2 .Si 3.0
j£2y&B8LJSS&&8*0 IaS. JUS. o*g 1 7la— In- In-
M*«W»f









« « » * • x**lw
53.3* ».©Q £.56 £.45
m -mo 3Q*0D_.._ 4.85 i.ti. ' .70
mi ~ jm ... 6.90 S.86 .45
m  -too_____ U.11 ni ' 5.90 8.86 .48
loi - m 3^.33 . 11.11 B0.00 85.00 13.99 18.86 .80
M  -100 SO.OO ! SO.00 50.00 83*83 SS*Q0 10.00 85.06 80.59 iljrt .760 - .50 100.00 ... 80.00 53.33 50.00 50.60 SG.G0 43.95 44.83 ^.4s M
Total aatflf
_ . .. 1 .....#..TT..--. 8 _ ^ - 5 ^ .... ..* .. , 9 -.. 4._ 10 14 _____ it 78 .76MeAiaa
__ M t S R ,....<&*&_...Ami.. 50.5 __S&iGSL_— J M L - -_4LfL_-JftdL.. 56.89 »-«--------
Raad table aa follow#: Of tbe 1 taachar haring 4*5 a®p*na«Bcy unite 100*00 poreaat apart betweaa $00.00 and #30.00 for treaa-
portetion; tha nodlan being teS.OO*











































































TABLE n  - T2ACS5H3 fiUDlSO 18031573 TB*T Ji3 ASSQtUTS 701 m M J m M  TO B5F81©:8liT3 4CCOKDI3IS TO &*PXSS8»Cr
suits
Dependency Onlta
5.0 4*5 4*0 3*5 3.0 2*5 2*0 1*8 1*0 0.3
iasoat. Meoaate Ada ornate Meqnate Meqmeie Magnate Me (pate Magnate Me quate Me (pate Magnate fotal M i a n
toi - • » 33*35 8*58 2*10 2*70
! 6 r  400___ M M 2*f7 3.15 1*08
m -jw o . 5*58 1*06 1*20201-280 4*84 2*10 M
l$l-20Q __ 23*00 . 2.70101 - ISO 85.00 25*00 25.00 53.33 13.28 18*68 .88
81- 100 33*33 50.00 40.00 33.33 38.53 £3*58 19.57 88*11 1*14
0 - BO 100.00 moo 33.33 25.00 60.00 50.00 33.33 66.67 5834 38.70 53.79 •94
Total a n * w  
roportia* 3 4 3 4 5 4 6 5 17 46 95 •99
M t n
* ..... 85.00 33.33 ms 75*5 41*67 ms 75.90 37. SO 47*28 58.33 44*81
Bead table as follows? Of tbe 3 teaebere hawing 5*0 dependency anils, 100.00 percent spent between #00*00 and 190*00 for allowance# 
to dependents* tbe median being #85*00*
170
tabu tz  -  tt.,e ra s  spssdibo oBcoists ta it  axs bahu? adx.oate wm m o t ams to 3®?i»ujs Accoasm to m&mMMsz obits
. .... . SepeBdeaay Ontta,.
7*0 ____ 6*0 5.5 5.0 4.5 4*0 3.5 _ 3*0 .. 5.-3 3.0 1*5 1.0 - .....0*3..







Barely Barely Barely M e  uate Adequate Adequate
Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Ser&ly Adequate Adequate Adequate Magnate Adequate Adequate total Mediae
401 - 450 10.00 11.U 2*90 2.92 1*20
351 - 400 1*45 .73 .70
SOI -580 33*53 35.00 1*45 2*19 4.20
251-300 1.45 .73 .70
201 - £50 50.00 100.00 12*50 2.90 3*69 3*70
131-20Q 10.00 2*90 2*19 .93
101 - 150 39*00 12.50 20.00 25.00 10*14 12.41 1*14
il_~ 100 33.33 50.00 25*00 100*00 16.67 25.00 20.00 44*44 13*30 24*64 24*09 *94
0 100*00 100.00 35*33 50.00 56.33 50.00 40.00 44*44 62*50 52*1? 51.09 .94
total atate;
*!*&&U*& 1 1 3 2 1 4 1 13 6 19 9 16 69 137 •95liedian
aaaunta £5.00 25*00 75*3 150*3 229.3 50.5 75.5 43*66 50.50 75*9 56*73 40*00 47*92 43*93
Bead table a* follows: Of tfce 1 teaefcer haying 7.0 dependency unite, 100*00 percent apent betee^a #00.00 and #90*00 for allovaneee to
dependent#; the median amount spent feeing #20*00*
x n
tm s  73 - m  cnms spsm im  m xm s  that ass imadx& atx y m  jujucmjmm to m szw m m  s m m im  to mpmmmor m iw
^epeadeney Units
__ft*J__ 4,0 3,5 3,0 2,5 2,0 1,3 1,0 & 5  “r!»• 2s"»   Xa?»... *mj^rr", r j 'lâ 1  la*'.... "'-Ir'~ " in* ......~~r la*
Amounts Mmoaats Ads gnats Adequate Aletmat* Als^nat* Adeqaat* Adequate A&eqna|eAAaggata Magnets Tot si Bsdlan
301 - 3S0 30,60 #90 3,90
i&«4 20.00 20,00 1,30 3.43
201 * 250 33,33 9*09 6,67 4.26 4,30 1.20
151 - 200 25.00 20.00 12,33 . 13.18 4,26 8.11 2.08
100.00 13,33 20,00 3*31 9.01 1,12
51 * 100_______________________ 20,00 66.87 12,50_____________13,33 S.87 21,27______13,52_______ ,88
0 * 30 ___________  100,00 80.00___________ 62,30 40,00 30,00 72,73 35,07 31,79______60,36 1,18
muaber
resorting________ 1________ 1_______ 3 3 8________ S 15 U   13_______Jf_______ l U ______1,34
Kalian
WB&mt 25.00 38,00 41.67 88.00 40,00 178,3 41.67 34,68 37,50 40.32 41.42
3*ai tafel# as follows: Of tfca 1 taae&sr fearing 3*3 dependency waits* 100,00 p&roest spent between |101 and $196 for allowanees to






























67 dependency unit median reported $35#SO aa bain ., barely adequate (fable 78) j
#93 dependency unit median reported $30«d3 fta being inadequateft4**#4ft
©fr»5m
usts$*S33A>ft4*©«ao&I«Io3+*•XI 4*us








































TAI3LS 74 * TSAOHSIS 3PEHSISG iiMQUftTS 91? ABS ABmpATS 20R OTHSR SGSATIQRS AGCOHB1H0 TO BIH®I8GI UIOTS
Itemm&msr Unit*_
_3*0 . 4*0 ._ . . S A _ 3.0 5*5 ._ -2*0. .■— 1*5.-. ...xZ:.. 0*1 0.0
-.JfrqagU___MxmsteL Masaat* MmmaMMmmtm M a i Median
351-400 8.09 •94 •20
201 . 250 S3.M •94 4.20
251 - 200 30*05. - 1.0* 2.20
101 - 250 33*33 20.08 4*55 f.m 3*55 .70
52 - 100 40.88 65.67 20.00 50.00 31.08 25.32 24.33 1.14
0 - 50 200,00..._ 100*00 33*33 40*00 100.00 50.00 30*00-- 63.63 100.00 53.15 55*04 1.02M a i  nunber 
reporting 2 . 3 S 5 4 -3 „_ 10_ .5... .-.--.11 9 38 105 1.09
Vdltft
auMmat# 25*00 25.00 .m & . 63.00 25.00 53.00 -MM** 50.5 39*28 3&gg-- 39.17 37.85
Read table aa folio* a: Of the 1 teacher report iagaa having 5.3 d%en&«ftcr unit* 100*00 percent apent betwwa #00*00 and #50*00 
for other donations; the aedlan being #25.00.
TABLE 78 - ISaCBSBB SPEHDIHa AMOUBTS THAT ABB BAHELY ABSQ0AYE FOB COTS? DOBAYJC^S ACCQBD2HG TO DKFBHDEBCT tOTTS
Dependency gaits
7.0 6.0 5.5 5.0 4.0 8.5 5.0 2.5x 5.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0
Barely " Barely Barely Tlarely Barely Barely Barely   Barely" Barely 1 barely iarely Barely " Barely
Amounts fatal Median
151 - BOO 5*86 11.11 19.44 3.08 8.70 .70
101,- ISO 33.33 12.50 17.65 11.11 16.00 5.56 7.33 1.95
51 - 100 33.53 15.38 23.53 22.22 20.00 8.33 23.08 16.73 .62




reporting 1 1 B 3 9 2 13 8 17 9 2$ 36 65 191 •87
Median
amount 25.00 25.00 25.00 37.50 54.17 25.00 29.55 28*57 47.22 48.00 39.06 37.50 33.85 35.30
Bead table aa follows: Of the 1 teacher having 7.0 dependency unite, 100.00 percent spent between #00.00 and #80.00 for other donations;
the radian being #28.00«
SftSyg 76 - TEACHERS SPStBBG mQXSMS THAT M S  I1&IB83&M2 FOR & m m  BOMATIOKS ACCORDING TO DSTimDiSCT OBITS 17*
Deaendaaey ©aits
5*0l 5.0 4*9 _ 9*9 5.0 8*9 8*0 1.8 r JUO CUES 6.0Xq* In-
Matmala








201-890 14*28 0.75 2.70
101-190 - 14*88 s*m 2*87 2*84 1.7©
ti - urn 100*00 ioq.go _  _ 100.00 28*̂ 22 14.28 M i 9*09 25.00 t*08 11.36 14.93 1.25
0 - 90 _ _100*®[ _ 100*00 *7*78 57.16 81*88 75.00 81*«1 86.2% 82.09 .88Total stabs?
1 1 4 .....1 ■■■ ,r-*- 7 15 - u 20 28 44 134 .98Median 
« 1 _____ . .IBM— 25*5 75*5 85.00 75.5 3*JUL. 45.75 . J B & L . 35*53 27.50 £0.95 30.45
Heed table as follows: Of the 1 teacher haring 5.9 dependency unit a 100*00 percent apeat between |81 and #100 for other donations;
the median being #75.50.
TAHLS 77 - Wttrenara SPENDIIC AMQUHTS THAT MX ABBQ0ATK TOR FER30HA1 ITBiS ACCORDIHO TO BE’ENEBNCT OBITS
176
OatMmd.oy Onite
5.0 4.0 3.5 5.0 2.5 8.0 1.0 6.5 0.0
Jmmmt a Maautit* Moauato •MS3l •t51 Magnate. Adequate M*ssLa*V Ai*<ra&i* &t»i Hadiaa
151 - 800 33.35 6.57 12.50 2.08 3.85 2.08
101 - 150 10.00 6.67 23.81 9.09 8.33 9.22 1.05
JBi - 100___ tm «meas*» 55.00 25.00 20.00 18.67 28.57 56.36 20.84 25.85 1.08
. .0...»_80.... M l**? 75*00 _ 75.00 70.00 80.00 53.33 _  47.68 S4.55 68.75 63.08 1.08Total Buaatoer 
Tmstietlm________ 5 4 4 10 . ... A in . . — _ n.r, 11 48 150 1.09
HedlaamamiftSsBBBkssssssss__*uL~. ..Miff5 ■■■ ».?1 80.8 ._ «.88 28.67 54*67 _ 45.83 36.36 59.63
Bead tails u  f t U m i  Of tte S tsaebars hstlXK 0.0 dependency units, 93.8S percent spent between 181.00 sal #100.00 for personal 
lteas, ablle 66.S7 percent spent between #00.00 sad ISO.00, ate.; the aadlan being #87.80.
it ?
•p a m m fa .  m&mRs m m tm m m srm  m f  ins bar sir mm m m m x* m m  Aoommm  to i^ts^ror o n
Batts___
7.0 5*5 5*0 4.0 5.5 - 8*0. 8.5 1*5 1.0 0*5 0*0
.teEm*.___
Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely 




Adeoaat* Adeauate Total Median
151 - 200 10.00 •48 22.00
101* 150 8.55 5.00 8*44 8.84 .70
51*100. 50*00 55*53 16*67_.#m §... 50,0© 55*37 19*35 28.50 80*73 84*17 *98
0 - 50 100.00 50.00 100.00 1O0*<&_ 55*55 100*00 m.m 44.45 40*0© 71.43 80.65 78.50 74.85 71.51 •48
Total number 
reporting 1 .  4 5 1 t 8 M 9 10 7 31 40 88 811 .74
Median
(mount M*Sl 85.00 85.00 35*35 ,„mW , ■ w M t r .J M L . 32.54 34.48
lead table as follows: Of the 1 te&cbar having ?*0 dependency units 100*00 percent spent between #00*00 and #90*00 for personal items;
the as Sima being #85*00*
£78
TABLE 79 - TEACHERS SPENDING AMOUNTS THAT ARE INADEQUATE FOR PERSONAL ITEMS ACCORDING TO DEPENDENCY UNITS
Dependency Units
5*0 4*5 4.0 3*5 3.0 2*5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0
Amounts








In— In- In— 
Adequate Adequate Adequate Total Median
201 - 250 3*33 1.08 •20
151 * 200 7.14 6.67 3*23 •38
101 - 150 20*00 6.67 3.23 •38
51 * 100 100*00 16.67 11.11 14*29 14*29 20.00 15.04 .70
0 - 5 0 100*00 100*00 80*00 100,00 100.00 83.33 88.89 78.57 85.71 63*33 77.42 1.18
Ictai number 
reporting 1 2 5 2 7 3 6 9 14 14 30 93 1.04
l&sdlan
amount 25*00 25.00 31* 25 75*50 25.00 25.00 30.00 28.13 31.82 29.17 39.47 32.29
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so - s&wmim josoiots m s  mz for fropessxoml
ACTIVITUeS A0CQHBI80 SO 22i>M>B23Cy IHUSS
Bependwaey Ontts
■
..8*0,.. .._5*0 _ _1T_ 4*8 . . 8.5 1.5 u o 0.5 0.0Mounts^ Miflttfttft Mmtmt* Maaanfce.„ Adacaate ^assets Mecuate Tctalfli Medians
301 • 250 8.00 0.92 8.20
851- SOD
201 - £50 16.67 0.92 3.20
151 - 200 2.00 0.92 0.20
101 - ISO 8.00 5.50 0.38
51 - 200 50.00 50.00 5.00 10.00 10.00 9.17 0.45
0-50 1O0.OO T 50.00 100*00 50.00 _ 100.00 83.33 80.0O 100.00 100.00 90.00 90.00 78.00 82.57 8.78Total number 
reporting X 2 2 4 1 8 3 4 5 20 10 50 209 0.48
Median
snounta , J M . . S)i» M mSSL ao.os ._________ m*m.. . ,...... 30.28
Read table as follows: Of the 1 teacher reporting and having 6.0 dependency units* ICO percent spent from #00.00 to #50 inclusive for professional
activities; the median amount spent for professional activities being #23.00.
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si - ,rKAr.gr.«fl &  w d v a<z warns m i  are bakskt m s m as® sou prdfessiohax. actxtitiis accorotib to w & m m c t  oirrs
Pccacoy gaits
8.0 4.8 4*2. JSnSiL 5*0 JLtsL 2*3l h& 0*5Barely 0*0Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely
481 - 800 9*09 0*88 1.70
251-300 2*70 0*88 .70
v l & m l 20.00 18*8? 5.56 3.57 M 1*31
W L s m
20.00 5*56 3.85 1*65
20.00 20*00 30.77 53.55 5.56 27*27 15.36 0*16 5*86 12.09
2*20
1.62
st.--s.rn 166*00 7.69 11.11 7.69 5*41 8*95 7.14




syggllai 2 4 15 6 10 JJL 3? 56 182 *92Mediae
W.8 83.88 128.5 40.45 7S.S 8 4 . 8 8 3 9 , 2 9 3 M 8 £9.84 S U M 33.10
Baa4 tabla as folloiB! Of tha 8 taaohera reporting u d  ha .lag 6.5 dapsndsacy units, 100 parcsnfc spent fro* #00.00 to #80.00 for pro­
fessional aetlTltiaa, etc.; tbs asdic count spent «us #88.00.
tabuj as - mmm of Tmmms spehdiho m m m  that mk b&dx$xate for professional
ACTIVITIES ACCORBOT TO DSPSSHKCT OKITS
. n-- - - Units
8.8 8.0 4.0 8.5 5.0 8.5 fc.Q 1.5 1.0 6.5 oV6
Jaanate Xnademmte Inadecmate Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate laadeouate Inadequate Inadequate lead. Total Medina
101 - 150 28.00 10.00 15.35 5.13 5.04 2.20
51 • 100 10.00 8.66 11.11 6.25 15.56 2.56 5.08 1.20
0 - 80 100.00....... 100.00 75.00 80.00 100.00 ... 88.89 93.75 84.62 92.81 89.08 1.15
Total state 
reportleg ,.&...... 1 ...A  _ . 5 ■ 10 .... 7 ... li 9 16 15 59 119 1.HL
Median
eatmats 83.33 "JSjLffi___ 28.13 26.67 29.54 27.08 28.07
Head table as follows: Of the 2 teachers reporting and having 8*8 dependency units, 100 percent spent froa #00.00 to #80 inclusive for professional
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TABIE 83 * TEACHERS S28HDIM8 AMQ0ETS jgftf ARK ABSQOATE ICR RSGREATXQH A28D SOli-HlOFgSS IOHA1
otcation AcamDim fo dspsndsjost mits
Oeoendener Balts
5.0 3.0 2*5 2.0 1*5 1*0 0.5 . 0.0
Aacmat* Meguate Adeems te AdeqUftM- Jtieasste fetal Median
fe? 0 ***■■
-
« 1 28.57 25.00 22*22 • 14.28 4.77 11.86 1.53
31. - 100 40.00r 25.00 42.84 22.22 28.57 38.09 32.20 *85
0 - 5 0 100.00 40.00 75.00 £8.57 75.00 55.56 57*15 .. 37.14 55.93 1.00
Total maker 
reporting £ ......5 .. 4 7 4 9 7 £1 59 1.03
Median
amount 25.00 58.83 . 33*33. 75.50 33.33 45.00 43*75 43.75 44*70
Hand table as felloes? Of t be 2 teachers Itsv^g 3*0 ̂ aalaiey units 100.00 percent spent between #00.00 and #50.00 for recreation 
and non-professional education; tbs median amount being #25.00.
% $
188
84 - mCiHRS SFBHBD© TIA? ARE RARELY ADKCiOATS fCR AHD BGJ^HKjygSSlGBtAl
m&GWWB AGQowim to mmmmm mms
SMMaaaoeyl&ilt*










851 - 300 1*64 0.46 •20
801~j&SL_ 16.67 5.37 5.88 ' 2.65 ' .45
151 •- 200 5.5? 3.28 1*4? .38
101-150 33.33 10.00 ...JUft.. 8*33 50.00 3.57 3*85 4.7* 7.24 1.70S1-10Q 50.00 80.00 16.67 83.00 24.28 26.62 14.47 19.74 •66
0-J50 100.00 66.67 100.00 50.00 70.00 ... 35.33... 66*6? 50.00 75.00 67.23 67.21 «?.?4 .74
Tbtal
aas&er
resorting 1 ............... 3 .......... 1 2 ____ 10 6 2 28 86 61 132 .64
MedianaaftflMifc SS-00 50.5 J U L , ..i r m l . M j&________ *j u l _ J B d L  ,..., , S t l L 54.89
Head table ae folios: Of the 1 teacher having 8.0 dependency unit a 100*00 percent apa&t between $00.00 and 150.00 for recreation
and non-profeaslonol education; the e®dian being #25.00*
186
tabus 85 -  t m m m  s m i m m  m m m  m& i m m & A ' S E  w m  rechea txoh  and egh-psofessxotiai. s m m t n m  
ASQQtwm no mm&mmst wm&
warn
 :.......    ...frmmtmm 0ait«
0.0 4.0 ..3*0 8*8- ^  ^  ^  ^
Jbttnmilft In— In- In- In—
In- In-
Atoaat.
In- In— In- la—
Total IMlan
801 - £50 8.05 2.63 1.56 1.70
1 5 1 - 8 0 0 ___. 3.26 0.13 .70
#88.. *...199. - J M # - 4.35 10.55 5.47 .84
51 - 100 16.0? 6.6? 7.70 18.00 4.35 15.79 10.18 •70
0 - 50 ioo*m ...JflOUgQ 100.00 fs.ee 200.00 95-30 62.50 91.30 46.79 79.69 1.20Total si»fe*r
- ....i ..  z _____us 10 16 83 08 128 ___1.94 _VMlasQMttltl -  00.00 85.00 2S.00 - — . 88-00 40.00 37.38 31.3?
Eftftd tafel* 9m fellows: Of tbfi 1 twacher bsvlsie 5*6 dependency units 106.00 perowat spent between #00.00 and #50.00 fee recreation
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TABUS 86 - TEACHERS SPENDING AMOUNTS THAT AHE ACHATE m I SCHOOL 3BPPUES ACCORDING TO DEPENDENCY OMITS
Deoendener Units
5.0 4.0 3*6 & 0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 6JI __ 0*6Ajeounta Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate |! Adequate Adequate Adequate Total Median
51 - 106 50.00 1.35 8.70
0 - 5 0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100*06 50.00 100.00 100.06 100.00 100.00 100.00 98.65 *49
Total anafcer 
reporting 1 2 1 4 2 3 3 8 11 37 74 *45
Median
aaounfca 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 50*50 25*00 25*00 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.34
Mead table as follows: Of the 1 teacher haring $*0 dependency units 106*00 percent spent between #00*06 to #50.00 incluslre for
eehoel supplies; tbs median being #25*00*
eabis 8? -  mctnms amassm mmsa  th at ark m m s  adb^jatk fo r school sopm ss accordikj to  DKPSirosJcr
OHITS
180
6.0 8.0 4.P 8.8 a.O 8.8 8.6 l.Sf 1.0 O.B 0.0
Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely Barely
A w m U l... Masqat* Magnate Magnate M a g n a t e A&3aatSJ&gaS3&&^ *q*a* .-MU*
0 » SO 100,00 100,00 100*00 100.00 100*00 100.00 100-00 IQQ.fo) 100,00 100*00 100,00 100,00 »n
Total naabe?gnorting  .  31___ *.....A... ft  ■-»---- A ----S-— .-----W    JHL—  Iff  .— j2i-
Median
35*00—  m * W  £5*00_____________________________________ H H M B L g S f c g g    MMft,
Bead table aa follow*: Of tbe 1 teacher haring $*0 dependency units 100.00 percent spent between #00*00 and #00.06 iaelneiT* for
school supplies; the asdlan being $25*00
xm
TABLE 88 - mCHBHS SPENDING AMCUJffS ASX imBXGffATR XQB SCSO0X S0PH1BS ACCORDIHO 70 DEPENBXHCT UNITS
^®wsleni*y Oaitt ^


















51 - 100 25,00 9.02 M*47 4.29 2.20
0 * 50 100.00 75.00 100.00 100.00 90.91 100*00 83.33 100.00 100.00 95.71 *49
Total wudber 
renortioa X 4 9 2 21 2 4 5 34 70 •55
Median
weei'. j. (■ 2j#[*O0 . S M 5 89.00 25.00 27*5 25.00 20.00 25.00 25.00 24.12
Bead table fellow*: Of tba 1 teacher reporting and baring 4.5 dependency unite 100,00 percent spent between #00.00 end #00.00
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06.00 oo.op .00.80 . ,08-lw .. . 08* 0 0 .. 00*00... 00*00
ISL&JK...... 0.4* _M*J08 00.00 . 0*83 00.00 00.00 00.00
« i  - 00c - - A H . 00.00 . -MM., 00.00 00.00 00.00
m  - w o 00.00 00.00 00.00 1.M 00*00 00.00 00.88
M l -  t o o.. ,. 0.M 00.00 1*08 1*89 00.00 00*88
M X  - M O _  1.88 JBM© 00*10 1*89 00*08
M l  - «00 0.08 .OOcQO 00.00 ...1«0L___ _ 0.99 00*00
M l  - 860 _.Q0.«00 - 4*11 _ . ».«» 0*99 M*Gp
4^1-800 . - 1»81 ^ro o ^ 00.00..^ . .<ME9.._.. 06.00
401-400____ — .X*M 00*00 1(* 0.08. 00.00 1.00. ~.4.00
3 8 1 - 4 8 8 r 0.98 00*00 1.00 :._*»**._ ir 0.99 00.00
801 - M O 1.88 00.00 8*33 10.10 00.00 0.00 . 4.?*.
*|1 - 100____ ( 0*01 0.1? - J M * _ .- 0.99....♦.»!
101 - *80 -foML 8*88 W-.00--- *•«
111 - 800 , M * ! !- 6.^0 !-...... — - A * - . M . M
in m 1B0 8*00 , 10.60. is.t* /'.*.60 ■ r-.'W!*-
81 - 100 14*00 82.98 00.00 - j a m ___- J M Z
1 m 80 80.17 _ u » - ...jguss___ J3Ka£t___ ifftnWL
fi *0.00 A M * _ 00*00 j u s l _
I2lsia?2b*r 525 ML ...ML 10* ..,M____ _JSL.___ <1
MHrta «»wirt>i.,. 188.80 00-00___ J B U M
Raad taiia aa follows* or v m  a w  waatri »«*# «•»ftoa MkeoX 0.68 paromt aprnt Arm *801 to #800 lnolualvs for tranaportatlon and 
toatol. 0.81 W N r t  towt frm *001 to *000 iaoluolro for trmmportotioii and 
iraYal, oto.i uo m a l m  0*in« *40.80.
traasportetloB and trorol lnoludaa eerfera, railwy or buafara, and pay- M*t* f w  paroMM and oparation of autoaobll# for tha taaehar and for tha dapan-
danta of tha toaahar.
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the majority stayed in the places of their employment over week ends* 
the median amount* spent by this group ear© $64*59 for the non- 
travelers and $117*17 for the travelers*
This table shows that a large majority of the teaohera remained 
in their teaching eoauaunit lea over week ends# Those who were purchasing 
automobiles on the installment plan spent the meat for travel and trans­
portation. the least was apeat by those who neither owned nor were buying an 
automobile*
Table 91 give* amount* spent by teaohera for transportation and travel 
according to automobile ownership* There were S3? teachers who neither 
owned nor were buying automobiles, they spent a median of $37*98 for trans- 
portation and travel* owners of debt-free automobiles numbered 145, who 
spent a median of $£13. installment buyers numbered 148. They spent a 
median of $344*23* rifty-nine owning their cars jointly with one or more 
persona spent a median of $75*50* Those buying ears on the installment plan 
spent about $9*00 to every $10*00 spent by teachers neither owning nor buying 
automobiles, nearly *1*60 for every $1*00 spent by teachers owning automobiles 
free of debt, and about $4*60 to every $1*00 spent by teachers owning their 
automobiles jointly with one or more persons*
in conclusion, neither sex nor place of employment had any special in­
fluence on amount a saved and r.paid by teachers* These amounts increased pro­
portionately with income level and length of active school service.
Housing conditions were reported as adequate in a little over half of the 
oases, but in regard to house operation the opposite was true* Here most of the
* « * « » -  M o w n  « »  sr nuoists vos sutfapoBxmoH urn m mACOOBDIHO TO AtmatOUU 0WMSR3HH> 198
Amnt*
Iwafc---------
Ulwi4fe«r o m d  











JBS_£_93ttr 00.00 00.00 i.3a 00.00
* * - . * » 00.00 00 a 00 0,69 00.00
-  « o 00.00 0.69 00.00
m  - 800 00.00 00.00 O.fiO 00.00
m _ -  w o 00.00 00.00 1.3© 00.00
881 - TOO 00.00 00.00 4.14 00.00
•01-660 00.00 1*40 4.14 00.00
881 - 800 00.00 00.00 . _.|Up|n _ 00.00
. 00.00 __  1.10 .. .__10.84. 00.00
.88*,- #9#rrr.. 00-00 . .. . .0* 70..... 00.00... .
401 4 8 Q _ __—  -r - 0*42,.—  r &.10 .12-41 ..-00.00 ___
361*400 r 00.00.Irrll._. ____8.46
M i  -_MQ 00.00 _ T _10*4i ...... «.W . - 3.39
251-300 ,... 00.00_____ 5*67 .r-S&L — 0Or00 ~-r
201 aa 250 0.84 ....114#
151 • 200 . . 1*68 ... 15,97 8.81 1.69
7.68____ , 16*66 - .8-90___ r.r_.._.2̂r4fi:..
61 - 100 66*66 18.89 18.64..„
1 - 8 0 48.08 , .® * w ..... 8.09 20*34
0 88.98____ 14.89______ ,r J # J | p ._ - 20.34-----
JStal nunta? __ , ita_____ ..Tl#8r— .T --T -59 -T—
Krtlan amount* m , ,646889— 844.83 ......-- 75*50_---- -
BM 1 t-M- aa followei Of tba 23V taaabara utoo aalthor owned nor a m  
h»j.. autoaoMlaa 0.4* jwnwl apant fra. #401 to #480 Inolualvo for trana- 
portatlon and traT.1, 0.84 poroect apant from #801 to #860 inoluoivo, at a.; 





T A M  OF PROPER*! ARB EXTENT OF INDEBTEDNESS
X» A study of the economic status of teachers the ttaount of wealth 
accumulated le as important as Income sad Its use. Further, the assets 
and debts of teaehers hare a direct relationship to their financial 
standing* Bats show the estliaated market value of all real estate, 
personal property, sawings and investments, face talus of life insurance 
policies, amounts of indebtedness, and amounts still owed on real estate.
Table 98 gives the value of real estate and life insurance policies 
of the teaehers, according to sex and marital status• Talus of property 
means the total estimated value of homos and other real estate owned by 
the teaehers and their dependents, regardless of mortgages against the 
property. Talus of life insurance policies means the total face death 
benefit value of the active policies of teachers and dependents. Six 
hundred ninety-five teachers reported the estimated value of their real 
estate. Over one-half of the married men, 55.04 percent, and 84 percent 
of the single awn valued their real estate at $499 each or less. The 
median values wares single men, $899.61; and married men, $454.88.
Slightly over one -fourth of the single women and nearly two-thirds 
of the mrrled women had real estate valued at $500 or orer. The median . 
values were* single women, $540.56; married women, $1549*50.
TASIS 92 - TALUS OF TEACHERS REAL ESTATE a/ M B  UW& INSURANCE F0LXCI83 ACCORDUKJ TG SIX AHD MARITAL STATUS
Talas of Real ggtats Talasof Llf e Imrarance Policies
Kan. Woman Men Wo m b  Mae aaft Woaan
Aaounts --- sftaflji— MorrtiO ®tesk*. Married SiBKl. -Jtalfti ^lglA Harried M!ma* Married Total
6000 or over 4.00 3.8S 3.54 7.81 2*00 83.26 4.69 *.89 11.14 4.965999 -5500 1.56 .78 r n, r~ .22 ..
5499 * 5000 6.98 T Jl. 6.00 6«*l •66 3.13 .90 6.18 ' 8.09
4999 - 4800 JL*m ^ •88 v s r .40 1.81 M4499 - 4000 .78 6.25 4.00 2.33 1.11 1.39 8.0^ 1.98
3999 - 3000 5.88 .66 .44 .. 1*36.. .50 3.89 1.443499 -3000 8.45 5.10 6.25 .....XO.00.._ - 10.05 _ -3*18 _ 1.56 _irrnir6‘J& ., 6.74 4.842999 - 3300 8.10 1.11 4.69 2.08 3.88 3*43 _ 3.13 1.69 3.63 8.83
2499 - 8000 8.00 5.45 3.32 6.85 6.08 -.......- -$*■%&... ___7.30 5.1ft 6.48 6.541999 - 1300 4.00 4.65 5.78 15.63 4.88 £*33 4.69 2.59 5*70 3.49
1499-1000 8.00 3.88 4J2G 4.69 30.08 19.38 22.35 14.84 13.55 10.88 18.31 ‘
999 - 300 _ 4.00 8.48 3.76 1.53 1.56 2.89 3.89 3.19499 - 0 - __84.00 88.04 _ 93.45 35.94 36.08 .. 12.40 37.74 . 36.83 65.04 37.82 67.48
Total sasher 
rsBertiar 80 Ml - _ 452 _____64. 58 189 .. . 452 . 64 1004 386 1390
Medianamount 899.41 484.82 340.36 1349.5 . .  jyg&fM..., ..446*44,. 384.37 434.98
Read table aa follows: Of the 50 single aen report log sealng real estate 4,00 percent est lasted the raise of their real estate
over |6000,00, 2,00 percent estimated the value of their real estate trcm. #2000 to $2499 inclusive, etc.; the aedian being $297.61,




























































68 peroanft of aarrlad aosan raportad thelra to bo loas than $1880,
TAELS 93 - VALUE OF CERTAIN I TEL'S OF PROFE RTY AND ACCUMULATED IliDEBTEDHESS ACCORDim TO SEX AHD LARITAL STATUE
SOI
Value of Saring? and Investments */ Value of Personal Property */ Amount of Indebtedness s/ Amounts owed on real estate mortgages 5/n-HIS Women Men Men
Married Married Married Married Iferried
Womenîarrl9d Men Women and ̂ oaenMarried Married Tbtal
3000 or over 2*00 6.98 1.33 5.47 1.11 9.38 0.78 0.22 0.76 1.77 1.59 1.05 3. 25 1.66
2999 - 2750 0.22 1.55 0.05 .26 •U
3749 - 2603 .76 •22 4.00 3.13 1.33 1.56 2.00 2.33 •22 .56 " 1.17 .723499 - 2250 .76 .22 3.13 • 00 1.59 .05 •91 .29
2249 - 2000 .76 .67 2.00 14,84 1.77 6.25 .67 3.17 .75 3.38 1.48
1999 - 1780 •44 2.34 .44 1.56 2.00 0.22 .76 .44 .40 .65 .47vm - loco 4.00 2.33 1.55 1.59 18.75 2.88 9.38 0.22 .76 .22 3.17 1.20 4.81 2.80
1499 - 1280 1*55 .67 6.25 1.34 1.56 .. .78 .22 2*33 .22 3.17 ,55 2.21 1.011249 - 1000 4.00 3.89 2.22 3.17 8.00 14.06 6.66 18.75 3.87 1.11 2.33 •44 1.59 2.64 5.98 3.57
999 - 780 3.89 1.33 3.17 12.00 10.16 5.54 10.94 4.00 5.43 0.89 7.81 3.88 .89 6.35 2.35 6.24 ».«749 - 500 6*00 8.53 5.33 4.76 14.00 7.03 13*30 12.50 4.00 17.05 1.77 7.81 5.43 1.33 3.17 5.49 8.71 .. .6.se. ... _ .
499-280 10*00 20.93 10.42 9.52 30.00 7.03 -..21*89 3.13 22.00 21.70 8,43 14.06 4.65 1.33 4.76 10.88 11.70 11.11
249 -0 74.00 49.62 75.61 77.78 30.00 7.81 44.12 25*00 _ 68.00 49.61 86.92 70,31 98.00 73,19 92.46 71.48 74,05 80.78 _ 67.58______
Total number 
resorting 50 129 451 63 90 128 451 64 50 129 451 64 SO 129 451 63 2004 768 2778
Median
amounts 168.92 254*13 165.32 160.71 416.17 1305.75 318.51 970.93 183.82 253.96 143.81 177.78 127.55 166.24 135.19 175 168.80 . m , Iflvflf 1 1 . ....
Read table as follows: Of the SO single men reporting on the value of savings and investments 3.00 percent said that the value of their savings and investments was over $3000 or over, 4,00 par cent said that the value
of their savings aid investments was from $1300 to $1749 inclusive, etc*; the median being $168.92.
a. Value of savings aid investments include such items as bank deposits, stocks, bonds, notes, retirement deposits, etc., for the teacher and for her dependent® (except life insurance policies}• b. Personal property
includes ell property belonging to the teacher and her dependents (household goods, clothing, automobile, etc.) but not including bank deposits, insurance policies, or other types of investments. e. The amount of indebted­
ness accumulated takes into account the indebtedness of the teacher and her dependents (including money borrowed but not repaid up to the date of April l, 1937 and unpaid bills, except amounts owed on real estate mortgages}• 























































Thbles 34 and 95 gird the indebtedness and value of property 
according to home Owners and renters.
Table 94 gives tba roporta of 3X1 home owners* approximately eaOf 
third of the toaehora reporting* There nor# 148 oho owned homes fro# 
of debt. They had a median indebtedneoa of #78.43* Sixty~nine were 
baying homea on the time payment plan* Their median indobtedneee was 
#300.50. An Indebtedneas of #100 or leae woe reported by nearly 70 
poremt of those owning hemes free of debt* and nearly one-half* 47*33 
pereent* were buying hemes on the installment plan.
there ware 105 renters; twenty-seven lived in hemes provided by 
the school diatriet. Over one-half of these living in houses net their 
own reported indebtedness of #100 or less. The median amounts of 
indebtedness were #91.33 for those paying rent and #90 for those living 
in rent-free homes provided by the school district.
Table 93 gives the value of property of teachers according to hose 
owners end renters. Those owning homes free of debt reported a median 
property veins of #1574.00, and their median indebtedness was #73.45. 
Those buying homes on the time payment plan reported a median property 
value of #3374.30 and a median Indebtedness of #300.30. Renters gave a 
median value of #311.74 to their property. The median indebtedness 
reported by them was #91.38. Those living in homes fUrnlifced by school 
diet riots reported a median property value of #893.43 and a median 
indebtedness of #90.
Most of the homes owned by teaehers were In the low-price field.
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TABU 94 - YAZ0S Of ISDEBTSDKE&S Of TBACHEB8
AocoBDim to mm  osbiso m m m m
O t w i  Heaters ■ .
Baying boo* EaaeproVided
Owned ban* on install* rent-free
elear of asnt Of tin* Boated Of sebool
debt payment plan boas district
2901 * 3300 1*43
3101 * 2800 m m
1301 - 1700 1*43
001 • 1300 2.11 ^ . 7*M..... 4*72 8*70
301 - 900 3.34 13*04 13*21 11*11
101 * 300 22*84 28.99 27*36 23*93
0 - 100 69.01 47*03 34*72 33*38
&tsl miaber 
repeating 142 JO 106 27
isdioB
amounts 72.43 300*3 91.38 90
Hoag table aa followsi Of tbs 142 teacher* reporting who aimed tbeir 
bones elear of debt* 2*11 pereoftt bad an indebtedness of from 1901 to flSOO 
Indus ire* 0*34 percent bed eft iadsbtednsss of from 1301 to 0900 iaolusire* 
ete«| tbs median saooat being $72,45.
SOB
*AOUS 98 • TAU0I OF FHOPS&VT OF fSACHSRS ACOORDUO TO 
BOHI OTOXNO OS RBBTUO














#000 or tnr 8.0* 18.0* 0*94
0800 . 8800 ..0,80
8000 - 8*80 A., SMS■ __ .-. 0*94 5.70
*800 - 4*88 4.38
4000 • «08* -.,...8,80._..
8800 - 888* - 8*88.. 8.80 8*70
8000 - 8*0* . -.9*88... — ... 6.80____ JU89
8800 - 8*8* 8.88 8.80
TOOO - 8**8 ... . 8*88
1600 a 1*8* 14.08 -.... 8.88 8*70
1000 - 1*8* 8.88 8*70 5*77
800 * 999 7.75 8.70 4.40 8.70
89.58 18*04 80*19 88.19
Total mwbar 
ftBtxrllu 148 89 __ 108 87
Itodiaa
sessiA------- ^ — mh*L.— 511*74 895*48
w  M  follow*: Of tha 148 tMchera reporting rite o m u * thalr
bema tr~ of 4«M 7.0* p.r««rt Mid that th.ir property «auo « •  W O O  
„  OT.r> 0.80 paraont Mid that thulr proparty ralue waa fro* #6000 to 
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edneaa edneaa Total Median
9.69 .56 674.5
mpZ-M. 20,00 5.26 ' 2.27 2.26 224.528 « 'it . 20.00 0.00 5.68 5.95 105.0030 - 24 9.09 10.52 3*<& 224.5
18 . « . Jft .. .JSkfllL. 20.00 5«Ls© m+m 16.67 14.28 10.23 11.86 261.00
10 - 14 ”"3ls*in_. 25.00 maa £6.32 88*89- 35.71 46,00 55.25 32.20 0
II.. * • . 20.00 25.00 45. 45 26.52 35,35 _ m*n 46.00 26.14 28.25 75 1
..»«ia__ .j i u h l . J!LML~.j u j j l.JU&L - M ..2 M N u _ 17.81 37.5
mtafear of
J. 2L JJL ja. 1ZL 7.8
10.78 17.00 IT.ee 18.00 3.33 8.P0 12.00 J.QJ X 10.47 10.M
Beed table a. M I s h i  Of th. 3 a m  teachers reporting an indebtedness of $1800 or ever, 64.64 percent hsd been teaching froa 10 to 
14 peers iialaslT., Alto 33.33 persent had been teaching froa 1 to 4 pears InolnelTe, etc.; the asdien nuaher Of years taught being 10.78,
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Seryioe Property I^Berty ̂ ^jerty Proj»rty^bBert5L^roi>erty Property Property Property Total «2S3a*
36 * 89 1*94 .57 1574.5
30 - 3 4 4.69 4.17 #.2# 1649.6
m  - 29 1*94 8.34 25.00 4.17 3.98 487.00£ 0 - 2 4 7.81 4.17 3.41 1509.5
90.2a 14.29 u*m 50.00 4.17 4.17 ii.*3 1562.96
10 - 14 -40*45__ 44.69 20.00 47.61 40.00 21.43 16.67 20.00 37.50 16.67 31.82 1349.58 - 9 50.31 „ _ 33.33 80.00 23.81 20.00 35.71 45*83 20.00 25.00 29.1# ifiUdi #69.#
1... ** 4... . 3.12 14.29 40.00 21.43 50.00 20.83_ ... 40 . 00 12.50 100.00 41.66 17.66 464.5
Total softer 
reartlBX 44 3 5 21 s . 14. ...  2- 24 - -.- 9 8 1 24 176 1085.21
Median
stnfter &t
m m ------ „ — 10.75 8.25 10.76 7.5 8.50 9.3 __ JRaiSSt-.., .-1U0L. 2.5 4.93 u &hl
Read table aa follows: Of the 94 mm teaehers reporting a ralae of #1900 or over oa their property* 1.56 percent had heea teaching 
froa 35 to 99 yeara inelueire, while 4*49 percent had been teaching froa SO to 84 years lacluetre, eta.; the median naaber of year# being 
12.77.
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worth woro than #1800, with the largest percentage, 40*63 percent, owned 
*F teachers who had served froa ten to fourteen years*
Tables 98 and 99 show the amount of indebtedness and value of 
property oanod ly woman teaehers, tabulated according to length of active 
aohool aerviee*
Tkhle 98 gives tha aaoaat owed* for tha 499 woman report lag there 
w u  a median of 8.98 years of service* No indehtednaea waa reported by 
575* Of the rest, the largest number, forty-nine, reported owing lean 
than #180, and only a little laaa than one-twentieth owed more than #1050* 
titta 99 ahowa the value of property of woman teachers according to 
length of active school service* there were 497 teaohera, with a median 
of 8*96 years of aervioa* They reported a median of #8M •61 Ibr property 
owned* the largest group, 178, owned no property* their eerviee median 
waa 7*19 years* About one-tenth owned property worth #1500 or more* 
their median length of aerviee waa 13.5 years* two nearly equal groups 
owned property valued at #1050 to #1199 and #150 to #899* the value of 
properly owned increased with years of aerviee up to thirty-four years, 
after which it was more or less static. Figure X? Shows the data from 
tables 97 and 99 combined*
table 100 gives tte value of property and amount of indebtedness*
The median value of property owned by all teaohera was #368*75* their 
median indebtedness was #78*39* In other words, for every #5 in properly 
owned, #1 was owed*
Over one-half of the teaehers reported property worth less than


























Indebt- Indebt- Indebt- Indebt- Indebt­





45 or rare •27 •20 0
40 • 44 .27 •20 0
35 89 20.00 .55 .60 0
30-34 4.08 2.95 2.62 0
25 - 29 16.67 8.00 t.04 5.47 3.42 0
SO - 24 100.00 33.33 ..........................7.24 . 8.33 8.00 6.12 6.40 6.64 0
25 - It 20.00 66*67 33.33 21*45 25.00 18.00 10.20 12.80 13.48 1 1' 4 '
10 - 24 80.00 15*37 50.00 21*43 16.67 m*m 20.41 19.47 19.98 05 * 9 33.33 40.QQ r 25.00 21.43 38.00 30.61 24.27 25.15 0
2 - 4  ....... 66.67 33.33 25.00 28.57 16*67 18.00 26.53 29.66 87.77 0
Total number 
reporting , 3 1 5 5 .......- ....5 - ..  4....14.. 18 85 49 497 . . e ...........
Medlammaaber
3*75 22.00 J f e g L JkbSLr .......9.5.. 9«ĵ .. m M r J A f l U 8.70 8.78
Bead table as follows: Of the 3 woman teaehers reporting an indebtedness of #1500 or over, 35.33 percent had been teaching froa
5 to 9 years inclusive, 66,67 percent had been teaching from 1 to 4 years inclusive, etc.; the median number of years taught being
3.75.
sii
tabls 99 - r m m  of property of hobb* m c m s  agqqhmm to Lata® or active school ssnricB
Length
of 1500 1360- 1200- 1050- 900— 750- 600- 450- 500- ISO- 1—
school or over 1499 1349 1199 1049 899 749 599 449 299 149 0
ear flee Prone rty Property Property Fronerty Property.. Iteiwrtar. laMflg Property Total Bedlam
45 or acre .56 .20 6
4 0 - 4 4 .56 .20 0
55 * 39 33.33 2.86 •56 .60 399.5
30 - 54 5.7V 9.52 8.70 8.71 2.17 .56 2.62 1105.75
2 5 - 2 9 13.46 2.38 4.35 3.51 8.71 2.17 3.481 1.12 3*42 824.5
20 - 24 9.62 25.00 4.76 25.00 17.39 8.70 7.02 8.57 2.17 5.62 6.84 612.00
1 5 - 1 9 15.38 25.00 28.57 25.00 8.70 13.04 8.77 8.57 18.04 3.85 13.48 13.48 424.5
10 - 14 28.85 25*00 33.33 23.81 25.00 21.74 8.70 31.58 25.71 15.22 15.38 14.04 19.92 537.00
5 - f 9.62 25.00 33.33 16.67 12.50 21.74 56.52 28.07 11.43 23.91 30.77 29.21 24.95 176.77
1 - 4 14.29 12.50 J.7.39 13.04 21.05 31.43 46.15 34.27 27.77 101.00
Total number
resorting 52 ....4 .... 3.. ._... 42. 8 23 23 57 35 46 26 178 497 294.61
Median
amber of
yessm----- » . 5 — 14.3— _ A ^ q o _ 14.50 . J U B L ..It&L. _.2BaJHL. .. XiXK. 8.96
Bead table as follows: Of the OS woman teachers rap or t lag a value of #1500 or ©Ter on their property, 5.77 percent had been t each lag
from SO to 24 year* Inclusive, while 15.44 percent had bean teaching from 25 to St years Inclusive, etc.; the aedlam mnfeer of years being 
15.5.
P0CUA&5 
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TABU 100 - TALUS Of PSOPBBTT AHD X1D£B‘ESDHKS3 0? THE TEACHERS



























4501 or over 3*45 1 6245*1
2901 * 3300 8.33 1 5245.5
2101 * 2500 11*11 1 3745*5
1701-2100 0*21 1 245.5
1301 - 1700 3*45 4.00 0.21 3 3245*5 i
901 - 1300 6*90 28.57 12.00 3.70 5*71 1*67 18 1749.5
501 - 900 6*90 41*67 3*33 22.22 16.00 8133 11.11 5*71 7*14 12.90 4.58 48 749*5
101 - 500 3.45 3*33 14*29 8*33 44*44 24*00 41.67 40.74 37*14 3.57 32*26 19*17 146 396*74
0-100 75.86 100*00 41.67 57*14 83.33 22*22 44.00 50100 44.44 51.43 89*29 54*84 74.17 489 343.10
TOtal number 
resorting 29 1 12c 7 12 9 25 12 27 35 28 31 4S0 708 368.75Median
eaounte 65*91 50.00 500.5 87*50 60*00 375.00 367*65 100*5 293.48 97*22 56*00 91*12 67.42 72.39
Bead table as follows; Of the 20 teachers reporting a property value of #6000 of over, 3.45 percent said that they had an indebtedness of 
$$501 or over, 3*43 pereent said that they had aa indebtedness of $1301 to $1700 inclusive, ete.j the median being $05*91 for indebtedness and 
$6245*50 for value of property*
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1800, of which group not ever 6 percent owed nor* than #800* Their 
median Indebtedness was #67,48.
About 4 pereest of the teachers reported property north over #4000* 
About 4 percent owned property valued at #1000 to #1490} about 4 percent 
cane to third with a #50CMe*#999 valuation. their proparty doht nodi ana 
were #48.91, #86, and #91.18, respectively*
the groatoat nodi an indobtodooaa waa roportod by thoao who owned 
proparty worth #8800 to #8999, the nsdian being #878.00. la gonaral, 
tha nodi an indebtedness tended to tnareaae with the value of property 
owned.
the data ahow that nore real estate noaaurod In terms of value la 
owned by married non than any other group. Shay alao carry more life 
Insurance, have nore investments, and own ware poraonal property than 
the others. Consequently, they have larger debts, the teachers buying 
homes on the instalment plan owed most, those ranting least. Indebted* 
ness decreased in accordance with the length of educational service and 
amount of earnings.
CHAPTER XX
what teachers m m  m m  mmn nmmmo status
To make D m  statistical picture of Dm economic situation of the 
teachers clearer and more significant* 11 seemed desirable to present 
it against the background of the teachers* a m  views. To this end* 
tba final page of D m  questionnaire was. oat aside for teachers* 
comments on and interpretation of the faots presented earlier la their 
responses. Thqr war# asked to Indicate any advantages they were unable 
to afford and which they "missed keenly** namely?
1* Material things* sash act batter clothing and automobiles.
S« Professional advantages* such act attendance at summer school* 
professional books* or magazines.
9* Oaltoral advantages* sash ass non-professional books or 
isgamlnaa* educational trips* theatres* end concerts*
A little over half of the teachers aade use of the apace provided* 
Most <tf the comments were too brief to throw much light on the teachers 
Individual pro bless* and there was much repetition* but some of Diem 
lent color and reality to the facts reported. It Is hoped that the few 
case histories selected and presented below will give the reader a 
better urterstandlng of the difficulties that faced the teachers in 
the year of the study*
Teacher A
This teacher was a young unmarried woman employed as an elementary
216
settee! teschar la a *m 11 village* It was her first year la teaching* 
8bo had laid three jwvi of callage weisk* bat not enough for a degree* 
She baft attended ana session or suaner school* Bor galaxy ma $584.
Xt coot bar 1889 to lira, however, and this deficit she mads ay by 
going lata debt to the extent or #188*
nalng #50 aba received fro* relatives anl #80 withdrawn fro* a
MTisgi account* She lived la a ranted room with moat conveniences.
She did aat a m  aa eatonebile* She shared the coat of transportation
to and fxt>* bar place of work, The parish teachers* aasoolatlos was
tba only profaoaloziAl organisation of which aba was a member* Bar
debt la aoeownted for by illness, according to bar own finaneial
statement, efeleh follows:
Food, housing, house operation • • * #880)
Clothing , . * • • • « • • • • • • •  85) living expenses »
Health     178) 118$ of income
Transportation • •  ....... * « • 48)
maaaHanaoaa parsons! items * * * * 84)
Professional activities....... *. 8) Betterment a 8Q$ of
Other adnaation and recreation • • « 188) insane
Donations to others than dependants** 10) Giving e 8$ cf in-
Xxeess of eurrant expenditure ) Deficit * 58$ of in*
over currant income • • * « » • • • *  818) eons
Income #484
Bet Assets other than life Insurance • • • • * • $  75 
face value of Ilf a insurance policies* * * * * *  1080
cfcnahOT** »*mnirks - "X owe for my past sunner schooling| then a











He «b« buying a hone on the iaetaJlamnt plan






























ftcoess of our rout expenditure over 
current income , • • * * . * « • •
) Deficit : 4fof 
44) income
Income #980
844 asset other then Insurance 
life insurance policies . * * , #19048000
She deficit of #44 wee made up by withdrawing that snow* from 
savings* Be bad a small reserve left, less than #800, for a *ralny day" 
sad to live on during the sumaer*
Teeoher»s reaarks - "fbe following advantages I could not afford 
and missed keenly9 Remodeling heme and grounds; better automobile (the 
one Z have is eight years old and has gone 100,000 miles); better 
clothing; attendance at sumner school without having to borrow money*
*My whole economic situation would be batter If my real estate 
could be cleared of debt* X inherited an eighty-acre farm that had a 
mortgage on It and it has been a source of expense since then* 1 do 
not wiShcto lose It, as It has future possibilities*
•My salary has also been reduced from #180 to #88 on acoount of 
depression which makes living conditions more difficult.”
Teacher 0 was an unmarried women elemental? -school teacher 
employed in a small village* She had held the same position for ei&it 
years, ever since she started teaching* She had had sons college 
training but not enough, for a degree* Her annual salary was #848, out 
of which she managed to support herself, a widowed and sickly mother,
Teacher C
OT'pMKtt lift pttB aetftcm 4pgB?0 VV* penopf* v MW *iu*pta»<fep o** ^t*
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brother* $r brother ha* been a cripple sines a baby* Hit illness la 
of a kind that require* bandages at least ana# end sonatinas twice 
dally, Tea sea iaagine the quantity of tape, gauze and cotton used 
ilaoa Deeenber. He la only able t© be up in hi* rolling chair half a 
day, and has to have aorphine to aaoo the pain,"
This teaoher uas a married naa eith too dependents* Be had flftaaa 
yoaro of teaching to his credit* At tho tin* of the study ha traa 
eqpieyed in a snail toon as tha teaching principal* Be had held this 
position fourteen years* He had throe years of eollsge work hut no 
degree* Ho belonged to national, state, and loeal teachers* organi­
zations.
Ho distributed his insane as followst
food, housing, house operation • * * * «0?O0)
Clothing • • • • • • • * • , » • * • * *  150) lirlssg expenses *
travel • « • * » • • • • » • • • * • • «  100) &7% of Insane
Teacher B
Hleeellaneous personal item* 80S)
Professional aotiTitles 
Other educational and 
recreational expense •
80)
} Betterment a 
80) 4$ of ineone
Other donations 80) Giving e ^  of
intone
Sxceas of current ineone over current 
expenditure • • » * . • • « • • • • •
) Surplus s 8$ of 
105) ineens
Incons 01350
net assets other than life insurance. 
Total fate value of life ineuraaee 




This aurplus of $XQG was spent an fttaii an iaatallaent 
W * 1* &00 on hi* hone* Ha had a substantial aaoaat in
savings bank to tide over smear «•* nearly #1000*
Teacher«■ raaarhy « *?oif little budgeted fbr recreation such 
aas (a) picture shoes, (b) baseball games, (a) football games. 
"Outside of retirement no provision nafta for old ago*
"HO fund a budgeted fop sick day*, «ost of ope rati onf seal dent* 
"Tory fair week«end trips, slothes moderate, and inadequate 
furnishings in home."
Teacher £
This teacher was a married man vitb too dependents. The laat 
flY a  of b io  also yaara in teaching bad baan spent a* a high-acbool 
teacher in a tana of nor* than 1000 population* Ha bad a B. A , 
degree w ith  oone graduate work, bat not enough to warrant a Master*a 
dogroo* Ho aoaad an autanobilo froo of debt and rented a hone, which 
bo nalntainod paraonoHy* Boater*f bills account far bla alowly 
growing debt* Hi* pearly aalary was $1000, tblab eaa insufficient to 
•over bin agpanoao* Reletl ves gave bin $S40, bat bo a till bad to 
borrow $800 to naka and* neat. There eaa a possibility that #003 
worth of notes in bia possession (scrip bis wife bad received while 
teaching in another parish) would be taken up* Pith this aoney be 
could wipe out bis deficit and have a little ahead.
ftftft
Hie financial statement follows*
food, housing and house operation * . .
Clothing • • • • • • « * « ,  • * . * , Uvitft expenses *Health • • • • « • • • * * • * * • » * 184$ of ineone
fransportatien* * • • « • « • * • • *
Professional • « • • • • • * • • * • •
Other reoreationCl and educational ) Betterment a g£activities • • • • • • * • « * • « * • of i m m m
Glassrooa supplies* • • * , * « « • * Giviftg « 4$ or
Other donations • • • *  * • • » * • » « Inatm*
Ixeees of currant expenditures J S 38* ofover current incoae * • * , » • • #  *
ISOiBft 11000
Hat assets other than ltft insurance * * • • . *#1448 
Total face value of Ufa insurance policy. . . • 8050




(ft) Attaadano# at suamer school
(4) Pleasure tripa
"I think too report shows that ay debt ia growing slightly larger aa 
tto years go by* During the past year a greater part of it woo due to 
expenses for hospital f doctor, and drugs*
"I think that a married couple with one child cannot really live on 
$180 a month for nine souths, because it is not a reasonable wage for 
college graduates* the only thing that can he aaoonplished is were 




This teacher was an unmarried woman who rented a soon la the town 
where aba was employed aa an elemental? ~*chool teacher* She bad bean 
three years la bar reported position to which aba bad cone with tan 
years experience* She bad a little over two years of callage training, 
and bad no degree* She supported beraalf and ana partially dependent 
peraon on bar salaxy of #708 and loot managed to have enough left at 
the and of eaeh year to cany bar through the aimer months* She felt, 
aa bar atatanant aboaat that an automobile wan out of tba qua at Ion. 
fitoe looked many profeaalonal advantaged* However* she aanaged to par 
her duea in pariah and atate teachers9 aaeeelatlon*
Her ineone was dlatrlbuted aa follows*
Food, houelng *#800
Health • •  ............
Transportat ion* * • • « • * • * • - « • <  
Donations to dependants . . . . . . . . .
Mlaoallanaoua paraonal iteaa* « • • * * «
Professional • * • « • • * * « •  
Bear eat ion and other adueatlonal 
aotlvltiea . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glaaaroom supplies 
Other donations. •
Excess of current income over 










Living expense « 
50J& of income
Betterment » 5# 
of income
Giving * of 
income
Surplus s 34# of 
income
Bat assets.........  * .................... ^00
fetal face value of life insurance . . . . . . .  none
m
As ««a b« iHbt aim aaaagod to bars a surplus fond of $837* This 
and #800 abs had savsd previously kapt hsr going daring tbs suaaar 
souths. 8A• wished far assy things that she fslt shs couldn’t afford.
fpashsr*a rsnarka « "It haa boss impossible for m  to tabs tbs 
professional aagasins* that wars aoodsd la  up sorb and to buy M aterials* 
Vo tsaohsrs ars sxpsotsd to sontrlbuto to everything goat, attend 
suoosr school, and all pragmas (educational) and to dross nicely bat X 
would libs to soo ono tsaobsr who ona do a ll fhssa thing* with the salary 
tbat as got* WO ars doing wall to exist on It*
"Aa for aa autanohile and educational trip —  they would bo 
plsasurss tbat wo son grasp aboat* fhsy ors Inpossibllitiss**
Teacher 0
Tsaobsr 6 was a Married nan witb ons dqp sndsnt. Vs was enployed as 
a hlgh-etbool tsaobsr in a middle-aiswd school in opsn country. Be and 
bis wifo lira in a rsatsd boas and ownsd an anoisnt oar fraa of dsbt* Ho 
bad a 8* A* dsgrso and bad dons a llttls work on bis Hbstsr** dsgrso*
Ho bad taught for nins years, sight In bis roportod position. Ho belonged 
to loeal, stats9 and national teachers* organisation, and managed to 
attsnd suaaer school by borrowing*
Ho bad as savings, owsd a total of 3370, and, In addition, bad 
raissd aonsy on bis Ilfs Insuranoo which bs was unabls to rspay at tbs 
tins of tbs study*
888
81* lnaoaa «aa dlatxibtttad aa folio**!
Food, housing and housa aparation....... #780)
Clothlqg . , * ,  ............. 167)
Haalth • • • • • « • , • • » « • » , , , ,  100) Ur in* «xpan*a« 
Transportation, . * * « . * * , . . * * .  S50) 138* of laasn*
Gifts to dapandaat* « • « • • * • » * * . *  16}
BioootLlanaous paraonal I«ibi» 140}
Raoraatlon and a&uoational ) fiattarmont #
aetmtla* • • * * • * • » * « * • • « , • »  60) 6J& of Inooa* 
Professional • * * . . * . . .  ......... . 80)
Classroom suppliaa 8) Giving s a#
Donation* to othor than dependants 80) laoom*
S m s *  of ourranfc expenditures ) Dafialt * 46#
orar current ineoia* « • • • • * • • •  * * • 606 ) of income
total income $1080 
Personal Proparty « * * * « • • * * * « • • » .  *$1600
total faoa tala* of llfa insurance pollolaa . • * 8000
The deficit of $808 represents debt. Summer debt* 6*16 Mil hook*
Bo had to support himaalf and hi* *if* on credit during the three non**
teaehln* months* than, ha aa* always In dabt*
fOoohor*. w w l M  - -Clothing anti roly inodogoot* for cqr position.
Car ran dowu Absolutely oaxmot afford educational travel and since
taaohlng have not baaa out of atata*
"This mil attfMarln* my atata i
(1) Hava always had to teach a yaar to pay past summer** dabt*. 
(8) Bata had to lira antiraly on oradlt during summer,
(5) Result —  always dabto
(4) Borrooad #470 fxon Ufa Inauranaa to pay pant summer** dabta 
and haven* t bean abla to rapay ona dollar off $470 back and 
aa not abla*
(8) September d U  flnft no owing even oora*”
m
Teacher B
Thig teacher was a widow teaching la a email village where aha
wan enployed la the hieh-eohcol. She had a B. Av degree and tea ye are
of teaching experience, the lent seven of which had haaa spent la her
reported position* Hay aalasy af #9«0 was insufficient to at at her
needs* She owned real aatata and paraonal property worth #4000, but
had no Ufa insurance op othap savings* She naintalnsd a haaa jointly
with others* She ownad her hoota9 idtieh wae dabt free* She had no
dqp audits* She autoaoblle which aha waa buying on tha installment
plan waa a necessity, for «ha lived twelve nllaa fnon hop work and
that waa hap only ▼ahioular means of reaching it* She balongad to
atataf and loeal teachers* associations* Sha had budgatad nothing
for raoraatlon and ropy littla for profeoalonal battarmant •
Bha diatributad har income of #9®0 fron salary aa follow**
Pood, housing, and houaa aparation . • * .#700)
Clothing....... .......... * . . * * 800) living expenses
Health  ....... • » * • • • * •  88) 111$ of ineone
Transportation and travel. •  ........ 189)
maeallanaoua paraonal itana . . . . . .  18)
Profeoalonal advanceaent 8) Battarsant * 1# of
income
Classroom auppllaa ......
Gift a to other than dependant*
8) Giving * d$ of
89) lnoona
Excess of eurrent expenditure 
over ourrant lnoona * * * • *
) Deficit * 18* of
171) lnoona
Bat Assets other than life ineuranci * * * 
Total face value of life inauranoe • * * •
«  •  * § 4 0 0 0
327
Tcachar*a remarks - •! ouaot attend summer school as X would 
like Mia b»H to* HitlMr can X buy books and aagasines which X 
could use la ay work* Mor is It possible fbr no to toko advantage 
of coitus*! offotro oa a teacher* Material things, such as, clothes 
out bettor grooming in general, ore inadequate to the position and 
cool si standing of tho teacher* It is with effort that X aa buying 
aa act caoblle which is absolutely necessary to go to school in,*9
Teacher 1
This teacher was a married man with four dependents, three of 
she* lived with him. He was employed in a snail country school as 
a higkMChool teacher* He had spent tea cot of his seventeen years 
of teaehlag la this position* He drove his own car (owned free of 
debt) to sad fro* school each dey and spent week ends in a nearby 
city* His salary was 11990, which was insufficient for his needs* 
fortunately he found a way to augnent it by 1800 in extra scholastic 
work* He received a bonus of #390, which he used to pay off an old 
debt of the sane amount. Besides his ear, he owned a hone free of 
debt, had investments of #8000 and had #9000 worth of life insuranee 
on himself and his dependents* He boufiht several professional and 
noa-profeseloneX books and wagaaines and belonged to his local, state 
and national teachers* association* He attended all teachers* 
convent ions and other educational meetings*
SB*
Hl» financial slatwiAt fellows:
food, housing,end bouaa operation . ,
Clothing
Health*
Transportation aad t ratal * , # # . . 
Allowances to depsndsuts* * • * * « *  
Miscellaneous paraonal item* . » , ,
. * ,1996)
living capeusee = 
109% of lncosa
Professional activities Betterasnt e 1$ of 
incaaa
Donations to otbar than dependants,.* 
School or elassroow supplies* * * * *
* * . 90) 
. . . 40) Giving * 9$ «f inoOss
Sxeess of current expenditure 
orar current income )
Dufioit » BJt at 
tncom*
Xnoeaa Hf90
lit Mlltl........ « 4 * »***.*#• *#4006XAfa insurance........   9900
YaaobarU raaarka - "the teaching profession ii all right la assy 
wayŝ bat the public expects you to be the boot dressed person in the 
coanunity every day of tbs yv«r» and alto be a liberal supporter of your 
efcureh sad pash •rcqr oivio, social, and religious aotiirlty to your 
utaeet, at tba « m  tin* failing to raalixa the tine and expanse involved* 
they tab* tba attitude, "He** teaching* be bat plenty of noney*" You ara 
idle all aimer a ad baooa net paid, but tba public assumes tbat you oust 
bare a big reserve fund on baud to diraw from* If wa wara paid twelve 
months out of tba yaar it would ba a big rallaf to the teachers**
Teacher J
Tbit waa a narried wan witb two dependents* Ha rented a hone for 
biwaalf aad bia wifa ia tba ceuaunity idiere ba was enployed (a small
£29
eehool in open eoufttQr) aa a teaching principal* Ha had had eight 
l»w* teaching nxparlai»eet six of ifeleh had been epaat in thla pool lion* 
Hia college preparation eovered tan yeara* Ha ownad a debt-frae ante- 
mobile la *tieh ha drove the tee mllea ta aad from hia eehool caoh dap* 
▼ary Hilda aaa budgeted far recreation* Ha reported only ana trip of 
mere than fitly ailaa* Ha cxmXda't afford aaay aagasiaaa ar hooka aad 
hadaH ailaadad atiaaer aohool. Hia only inaaoa aaa #810 (school salary), 
ahiah ha managed aa aa la make 11 cover hia living expanses throughout 
Iha yaart eith a lean la tida him over lha summer*
Hia finances vara aa foUemes
Ibod, housing aad houaa operation • • • *#884)
Clothing • , • • * • * • * * • * • » * • •  110) living expenses a
Health i • i • • * • * » * • • « # • •  ** 4®j 91$) at i&ana
Transportation and travel* * » • » « * * •  180)
MiaoaUaOaaaa paraonal llama* * * * * * *  80)
Baaraalion and neo-educational ) Betterment « 2#
aallvlliaa « • *      10) of lnoona
Professional activities. • • * • « * * • *  S)
Donations lo other ) Giving * 1# of
than dependents • * • • • • • » • • * *  « 10) lnoona
fteeas of current lnaono aver ) Surplus » fi# of
. aurranl expenditure *• • « * « • • « . •  49) inaome
Tnyoiie #810
Hrt caaets other than lnauranoa .#608
total value of Ufa lnauranoa policy........... 1000
»<--»*« - •»»“ °* I •»“*»* afford the
purohaae of yrofaaalonal aagaalnee and booka, ete. I have not attended
ft c* 3 it O’ s o «* a1
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CHAPTER X
SD10IART AND OONCOTSIONS
The preceding chapters of this study of Louisiana teachers lave 
presented information aa the following major topics* (1) professional 
status, (8) family responsibilities aad living conditions, (8) transpor­
tation facilities, (4) cultural, recreational, aad aaaaaala opportunities,
(5) school salaries aad other income, (4) uses of income, (7) value of 
property aad extent of indebtedness, aad (8) reaction* of individual 
teachers to their eeonoaio status# This eoncludiag Raptor summarises 
the findings ia two ways* (1) by giving a brief, generalized picture 
of the characteristics aad tba environment of the teacher, aa revealed 
by the uuestlonaaire replies, and (8) by focusing attention on a few 
out at ending points and their implications#
With fan exceptions, the generalized description of the tea«her ia 
baaed ia each case on the responses of an entire reporting group* for 
differ* ess in such factors aa sex, marital status# and type of school 
the reader should consult the detailed data under those heads*
A Composite Picture of the Teacher 
Professional Status a There were three teachers employed In town* 
schools to two in schools in the open country* Teachers in the open 
country were employed In schools having from one to six teachers*
A little over half of the teachers studied, 55*49 peremt, were 
employed solely in the elementary school, and in only ten paroaat of
\
\ 8SS
the oases did they have aiy administrative or supervisory responsibilities 
in ilAitlta to their teaching# They HA served In sahools for stoat 9*31 
years and a median of lira yaara la their current posit lone* They 
reported college training of too years or more* and about one out of 
every two held a degree fren a four-year college#
three eat of every hundred were not mothers of the state teachers9 
association* and shoot sixty out of every hundred did not belong to the 
leeal or parish teachers* aseoelation# Only a few were nemhers of 
national 100030X0* associations* la three out of every ten eases they 
wished to leave teaching for ether occupations# they seemed to prefer 
elsmentary-seheel teaching to any other type of educational work# They 
preferred eonmnaitles of 2500 to 9999 population# Those employed in one- 
teaeher schools desired employment In larger schools*
IuoS.1* B»WL<»aH>llltlaB aaa Unm. CoaaitlMwi Sh« taaehar* had aa 
average of one dependent needing full support# In two out of five eases 
they maintained homes* alone or cooperatively# Rooming and hoarding was 
nearly as frequent as hens maintenance# In 30 percent of the eases they 
lived with relatives* Their week-end residence was usually the same as 
during the school week*
There were more renters than Installment buyers or outright owners 
among the teachers who maintained homes* hut more outright owners than
installment buyers#
Facilities available at the teachers9 living quarters varied greatly# 
Magazines and newspapers were not abundant* But in only 7 percent of the
355
earn to* they electric current, roamtag water, central heating, a 
heated bedroom# gas; If percent, a bathtub or shower; aad 10 percent aa 
Indoor toilet* A much larger mufcer had aoaass to a telephone aad a 
radio*
Trasesartatlon facllitiest About half owned or were buying auto- 
asbUM, alone or cooperatively* lewever# the majority milked to and 
from edheel* then they rode# It waa usually in their own oars or in 
these of friends —  rarely la a hue or on train*
Cultural* recreational. nm^rtnnt In one ease
eat of four they had aeoee* to a library of 1000 hooks or more. Most 
of the nagasi ims they subsorlhed for were aoa-professional. they bought 
vary few hooks or magazines.
Muring the year# of the group gatherings attended by teachers# 5© 
percent were religious services; 10 percent commercial affairs of a 
reereational or educational nature; 30 percent social affairs of a non- 
coaaerelal character; aad 50 percent professional meetings of teachers* 
tire times during the school year# on the average# they took a trip 
qT at least fifty miles sway from the school community* these trips were 
aot week-end visits to relatives, the summer vacation period was spent 
hy the teachers in various ways. The most frequent occupation was 
attesdanee at summer school; the next in order of frequency was In work 
at their own or their parents1 homes* Only one out of 50 studied 
devoted any time to working for pay at an occupation other than teaching* 
those who traveled for so loi* as two weeks were in the same proportion.
234
Tbachers received a median salary of #669,44. 
About #60 more waa contributed by relatives who lived with them* their 
extra-scholastic earnings increased the median income up to #965.44.
After serving in the schools fir seven years* the average teacher 
owned property (ether than life inauranee) with a median value of about 
#060* the nedlan indebtedness was #76# the total net assets ether than 
iaeuranee thus amounted to #776. la addition, life l&euraaee polioles 
readied a median value of nearly #1600*
Outstanding Folate
M M  MlfeJttldU Nearly all the teachers had at least 
two years of college or normal school training, and nearly 60 percent 
were graduates of Ibur-yeer eolleges* Hinaty-aevon pereaut belonged to 
State teachers* aeeoolations and 46 percent belonged to local or parish 
teachers* associations# Only a very mall portion, lass th a n  ox* percent, 
ted joined national organisations#
These facts, together with otters presented in this report, justify 
tte payment or larger salaries to most leathers# Salary scales Should 
continue to place a premium on four years Of appropriate college 
training for the type of work each teacher Is to do, whether it be at 
the elementary or the hlgh-school level#
S. filly H iWMlMUtliiJf t M # w i  w w  «un>rl»lnalr l»«#r. 
Mure than half of these teachers ted dependents, 20 percent of them with 
the equivalent of two or more total dependents# 2 m  among the single 






























































MgasiBM* tort thia would not coapanaate for tfeo lack of library faoilitiaa 






























but one-half received less than $66&. ?Jot only were the salaries of 
beginner© low, but additional experience and training were not 
sufficiently rewarded* TEven when there was a supplementary income, 
teachers had to spend too large a part of their incomes for ordinary 
living expenses, and they had too little left for betterment, giving, 
and saving, this was especially true of teachers with dependents and 
homes to maintain. Most of the teachers had very little in reserve for 
future emergencies or for retirement. They reported median net assets 
(other than life Insurance) of only a little over $000, and life 
insurance policies with a median face value of about $1500. W e n  those 
who had been in school service for thirty years or more did not have 
sufficient assets to yield retirement incomes equal to the average 
teacher’s current living expenses.
Improvement in economic status can com# only by general increase 
of school salaries. Real progress in education is retarded by the 
living conditions of teachers as revealed in this study. True pro­
gressives will work for better business management in education and 
increased public support, so that th® money may be us#d more wisely 
after it is provided, and so that competent teachers can b© assured 
adequate salaries and docent living quarters.
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L. P. TER REBO NN E, PLA Q UEM IN E, LO U ISIA N A
For Use in Studying the Economic Status of the White Teacher in Louisiana
O utside o f N ew  O rleans
March, 1937
To Teachers, Principals, and Supervisors:
ONLY AS THE PUBLIC COMES TO UNDERSTAND MORE FULLY THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF 
TEACHING, CAN THE WORKER IN THIS IMPORANT FIELD OF SOCIAL SERVICE HOPE FOR SIG­
NIFICANT IMPROVEMENT. Persons entering this field are not likely to regard it as a permanent profes­
sion worthy of their best efforts unless they can see in it a chance to earn a reasonable wage and maintain an 
adequate standard of living.
TO GIVE THE PUBLIC THE FACTS TO THE SITUATION, and to assist in a study of the Economic 
Status of the White Teachers in Louisiana Outside of New Orleans, I am making a survey of economic condi­
tions among certain teachers—white teachers in Louisiana outside of New Orleans. The survey will include 
CLASSROOM TEACHERS, PRINCIPALS AND SUPERVISORS holding school positions in this area. I 
ASK YOU TO HELP ME by answering the questions in this blank.
These questions cover such matters as your professional status, money income, expenditures, savings, 
debts, living conditions, number of dependents, and social and cultural opportunities. Please answer each ques­
tion as accurately as possible. If you cannot give exact answers to certain questions, be sure to give your best 
estimates. Directions for answering are given in each question. You will find it helpful to read through the en­
tire blank before answering any of the questions.
All questions, unless otherwise indicated, refer to the period of TWELVE MONTHS from June 1,1936, to 
May 31,1937. To give a complete picture of your situation for the year, you will need to estimate what your in­
come, expenditures, and certain other financial items will be from the date of answering the questionnaire to 
May 31. Please be sure that your figures for such items represent the ENTIRE YEAR from June 1, 1936, to 
May 31, 1937.
YOU NEED NOT GIVE YOUR NAME if you prefer not to do so^lthp* space is provided below for that 
purpose. All information which you give will be held strictly confidential, and will never be used in connection 
with you as an individual. It will be combined with information from other teachers and used to help in this 
study, and, I hope to improve the teaching profession in Louisiana.
Send your response as soon as you can to your parish superintendent, or to L. P. Terrebonne, Plaquemine, 
Louisiana. An addressed envelope is supplied for your convenience.
Your cooperation in this survey will be greatly appreciated and will, I believe, contribute significantly to 
the economic and social welfare of teachers in Louisiana.
Sincerely yours,
L . P . T e r r e b o n n e ,
Superintendent of Schools, Iberville Parish, Louisiana,
Teacher's name..............................................................................................................
Mailing address.
I. P rofessional Inform ation
STATE, COUNTY, AND TOWN (IF ANY) — 
Write the names of the state, county, and town 
(if any) where you have been employed during 




2. TYPE OF SCHOOL OR COMMUNITY WHERE 
EMPLOYED—Indicate by check mark (V ) the 
type of school or community in which you were 
employed during the school year 1936-37;
  (1) One-teaeher school in open country
  (2) Two-to-five-teacher school in open country
  (3) Six-or-more-teacher school in open country
  (4) Town or village less than 1000 in population
  (5) Town or city 1000 or more
in
6. TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND TENURE— 
Write the total number of school years you have 
spent in active school service, and the number 
spent in the position which you have held during 
the school year 1936-37:
___________  total school years of active school service,
(how many?) including 1936-37
______ ____  school years in present position, including
(how many?) 1 9 3 6 - 3 7
7. ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
—Indicate by check mark ( V ) the one item  which 
best describes the total amount of schooling you 
have had:
Less than high-school graduation 
High-school graduation only (no college or 
normal-school work)
College or normal-school work, but less than 
two years (72 weeks)
At least two years (72 weeks) of college or 
normal-school work, but less than three years 
(108 weeks)
At least three years (108 weeks) of college 
or normal-school work, but less than gradua­
tion from a four-year college 
Graduation from a four-year college, with 
degree
Some training beyond graduation from a 
four-year college
MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANI­
ZATIONS—Indicate by check mark (V ) each 
type of teachers organization to which you belong­
ed in 1936-37:
  (1) Belonged to no teachers association or club
  (2) Local or parish teachers association (or club)
  (3) State teachers association
  (4) National teachers association
  (5) Other (name i t ) ------------------------------------------
II. Incom e and O ther R eceip ts in 1936-37
Please report below, to the best of your knowledge, the amounts of money which you received from various 
sources (including the money value of commodities or services received without cost to you—such as board, 
lodging, farm products, laundry, etc.), during 1936-1937. If you received nothing from a particular source, 
write a zero (0) in the appropriate space.
The year 1936-37 means the ENTIRE TWELVE MONTHS from June 1, 1936, to May 31, 1937.
3. TYPE OF SCHOOL OR COMMUNITY PRE­
FERRED—Indicate by check mark (V)  the type 
of school or community in which you would prefer 
to work if salaries were similar in all types:
(1) One-teacher school in open country.
(2) Two-to-five-teacher school in open country.
(3) Six-or-more teacher school in open country
(4) Town or village less than 1000 in population
(5) Town or village 1000 to 2499 in population
(6) Town or City 2500 to 9999 in population
(7) Town or City over 10,000 in population
4. PRESENT SCHOOL POSITION—Indicate by 
check mark ( V ) the one item  which best describes 
the kind of school position you held during the 
school year 1936-37:
  (1) Elementary-school teacher only
  (2) High-school teacher only
(3) Both elementary and high-school teacher
(4) Teaching principal, supervisor 
  (6) Non-teaching principal, supervisor
....___  (6) Other (name i t ) --------------------------- -------------
5. VOCATION ULTIMATELY DESIRED—In­
dicate by check mark (V)  the vocation which you 
hope to follow ultimately:
  (1) Elementary-school teacher
  (2) High-school teacher
  (3) Principal, supervisor or superintendent of
of schools
  (4) Home-maker (full time)








N a tu re  of re ce ip ts
A nnual am o u n ts  
received , 1936-37 
(in  d o lla rs)
1. MONEY WHICH YOU RECEIVED AS SALARY FOR SCHOOL 
SERVICES RENDERED DURING ENTIRE YEAR—including any 
part of your salary which was paid into, or deducted for, a teachers’ re­
tirement or insurance fund. (If the school board paid your 4% to the 
teacher retirement fund be sure to add this amount to your annual 
salary ^
2. ESTIMATED "MONEY"' VALUEOF^COMMODITIES 
RECEIVED AS PARTIAL PAYMENT FOR SCHOOL SERVICES 
RENDERED .......................................... .1................. ..........................................
3. YOUR OWN EARNINGS FROM OTHER KINDS OF WORK—such as 
writing, selling books, or farming (including estimated money value of 
commodities produced for your own consumption).....................................  $
4. INCOME CONTRIBUTED BY RELATIVES (INCLUDING PAR­
ENTS) LIVING IN SAME HOUSEHOLD WITH YOU—including 
money value of commodities or services received from such relatives......
5. ALL OTHER CURRENT INCOME—Do not include money borrowed or 
withdrawn from savings.................................................................................... $
6. TOTAL CURRENT INCOME—sum of items 1 to 5, inclusive........................
7. DEBT INCURRED DURING YEAR BUT NOT REPAID DURING 
SAME YEAR—Include money borrowed to meet operating expenses, 
and charge accounts incurred but unpaid. (Do not include money borrow­
ed for investment purposes.) ............................ $
8. WITHDRAWALS FROM ACCUMULATED SAVINGS OR INVEST­
MENTS TO MEET OPERATING EXPENSES—including sale of se­
curities, real estate, etc. (Do not include amounts withdb'awn and then re­
invested.) .........................  s
9. SUM OF ITEMS 6, 7, AND 8.......................................................... ” " Z Z Z ......
$-
[2]
6. OTHER LIVING CONDITIONS (SIN G LE  
PER SO N S O N L Y )— If you w ere a single per­
son during m ost of 1936-37, please answ er ques­
tions a and b below:
a. Household duties-—Indicate by check mark ( /)  
each of the following duties which you were ex­
pected to perform at your place of residence dur­
ing the school week in 1936-37:
  (1) No household duties
  (2) Keeping your own sleeping room in order
  (3) Helping keep other parts of house in order
  (4) Helping with preparation of meals
  (5) Other duties (state them)_______ _________
b. Sharing of sleeping room—Write the number of 
other persons with whom you usually shared a 
sleeping room at your place of residence during 
the school week in 1936-37 (if none, write a zero) :
__________  other persons
(how many ?) „
7. D E P E N D E N T S — W rite in each space below, the  
number o f persons (not counting yourself) who 
during m ost of 1936-37 w ere dependent upon 
your personal income for support in  the manner 
indicated. Include all dependent persons living  
w ith you, as well as your own children, parents, 
brothers, or sisters who Were dependent upon 
you but not liv ing  w ith  you.
W rite a zero (0 ) for any type of dependents 
which you did not have.
__________  Wholly dependent upon you, and living with
(how many?) you
__________  Wholly dependent upon you, but not living
(how many?) -with you
 -_____  Paritially dependent upon you, and living
(how many?) with you
__________ Partially dependent upon you, but not liv-
(how many?) jng with you
8. AUTOMOBILE O W NERSH IP —  Indicate by 
check mark ( V ) your situation as to ownership  
of an automobile during most of 1936-37:
  (1) Neither owned nor was buying an automobile
 .__  (2) Owned an automobile free of debt
  (3) Buying an automoile on installment or time-
payment plan
 i—. (4) Joint ownership or operation with another
person
9. M EA N S OF TRAVEL TO A N D  FROM  
SCHOOL— Indicate by check mark (V )  the one 
means by which you usually traveled to and from  
school during the school week in 1936-37:
  (1) Walked
  (2) Rode on bus or train at own expense
  (3) Rode on bus or train at expense of school
district
  (4) Drove an automobile at own expense
  (5) Drove an automobile at expense of school
district
  (6) Rode in automobile and shared cost of its
operation with others 
  (7) Other means (state it)__________________
10. DISTANCE TO SCHOOL—Write the number of 
miles (or fraction of a mile) from your living 
quarters to your school during the school year 
1936-37:
__________   miles between living quarters and school, by
(how  m a n y?) route commonly traveled (one way only)
[6]
11. SPECIAL TRIPS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY—Write the approximate number 
of times during the school year in 1936-37 that 
you went on trips of at least 50 miles (one way) 
from the school community in which you worked 
(except regular week-end trips to visit rela­
tives) :
___________  trips of at least 50 miles
(how  many?)
12. ACCESS TO A GOOD LIBRARY—Indicate by 
check mark (V ) whether or not you usually had 
access to a reasonably good library (either pub­
lic or private) during the school week in 1936- 
37:
  (1) Did not have access to any good library
  (2) Had access to good library of less than 1000
books
  (3) Had access to good library of at least 1000
books
13. BOOKS AND MAGAZINES PURCHASED— 
Write in each space below, the number of books 
purchased or magazines subscribed for by you 
during 1936-37 (if none, write a zero) :
  ___-___  Non-professional books purchased
(how  many?)
___________  Non-professional magazines subscribed for
(how  m an y?)
___________  Professional books purchased
(how many?)
 __ _____  Professional magazines subscribed for
. (how m any?)
14. SOCIAL AND OTHER AFFAIRS ATTENDED 
—Write the approximate number of such affairs 
which you attended during 1936-37 (if none, 
write a zero) :
___________  Affairs requiring an admission fee (such as
commercial lectures, concerts, motion pic­
tures, dances, etc.)
___________  Social affairs not requiring an admission
fee (such as parties, picnics, club meetings, 
parent-teacher meetings, etc.)
___________  Religious services
!___________  Professional meetings (teachers conven­
tions, institutes, faculty meetings, etc.)
15. USE OF SUMMER VACATION—Indicate by 
check mark (V ) each type of activity in which 
you engaged during the summer vacation of 
1936. Use a double check (V V ) to indicate the
activity to which you gave the most tim e:
...........—  (l) Attended summer school at a college or uni­
versity
_____ (2) Worked at own home, without financial re­
muneration
■ (3) Worked at home of parents without financial
remuneration
____  (4) Worked for financial remuneration at an oc­
cupation other than teaching
:(5) Taught in summer school
____  (6) Took a trip of at least two weeks within the
United States
------- (7) Took a trip abroad
------- (8) Rested at home (own or parents’ home)
------  (9) Other activity (state i t )___________________
(See space for remarks on page 6.)
III. E xpenditures, Saving, and R epaym ent o f D ebt in 1936-37
Please report in column 2 below, your best estimates of the amounts of money (including the money valub 
of commodities or services received ivithout cost to you) which you used during the year 1936-37 for the pur­
poses listed in column 1. Include all cash payments, and all bills incurred but unpaid during the year. If the 
correct amount for any purpose is “none,” write a zero (0) in the appropriate space.
In column 3, 4, or 5 please indicate by check mark (V ) your judgment as to the adequacy of each amount 
reported in column 2. For example, if you consider that the amount reported for food was quite adequate, 
place a check in column 3; if barely adequate, place the check in column 4; if quite inadequate, place the check 
in column 5.
The year 1936-37 means the ENTIRE TWELVE MONTHS from June 1, 1936, to May 31, 1937.
Special Note: If you cannot separate the amounts spent for purposes 1, 2 , and 3 (food, housing, and house operation 
write the total amount for these three purposes as requested in item 4.
P u rp o se s  fo r w hich  m oney  w as u sed
A m o u n ts  
u sed  in  
1936-37 
( in  d o lla rs )
C heck 
Q u ite ' 
ad e ­
q u a te
he re  if  a m o u n t 
B are ly  
ad e ­




q u a te
(1) ( 2 ) (3 ) (4) (5)
1. FOOD—all meals and food supplies for yourself and dependents 
living with you ...........................................................................................
2. HOUSING—rent for living quarters of yourself and dependents 
living with you; or taxes, interest, and upkeep if you own or are 
buying your home. (Omit payments of principal on home)..............  $_
3. HOUSE OPERATION AND FURNISHINGS—everything used to 
clean, heat, light, and furnish your living quarters (including mu­
sical instruments) ....................................................................................... $_
4. SUM OF FOOD, HOUSING, AND HOUSE OPERATION—Re­
port here only if items 1, 2, and 3 cannot be answered separately.. $.
5. CLOTHING—purchase, repair, and cleaning of clothing for your­
self and your dependents..........................................................................  $.
6. HEALTH—medical and dental care, hospital or nursing service, 
medicines, health appliances, and accident or health insurance for 
yourself and your dependents.............................................................   $.
7. TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL—carfare, railway, or bus 
fare, and payments for purchase and operation of automobile for 
yourself and your dependents.................................................................  $.
8. ALLOWANCES OR GIFTS OF MONEY TO YOUR DEPEND­
ENTS—dependents living with you, and dependent children, par­
ents, brothers, or sisters not living with y o u ...................................... $.
9. ALL OTHER DONATIONS—to persons not dependent upon you, 
and to churches, charitable institutions, and relief or character- 
building agencies...............................................................    $.
10. MISCELLANEOUS PERSONAL ITEMS— {other than those list­
ed above and below) , including barber service, toilet articles, to­
bacco, stationery, children’s toys, etc., for yourself and your de­
pendents ........................................................................................................ $.
11. YOUR OWN PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES—professional liter­
ature, membership in professional organizations, professional 
courses, etc. (Omit cost of travel.) ....................................................... $.
12. RECREATION AND NON-PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION—an 
social, recreational, and educational expenses for yourself and your 
dependents, except expenses included under item 11 above. (Omit 
oosi of' tvcbvcl) ^
13. SCHOOL OR CLASSROOM’’S U P P IH ^
expense because of the school district’s failure to provide them  $.
14. LIFE-INSURANCE AND ANNUITY PREMIUMS—for yourself 
and your dependents (including amounts paid into, or deducted for 
a teachers’ retirement fund)' (If the school board paid your 4% 
to the teacher retirement fund be sure to add this amount to your 
ftnnufil s&I^ry) $
15. PAYMENTS OF " PRINCiPAL
HOME OR OTHER REAL ESTATE—for yourself and your de­
pendents .......................................................................................................  $-
16. ALL OTHER AMOUNTS SAVED OR INVESTED DURING 
THE YEAR—for yourself and your dependents (in banks, stocks, 
bonds, loans to others, etc.)  ........................................................ ?-
17. REPAYMENT OF OLD DEBT—payments of principal and inter­
est on debt incurred in a previous year for yourself and your de­
pendents. (Do not include payments to purchase home) ..................
18. GRAND TOTAL OF ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS — This sum 
should be approximately equal to the total of receipts reported in 
item 9 of Section II....................................................................................
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IV. V aiue of P roperty  and  Am ount of A ccum ulated Indebtedness
Please report as accurately as possible the amounts requested below, as of April 1, 1937. If the correct
answer for any item is “none,” write a zero (0) in the appropriate space.
A m oun ts  on
Ite m s  of p ro p e rty  an d  in d e b te d n ess  A pril 1, 1937
____________________________________________________________________________________________      (in  d o lla rs )
1. TOTAL ESTIMATED MARKET VALUE OF YOUR HOME AND OTHER REAL ES­
TATE owned by you and your dependents (full present market value regardless of mort­
gages against the property) ....................................................................................................................  $.................
2. TOTAL PRESENT VALUE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY belonging to you and your de­
pendents (household goods, clothing, automobile, etc., but not including bank deposits, in­
surance policies, or other types of investment.) .................................................................................. $.................
3. TOTAL PRESENT VALUE OF ALL SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS, such as bank de­
posits, stocks, bonds, notes, retirement deposits, etc., for yourself and your dependents (ex­
cept life-insurance policies) ......................................................................................................................  $.................
4. TOTAL FACE VALUE OF LIFE-INSURANCE POLICIES IN FORCE for yourself and
your dependents (value if  the insured persons should die) ...............  - ................................  $.................
5. TOTAL AMOUNT OF INDEBTEDNESS ACCUMMULATED by yourself and your de­
pendents (including money borrowed but not repaid up to April 1, 1937, and unpaid bills,
except amounts owed on reaUestate mortgages) .............................................................................  $...................
6. TOTAL AMOUNTS STILL OWED ON REAL-ESTATE MORTGAGES by yourself and
your dependents...........................................................................................................................................  $..................
V , Socia l and Econom ic Factors
Unless otherwise specified, the year 1936-37 means the twelve-months period from June 1, 1936, to May 
31, 1937. The “school week” means those days of the week during which school was in session.
1. SEX AND MARITAL STATUS—Indicate by 
check mark ( V)  your status during most of the 
year 1936-37:
  (1 ) Single man (unmarried, widowed, separated
or divorced)
  (2) Single woman (unmarried, widowed, separ­
ated, or divorced)
  (3) Married man
  (4) Married woman
2. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS DURING THE
SCHOOL WEEK—Indicate by check mark ( V ) 
the one phrase that best describes your living ar­
rangements during the school week in 1936-37:
— .— (1) Maintained a home personally (paid entire 
operating cost of a house or apartment)
  (2) Maintained a home jointly (shared operating
cost of house or apartment with one or more 
other persons)
  (3) Rented a room (or rooms) and boarded or
purchased meals at rates generally prevailing 
in the community
  (4) Lived with parents or other relatives (except
husband or w ife) at less than the usual rates 
for room and board
  (5) Lived with school patrons and received board
and room free of charge
  (6) Other (describe b riefly )  ____________
3. RESIDENCE ON WEEK-ENDS—Indicate by 
check mark ( V) ,  and by a brief statement if 
necessary, where you usually resided on week­
ends during the school year 1936-37:
  (1) Same place as during the school week
  ....   (2) Elsewhere (state w here)_______________
4. HOME OWNING OR RENTING—If you “main­
tained a home,” either personally or jointly, dur­
ing most of 1986-37, indicate by check mark (V)  
your situation as to owning or renting:
  (1) Owned home clear of debt
  (2) Buying home on installment or time-payment
plan
  (3) Rented home
  (4) Home provided rent-free by school district
5. FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT L I V I N G  
QUARTERS DURING SCHOOL WEEK—Indi­
cate by check mark ( V)  each of the following 
facilities which were available for your use at 
your living quarters during the school week in 
1936-37:
  (1) Central heating
 ......   (2) Heated bedroom
  (3) Gas
  (4 )  Electricity
  (5) Running water
  (6) Indoor toilet
  (7) Bathtub or shower bath
  (8) Telephone
  (9) Radio
 (10) Current magazines and newspapers
 (11) None of the above facilities
(Questions continued on page 5.)
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Linus Peter Terrebonne, eon of Adolphe Terrebonne and Sanaa 
Aathsment, me born an tSorgan City, Louisiana, February 27, 1894.
Hie elementary■■ and hi£b*iotool eduo&tion was received in the  
public and parochial schools o f Morgan City. He graduated from 
the Public High School in  1915. He entered Southwestern Louisiana 
In stitu te , Lafayette, Louisiana, in  the summer of 1913 and received 
the c e r tif ic a te  of graduation In June, 1914. Afterwards he attended 
stumer schools at Louisiana State University, George Peabody College 
for Teachers, N ashville, Tennessee, and Southwestern Louisiana 
In stitu te , receiving the 8. A. Degree from the la tte r  school in 1933. 
His graduate work was done in the Louisiana State University, with 
the exception of one summer In George Peabody College for Teachers, 
K ashville, Tennessee* He received the M. A. Degree from Louisiana 
State University in 1928.
His f ir s t  teaching experience was in rural elementary schools, 
in  Livingston Parish from 1914 to  1916, and in Ib erv ille  Parish from 
1916 to 1918. One year during the World »ar he was employed by a 
ship building concern, the Union Bridge and Construction Company.
In 1919 he became principal of the sunset Junior High School, serving 
in  that capacity u n til 1923, at which time he became principal of 
the V ilie  P latte High School. He held th is  position u n til 1926. He
carried on an experiment in parish-wide supervision of instruction  
under the direction o f the State P©$)&rtment of V acation, Baton 
Rouge, louisiann, financed by the General Education Board, Mew York 
C ity, during the sessions 1926-8? and 1927-20* For th is  experiment 
Ascension was used as the experimental parish and Assumption as the 
control parish* After the experiment was completed, he served for 
nine months as Parish Supervisor of Instruction in Ascension Parish* 
In A pril, 1929 he became Superintendent o f Schools o f Ib erv ille  
Parish, which position  he now holds*
He has served as President of the Louisiana Teachers Association 
and Vice-President of the National Education Association* He i s  a 
member of Phi Delta Kappa and Kappa Phi Kappa fratern ities*
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